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Van Raaite May WVTVWWWTfWWWWWWWTWWWVWWWYWWWf
Be Celebrated

News Items Taken From the Files of
Holland City News Fifty, Twenty-five
and Fifteen Years Ago Today

Kalkman Again

TAKE TRAILER FOR
FLORIDA MONDAY

Wishes To Buy
Mr. and Mrs. William
Vanden
Tannery Site Berg, West 13th Street,are
C.

Monday
plan-

ning to leave Holland

^

FIFTY YEARS AGO TODAY

Van

Walter Wiers
Under Arrest
For Robberies

_

Raaite settled Holland.The
MAYOR GEERLINGS APdocumentis a land patent sent for
s'oSthT^Tt “fl
A • •
POINTS COMMITEE ON
with their larve Oldsmobiie
ADMITTING SEVERAL
by him to get clear title to land
A flock of wild turkeys were located in Saugatuck township. The PLAYGROUNDS AND SPORTS go
which will be attached a trailer THEFTS, DENIES OTHERS
seen Christmas Day at Olive Cen- gttte of Michigan was admitted to
Alderman Damson brought up with all the modern convenieneea.
Plan Ii To Not Only Include Holter. They were rather tame and the Union in 1837. The land patThey intend to visit every
... a, a proposal that met with unanimous
land Bat Also the Hollanders
looking for food, since the heavy ent, of which Mr. Pouch received approval of the Common Council. of interest in Florida and possibly
a copy, was granted on April 24,
snowfall. '
In Western Michigan
It seems that in the past there will go beyond the state. The trail ft?
1820, and the patent was issued in
' 4
•
has been two committees, one on along the Gulf of Mexico to New j ";, JVTed
1839. It also shows how early Ala
the playgroundsand one on the Orleans is also very interesting
Messrs.
B.
J.
and
R.
Veneklasen,
A preliminary meeting was calllegan County was settled, April 2o,
tourists.
.nd
for
the
toori.U.
,„d
activit.ei
at
Jtiverview
Park.
It
of Zeeland, have bought a lot from 1836. The land was located by
ed by a group of cititensin the
J. DeJonge oppositethe Unity Charles Butkr in 1820. The patent was thought best by Mr. Damson Mr. Vanden Berg was taken eer- was bound over to circuit court on
City Hall Wednesday afternoon
Flour Mills. They propose to erect was signed by President Martin that all these recreational feat- tously ill a year ago last Christ- . ,
tentativelyto find out what sentiAAAAAAA
a
large brick builaing there next Van Buren and M. Van Buren, jr. ures be placed under the super- mas, but during the last half year
ment there would be to commemvision of one committee rather than he had Improved rapidly, and it ii "
spring.
The
stock,
it
is
rumored,
WALTER WIERS SENTENCED
in 1839. Note: Butler mentioned
orate the 90th anniveraary of the
will be boots and shoes and house- is the founder of Saugatuck Town- two and he asked that Mayor Gcer- consideredthat this trip, which will
coming of Hollanders to Western
TO JACKSON PRISON
With the celebratingof the 90th seats chopped from logs, for wood hold furniture.
cover
a
period
of
at
least
three
Michigan. This pioneer movement
ship and even to this day a hotel lings appoint a citizens’ committee
anniversary of the coming of Hol- and woods at that time were the
• • •
who
will collaboratewith the other months, will be very beneficial with
wu started in the NetherlandsbyA.C.
there is named after him. Butler
land’s pilgrims,who settled at the
a complete recovery,
Walter Wtere, who* miademeanors
Van Raaite, the founder of Hol- head of Black Lake and founded a enemy of the first settler. This The bartender of the old Brower has been closely connectedwith committees, in fact, it is going to
enemy
later proved to be a friend
are fully describe in thia article,
land, Michigan. Groups of Holland
Saloon at Zeeland has opened an- the settlement of all of Sauga' be one large committeein the fu- fTTTTTWTWTTfTTfTTfTWTWTT
beautifulcity, it is altogether fit- and a blessing.
ture.
pleaded guilty in Circuit Court in
other in the old Busquet place tuck’s environs.
pioneera soon followed and made
ting to print a drawing of the first
Anyway, we print this old wood making two “hell holes” in our
• • •
Mayor Geerllngs appointed for- Wife of Holland Merchant Grand Haven late thia afternoon
their pilnrinutgelargely to Weaplace of worship, a log church. cut in the possession of the Holand Judge Fred T. Milea sentenced
village. The present Republican
Paeaefl Suddenly
tern Michigan, and for that reaThe telephone system has taken mer alderman Al Van Zocren, AnIt can hardly be said that Van land City News for a half century,
him to Jackaon priaon for a term
village board did its best to pre- the place of a telegraph on some drew Klomparens, and “Dixie” Hyson the celebrationhas been plariRaaite and his little band occupied and we wish to state further that
of from two to fifteen yean, with
vent a second “hole of predition” divisions of the Pere Marquette ma of the police board. The counned to take in a wide scope inthis church immediatelyfor Hoi- the location of this log church was
,WK® • recommendationof two years,
cil committee is George Damson, / ur
in our midst but it appears that
viting the Hollanders from Uhese
lands history tells us that during near the first entrance to Pilgrim they were obliged to accept the includingHolland Station and thus Jacob Bultman.The Board of Ed- of Holland’spioneernaraware deal- Young Wiers. Svho feels retW
Western Michigan areas to come
trains are dispatched.
or, diod „rl, Now Y.»r'.
the firat summer the doctor had 1 Home Cemetery. If one looks close- bonds offered.
• • »
Zeeland Correucation committeeis Al Van Lente
and help celebrate and otherwise
at 1 .80 a.m. ather home at 577 0ut ofhlm when he heard the
ts his pulpit the stump of a tree, ly in the lawn at that point, iron
spondent:— -Note: Zeeland has been
and
George
Mooi.
The
last
two
com
participate in the program that
Marriage licenseswere granted
Michigan ave. She had been suffer- Judre nronounoethe MBtenM
and around him in a clearing the
was discussedat the first meeting. pioneers gathered every Sunday to stakes, well marked, indicate the out of the village stage for some to Wm. G. Stephan, 24, conductor mittees were already serving,only ing from a heart ailment for
Pronouncethe sentence.
site of this first log church and the years and is todav a thriving, enDr. A. Leenhouts moved that receive spiritualguidance.
on the Holland Interurban,and Ul in the future they will serve joint- time but death came unexpectedly. ff VVvvvff FffffFYFfffffff
dimensions.
terprising city with a fine city hall,
ly with the committee appointed She was bom Feb. 24, 1$81, and
Dr. Wynand Wichers, President of
It is certain,however,that as
For historicpurposesit might postofficeand schools second tc lian Westerhoff,2L of Grand Hav by Mayor Geerlings.
$2,000 bail which waa not furnished
Hope College,preside at the openen. Also to George De Young, 28,
was a daughter of the late Mr. and
soon as possibleduring that first be well to build a replicaof this
and he waa sent to the county jail
none. The saloon question was an and Minnie Coster, both of Holing meeting. Dr. Wichers briefly summer the log church was built
Aldrrman
“Casey"
Kalkman
has Mrs. W. H. Horning, old pioneers
log church, but those matters may annual battle, however, for the last
to await amlginmentin circuit
stated the reasons for callingthe
land.
Note:
Stephan
is
the
son
of
not
given
lup
the
hope
of
securing
of
this
vicinity.
She
was
a
member
and from then on during inclement be the outgrowthof the commem- 30 years or more there has been
court.
meeting and then asked the opinthe
former
mayor.
for
the
city
the
tannery
site
beof th» F^irst Methodist church in
weather the pilgrims gathered in oration of the coming of the pio- no licensed drinking places and
• • •
Before hia arraignmenthe was
ions of several of those present
tween Pine and Maple Avenues be- Holland ahd had been active in
that building,sat on rough-hewn neers in February, 1847.
there are none today. Up to this
as to the fitness and feasibility of
The Silver Wyandottes of At- twetn 8th and 9th Streets,where church circles and In other capaci- held for quastioning regarding a
•ertea of breaking and enterings
time there has also been no theatre torney Clare Hoffman from chamsuch a celebrationand what form
part of the ruins of a once fine in ties for some tinte.
in thia locality. In a written ateteor “movie house” allowed within pion stock took “blue ribbons" at dustry still are visible. Mr. KalkSurviving
are
the
husband;
two
was eminently fitting for an oc- AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
the limits.
the great New York show. Last man stated that there is now time daughters,Mrs. George Bequette of ment given to Trooper Charles
anniversary was
casion of this kind.
strictly observed as to time, should
week two of Hoffman’s fowl took before the Primariesto put the Springfield, 111., and Raoul Nles of Beukema, he admitted breaking inDAYS ALREADY LENGTHENOthers present pointed out the
be between February 9th and 12th.
4th and 5th place in Chicago from proposal up to a vote, but as before Holland; two sons, William and to the Slootmakafand Morrman
The
firm
of
G.
Van
Putten
and
ING. GREEN NEW YEAR
cottages at Proapact Point and takIt was immediately apparent the celebration really should be held
Sons General Store on River st. among the best in the nation. His Mr. Kalkman had nothing definite Jamea, four grandchildren; a slaing out householdgoods, an attime was short and that if any- on the appropriate dates between
imported
English
hens
also
wtn.
presented every one of the emas to the price, or anything specific ter, Mrs. George Van Husen of
tempted robbery at the Yanghn
December '21 was the shortest ployees of the City Hotel with e Note: Twenty-five years later Hoff- as to what it would be used for.
thing was to be done it should be the 9th and 12th of next month.
Grand Rapids, and a brother,ArEast End restaunnt, Spring Lake,
man wins again in the Washington In presenting it to the Council chie Homing of Detroit.
done qufckly ahd the sentiment However, they stated that there day. The sun then set at 5:04 and Christmas present.Possibly <
on a Sunday morning, and also to
was rnianimous in making the cel- were a great many ways in which rose at 7:57. Last night the sun happiest one in the lot was old Congressional Chanticleer.He was he put it in this manner, “It would
Funeral services were held Monebration in the form of a large the Tulip Festival program might set at 5:17 and first showed itself “Silas,” the colored bus driver. heard from at least 100% at the be a fine place to put a band shell day at 2 p.m. at the home with the the theft of several bicycles In
meeting at Hope MemorialChapel be augmented in many ways hav- in the Eastern horizon this morn- Note:— The City Hotel was built first show and is sure to be heard in which the different Holland Rev. W. G. Flowerday officiating. North Ottawa and in Muskegon.
Wiers came to this locality last
with an excellent program with ing to do with the coming of the ing at 8:00 o’clock. This makes 16 in 1872, right after the “big fire’ from again at the second session. bands could play. Part of it could Burial took place in Pilgrim Home
fall and got employmentat the
minutes differenceover this short of ’71, was rebuilt 25 years later He won first prize on Novemb. r
speakers,men of prominence, from Hollanders.
cemetery.
Friends
were
privileged
be used for a small athletic grounds
Neal Vander Meulen, grandson of period of time. Every day adds a and called Hotel Holland by Mrs. 8, approved by more than 5,000 until we are ready to put up a com- to view the remains Sunday after- Eagle-Ottawa Leather company.
differentareas of Western Michigan and possibly beyond, where one of the early settlersof Zee- minute or two and the difference M. A. Ryder, then leasee. It was judges,winning over all other pedi- munity hall or some other public noon and evening at the Dykstra He lived for a time In Grand Haven and later sent for hia wife and
Hollanders first came and are today land, in fact the spiritualadvi- in the length of daylight will soon tom down to make room for Warm grees including a new "bird,” in building.The land on the North Funeral home.
two littla childrenwho were living
a strong factor in building up the sor of the flock at Zeeland, stated be perceptible.
Friend Tavern 12 years ago. “Old the $200 class and named Town- side of 8th street, which is also
The pallbearers were IWIIliam in Boyne City.
that he was in favor of a large
communitiesin which they live.
The lawns in the City of Hol- Silas” spoken of was a character send.
tannery property near the West and James Nies, ions; George BeClaims University Graduate
• * •
Mr. Wichers pointed out that meeting with a suitable program, land are nearly as green in spots about town who came from West
Michigan Furniture Company, quette, son-in-law,Springfield, 111.; He claims to be a University of
this celebration,as he looked at He too, felt that the meeting in as in the summer time. Centennial Olive, and his hearty laugh could
The secret why Joe 3. Hadden, could be used for factory aites. I Harold Rice, nephew; John Nies,
Michigangraduate, with an extm
it, wa« a preliminary to greater February might be reflected later Park and the glass at Holland be heard the full length of Main West 11th st., raiser of fine poul- don’t think the price will be difChicago; Corwin Van Huesen, year in law and one in engineering.
things, the outgrowth of such a in a suitableprogram during Tu- High School are outstanding ex- street. He was the only “colored try, has such beautifullyfeathered ferent than what was first asked Grand Rapids.
He taught for one year.he says at
celebration. Just what form this lip Time. He stated that we had amples. Violets and other flowers man” Holland could boast of and and speckled Hamburgs is out. He for it”
o
Junior College, Grand Rapids, and
tfould take has not been definitely neglected to keep up these com- are being mentioned as unusual what is more, 50 years later this feeds them coal and that, it apThe price given before was apduring a two and one-half year’s
decided upon but there are many memorationsaltogether too long, freaks of nature during the mid- community cannot boaat of many pears, is the reason why his irrds proximately $13,000 and $3,000 adsojourn in Europs taught at the
things that would perpetuatea having even skipped the 75th an- winter. The hunter may say that more. Orientals and colored folk are so liberally be-speckled. The ditional for the North 8th St.
University of Bagdad, Palestine.
great epoch in Michigan’s history niversary.He promised his whole- fur-bearing animals have heavy- do not seem to stay very long in idea is not original with “Joe" and parcel but that price only held good
In his statement he enld he had
hearted
support
toward
any
prothe
feeding
of
coal
was
In
reality
as this relates to the coming of
coats of fur and the muskrats may this city. Indiana,however, seem
until a stipulatedtime. Since that
sent a crate of articles, identified
the Dutch in the early ‘40V and gram that might be suggested.
have built their hovels high, but to like Holland as there are a num- an accident. “Joe” went shopping time taxes have been paid on it
by the cottnge owners as their
the mark of progress they have
Dr. C. V. R. Gilmore, grandson nature seems to have foolwi them ber of the "First Americans" here. for some Dutch Kole grown in gar- again and no doubt that would be
property,to hia father,418 Brain• • •
dens, not the "King Coal" variety.
left from those early wilderness of Dr. Van Raaite, was also pres- all. Thus far the ground hog must
reflected in a later price.
ard street, Grand Rapids, and
The
“kole”
was
placed
in
a
sack,
days to the present day of un- ent and was heartily in accord with have been keeping “open house.”
Mayor Geerlinga told Mr. KalkHile J. Fletcher and Hattie however, a wag of a boy substiwhich the offleera have recovered
precedented development.Mr. a public demonstrationin Hope
All Thursday,although a wet, Conklin, both of Olive, were marman that before he would put the
together with other articles. It is
Wichers pointed out that Holland, Memorial Chapel in February.
foggy day, the air was balmy and ried a week ago. Immediately tuted it with “black diamonds.” motion, which was supportedby FOUR TAKEN BY DEATH. ONE understood the father was not aJoe is now looking about for a lad
as a city, should not capitalise on
Alderman Drinkwater, he wanted ALIVE TO GUARD LITTLE ware from where the articles
Mrs. John S. Dj Tatra, who has springlike. Last ^ear drifts of after the ceremony the bridegroom
with cabbages.
HOMES AND TILL 120
this alone, notwithstandingthe fact
snow
in
places
were
higher
than
something more definite. At this
came.
always taken a deep interest in
repaired to his bachelor quarters
ACRES
that this is the center of the beginthe automobiles, snow lasting
He says ha has been in many
these matters, sUted that she was
of many years and proceeded to FIPfEEN YEARS AGO TODAY juncture, City Alt. Parsons statning of the Holland eettlement, in full accord with the celebration. from mid - November to mid- demolish every article of furniture
ed that a proposal couldn’t be passparte of the world. He left Manila
• • •
Mr.
Harm
Wotting, one of origand where an institution ofle.tbiiig
March.
However,
in
comparied upon which was so indefinite.
In 1934 and crossed to this counMrs. Charles K. Van Duren also
there contained,that would in any
have way remind him of his past. Even The Holland Elks are planning Before a proposal could be put be- inally five unique characters,died try in an army transport.He wns
was promoted and fostered by the was enthusiasticand stated that son, this year
one
of
the
biggest
feature
dances
at hL home about Ave miles northfounder.
much might be the outgrowthof had no snow.The saying is “a grern the old armchair, although bowed and at this dance “Miss Lizzie” fore the people it must be definite- west of Zeeland on last Sunday, a longshoremanin San Francisco
Christmas means a full graveyard” down by constant usage and now
ly
known
what
the
price
is,
for
and had worked on boats at Los
such
an
occasion.
Mr. Wichers then called upon
and we sincerely hope that this enveloped in crepe was not spared will be given away during the eve- what purposes the property would at the age of seventy-nine year*, Angeles.
I>r. S. Nettbiga,President of
different persons present, Judge
hing
of
the
grand
ball on Feb. 22.
following
an
illness
of
several
prophet is as far wrong as many
Denies Gronevelt Robbery
Fred T. Miles being the first Mr. the Western Theological Seminary, of the other weather prognostica- but was broken In bits and thrown “Lizzie" is now in captivitythru be used, and the method used to weeks duration.
on the fire and reduced to ashes. the good offices of Al DeWeerd, pay for this property, undoubtedMiles stated that he believed in a stated that the few weeks from tors.
He denied robbing the Russell
He
is survived by one brother,
The worthy couple have our con- Peter Dulyea and Martin Vander ly a bond issue covering a period
large public meeting with a suit- now to the celebration was very
Geert, who resides on the same Gronevelt home in Grand Haven
Ice fishingis not, because there
of years.
able program in commemoration short to arrange all the things is no ice in Lake Macatawa and at gratulationsin their start over the Bie.
place with him. The funeral serv- where a watch and $65 in money
border,
into
the
“happy
land
of
•
•
Mayor
Geerlings
stated
that
he
of the coming of the Hollanders, that had to be done if a celebration the oval on
ices were held on Tuesday after- were stolen, the attempted robbery
Michigan matrimony.” Note: With such posiwhere it will be set forth what has worthwhileand of the size such there is not an iceberg in
Mr. Clarence Boeve, son of Mr. was not prepared to ask for a vote noon at LangelandFuneral home, of the Grand Haven State Bank
tive action to say goodbye to and Mrs. Henry Boeve, of Eben- from the aldermen on this question
developed and been created since an occasion demanded to give it sight There has been no hampering
with Rev. S. Fopma officiating, and several other jobs in this vibachelorhood we hope the “mar- ezer, and Miss Ella Prins, daugh- until Mr. Kalkman presented the
their coming. He said he was en- dignity was to be brought about.
and burial was made In the ceme- cinity which the offleera have bean
of navigation since ice flows do not riage bark” has sailed along withproposal
in
legal
form,
and
this
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Prins of
He, however,was in full accord exist. Thus far this can truly be
working on.
thusiastically for it
tery at Noordeloos.
out a storm or ripple during these Columbiaave., Holland, were mar- Mr. Kalkman said he would do at
Sergt. Earl Secriat stated that
William Arendshorst also want- to help work out a program of that called an “open winter."
Mr.
Wolting
was
bom
in The
60 years.
ried by Rev. A. H. Strabbing of the next meeting of the Common Netherlands and together with his finger prints taken at the Grono
ed a public gathering and not an sort and also felt that invitations
0 0 0
EbenezerChurch. Ernest DeHaan Council.He then withdrew his mo- parents and five brothers came to velt home tallied with the ftnget
fV??t??vVv
outdoor celebrationin the form should cover a wide scope, taking
in
all
of
Western
Michigan,
exattended the groom and Miss Ag- tion.
Just
108
out
of
4,000
inhabitants
of parades and bands paralleling
America and settled on the place prints of Wiers. The defendant adPRINCESS JULIANA GETS
Inspector Ben Wiersma brought
nes
Boeve was bridesmaid.
tending
invitations
to
communities
of
Holland
deemed
the
Band
Conthe semi-centennial in 1897. Mr.
where he died sixty-three years mitted that he had bought a small
• • •
in a very flatteringreport of the
CABLEGRAM FROM HOLLAND cert by our “Silver Cornet” horn
Arendshorst said he would do his large and small identified with the
later. He was then a lad of aixteen truck from a Grand Haven firm on
Through the efforts of Mayor E. work he had done and Mayor Geer- years. One of the six brothers Dec. 26 and that it had no plates.
tootersworthy of attendance— and
part to help foster a large public first Holland pilirrimage.
P. Stephan a large convention will lings said that the Health Depart- died while still a young boy and He also admitted that hia wife
Princess
Juliana
has
just
been
the
band
truly
was
entitled
to
patAbraham
Petera
stated
he
felt
meeting to be held In Hope Memment of the City of Holland was
that a 90-year celebrationwas ra- wed and the following cablegram ronage and encouragement.The bring several delegates here next
orial Chapel.
the parents have long since passed was driving it the night of Dec.
to her from Dr. Wynand Wichers, “boys” consequently were not able June when the Municipal League doing spme very good work, and away, leaving the five brothers to 27 when he attempted robbery of
ther
a
strange
multiple,
that
50
Dr. A. Leenhouts, one of the
who was recently ' knighted by to pay expenses and besides had of State of Michigan gathers at he also gave credit to Mr. Wiers- live by themselves, nil of them the Vaughn store. He denied that
original promoters of the celebra- years, 75 years and 100 years and
Queen Wilhelmina, and also Wil- wasted their efforts. We predict Holland.The league includes ma for his untiring vigilance.
so
on
were
definite
periods
as
anremaining bachelors for many his wife knew of his intentions
tion naturally was for recognizingLouis Padnos asked that he be
to rob the Vaughn store, and other
liam M. Connelly, Director of the that when there is occasion and a nearly every city of importance
years.
the 90th anniversary. He stated niversary celebrations.He felt if
jobs that he admitted through affiHolland Chamber of Commerce is desire to have a band play on in the state and Holland is a given a permit to spend $350.00rethis
was
a
preparation
for
the
100th
Following
the
death
of
their
that the U.S. Government, through
davit.
self-explanatory:
future public occasions the local member. As a rule city officials modeling his store building.
anniversary
of
Holland’s
founding
parents,
the
boys
decided
that
its historic commission had collecThe WPA was again given a
The wife and two children, mere
To Her Royal Highness Juliana, band will be found on the side that are made the delegates and probeach would live by himself in
ted a great deal of rare and use- and if this was a forerunner of a
lems common to all cities are dis- room for another year in the City
The
Hague,
Netherlands.
demands
money
for
their
services.
order to avoid trouble, so they babies, are living at a furnished
ful information that would be very celebrationten years hence, that
The Chamber of Commerce is Note:— Holland’s band complex is cussed and where a legal battle is Hall at $1.00 per year to be used each built a little cottage to ac- cottage on Spring Lake.
fitting to utilize,in part, in a pro- the preparations were rather preOfficersstated Ir their report
pleased to bring congratulationsof very much improvedduring these necessarythe league does the for bookbinding and dressmaking. comodate the purpose of living
mature.
He
stated
Ithat
large
grsm that might be arranged earthe citizensin Holland, Michigan 60 years. Today the Willard G. fighting through its legal depart- The city surely isn’t going to get quarters and they have lived thus that the man has a superiority
world’s
fairs
are
built
within
five
ly in February. He did not approve
complex and through a family conLeenhouts Post American Legion ment. Note: At one time E. P. rich on that. However, the whole ever since during their lives.
of an outdoor demonstrationftt years and celebrationsof this na- to the Prince and Princess of The
nection, has a hatred of police ofNetherlandson this blissfulday. band is the pride of Holland and is Stephan was the president of the thing is a matter of form and the
ture
are
planned
in
much
less
time.
Many
will
remember
seeing
them
this time but was heartilyin favor
Joy and happiness to you and your financed in part by the city, as it league and later Mayor Ernest city has done its full share by prac- coming in two’s or three’s to do ficers.
He
said,
however,
that
he
would
of a public gathering.
tically giving the entire third floor
should be. The schools all have Brooks was so•honored.
help along a meeting held in a housjhold and all your people.
shoppingin Zeeland
Hol• •
of the city hall over to Welfare
JUDGE MILES GIVES
Albert Keppel stated that ex- public place and undoubtedly a fitfine band organizationsand Hope
William M. Connelly,
land
nearly
afoot
The Graham and Morton Steam- and other branches of government
pense is one of the things that ting program might prove inspirDRUNK DRIVER
Manager, Chamber of Com- College also has an organized band.
carrying
bag
or
a
lairge
might hinder to put on a demon- ing and lead to other worthwhile
JAIL SENTENCE
The Holland Drum Corps is in ship Co. of Holland buys two work. Mayor Geerlings was author- bandanna handkerchief filled with
merce.
stration with such little time ahead,
"perpetual motion,” playing mar- new steamers, the “City of Mack- ized to sign the agreement for merchandise on the end of a stick
Wynand Wichers,
things.
inac” and “City of Alpena.” Each 2800 square feet of floor space in
John Mink, Spring Lake townand if the commemoration was to
Knight of the Order of Orange tial music when military features
or cane over the shoulder. OccasIt was then decided to hold anboat contains 162 staterooms be- the City Hall, the agreementbeing
ship, who lives just outside of
be held at all, it should be in the
are
a
part
of
demonstrations.
Bert
/>
sionally
when
walking
was
bad
or
other
meeting
next
week
Tuesday
form of a large mass meeting, tako
Brandt and his rural school bands sides several parlors, lounging and made by the U.S. Treasury De- when health did not permit walking Ferrysburg, was found guilty of
driving while drunk, third offense
ing in the Hollanders from the dif- at 4 o’clockin the council rooms SAUGATUCK PERMITTED
supply the countryside with music smoking rooms. The boats are to partment.
easy the trip was made with a waby a jury of men in circuit court
ferent communitiesand naturally of the City Hall and at that time
The December report of City Inand
occasionally
we
are
privileged be renamed,one “City of SaugaTO BUILD BRIDGE
gon or sleigh, and occasionallythe
the extending of an invitationto invite one, two or more represenvesterday afternoon. The jury deto hear his amalgamated bands on tuck” and the other “City of Hol- spector Ben Wiersma was accept- whir antin' T
tatives
from
the
surrounding
comland.”
-22Hl^thaBliberated about an hour and a half.
everyone in this community regarded by common council at its regDecorationDay and during the
come
out
for
a
trip.
•
•
•
Permissjon was granted the vilJudge Fred T. Miles sentenced
less of nationality. Of course,that munities,large and small, and also
ular meeting last night
Tulip Festival.”Director Gene
The Woltings for the last 40 the man immediately to Ionia
to Grand Rapida, Grand Haven, lage of Saugatuckby the board of Heeter’s “Tulip Time” correlation
4s thoroughly understood.
Following acceptance of the reFrank
Van
Slooten and Helen
years have been subscribersto the
Kalamazoo, Zealand and other cities supervisors Wednesday to build a
State Reformatoryfor six months
of bands from abroad shows con- Bouma, both of West Olive, were port, Mayor Henry Geerlings comWilliam M. Connelly,Director of
Holland City News and “on the to a year; fined him $50 and costa
in Western Michigancloselyiden- bridge over Kalamazoo river within
plimented
City
Inspector
Wiersma
clusively
that
bands
50
years
ago
the Chamber of Commerce, stated
married at Zeeland Christmas day.
dot”
they
would
come,
never
less
tified with the early Holland set- the city limits.
of $30. Failure to pay the money
on the apparenthealthy condition
and today have an altogetherdifthat he did not approve of holdthan two and often five, and the will cause the judge to recommend
tlements in Michigan. At that time
of the city at the present time.
ferent meaning in Holland and
ing the demonstration in February
treasurer of the' group would
final arrangements will be perfectRev. John A. Roggen of Monroe,
Milo H. De Vries has returned vicimty.
, un
- ; that
mat nv
i'iiovmi urc
he uc
be ivcu*
kept in prison
the xuti
full
His report for the month folbecause of the shortness of the
tobacco pouch
pouch and
and fish year. if he pays, he said he would
ed and a decisionmade just as to from Chicago where he attended
S.D., has accepted a call to the lows. Inspection of pasteurizing wind a tobacco
time, and if the celebrationcould
therefrom
dollar
—
for
,
First
Reformed
Church
at
HamilI
a
lone
dollar—
for
anraoninmonH
aonttnoa
air
what kind of a program wfll be the Furniture Mart for several
recommend sentence
six
plants,16; inspectionof raw milk
be postponed, it would be a very
TWENTY-FIVEYEARS AGO ton. Note: After 15 years of faith- plants, three; samples of cream other year’s subscription.
fittingfor this occasion.
days.
months.
fitting part in the program of TuSlowly as age grew on them
ful servicehe has just returned to
A motion was then made that
TODAY
Mink was arrested by state potaken to the laboratory,60; water
lip Tirae, since Monday and Tueshis native state of Iowa.
Dr. Wynand Wichers,the chairsamples, two; producers insperted, they one by one fell away, until iice officers, who appeared as wit0 0 0
day of the Tulip Festival week man, appoint a committee includ• • •
memoration is fitting and un36; slaughterhouses,three; meat now, only Geert, the youngest, neS8es against him. Mink claimed
needed an extra program. He is
Rural mail carrierNo. 12 is out
ing himself, whose duty it will be doubtedly will be the beginning of
remains as the sohteiy guard over he was not driving the car at the
Clifford Hopkins, rural letter markets, five; restaurants, etc.,
heartilyin favor of a commemoraa rooster which some kind patron
the 120-acre farm which they par- time he waa arrested, but this
to contact the persons in the dif- other developmentsthat will not
tion, however, and stated that he
on
his route had presented him carrier here, converted his home 14; premises ordered cleaned,
celed among themselves and plea failed to influence the jury,
ferent communities who could ma____ _ ___
.
would use his good offices for the teriallyaid in getting this com- only be enlightening to all Ameri- with.
The “Pilgrim Father”
hen into a temporary hospital. Fou seven; complaints investigated,16;
, can dtlxens but instructiveand was" jailed in a°box witiTwooden of his sons underwent tonsil opera- fever, two; chicken pox, 22; worked to provide themselvesjud^ Miles warned the responoccasion no matter when or where
together. The whole job was quarantined places, 48 (scarlet with substance.Of late years little dent that driving an automobile
the event was to take place. He
r*ily si bare set
“d **Christmas eve. hut Mr. tions
work has been done on the place and drinking liquor do not mix and
was set for
for Christmas eve, but Mr. done within an hour and was very fever, two; chicken pox, 22;
said, “Just tell me what to do, there is scarcelya month.in which bring out the fart that the -Hoi- was
to do everything and the committee landers occupied an important
mumps, five; whooping cough, 19.) because sufficient funds had been he gave him a severe lecture
Hen broke jail and unlike the pro- successful.
and I will do my share.”
will have to work fast.
laid away to carry them through the menace drunk driving ia
niche in the pioneering 6f Michi- verbial cat did “not come back.”
1 o- ......
Ben Mulder stated that a celeThe committee appointed are Dr. gan and several of the Western For that reason H. V. Dekker and
others and to the driver and those
Mrs. Reka Bontekoe of the Mass their declining
bration in the nature of the semi- A.. Leenhouts, Mrs. John S. DykBut the five little shacks stand for whom he is responsibleaa a
Ed Hall of Hudsonvilie,a truck Furniture Co., is in Chicago on a
states and have played < tremen- family were on a rolled oats diet
centennialwas out of the question, stra, William Arendshorst, Weal
just as they have done for years, driver.
driver, sure was a “lucky oyster.”
dous part in the nation’s develop- all day Christmas.
buying trip of draperies,curtains,
pe stated he remembered that it JVander
Meulen
Opening a shell he found 15 pearls and curtaining and is making a only one now being occupied
The sentence given was manda--- JWmJand
Mr. Wichers. ments since the “trail blazer” days.
a
• * -*
or fine shape and color. Five of the
the lone survivor,
tory on the part of the Judge.
thorough study of the new motifs
^large^ebration8 °n iSTiSS W ll
WiU ** assi.8t€d. by
Attorney Pearle L: Fouch of Al- beauties were the size of a large
— o -------WiUard Wichers stated this
in these lines. She will also visit
a summer celebration.-Record
1 * - Survey.
~ Cher* He
°* the
H“torical
is in
charge morning that since the meeting legan has a very interestingpan* pea and the remainingones like the Furniture Mart where the anThe South Ottawa Teacher’s The Veteran*of Foreign Ware
February would net be the time of several counties in which the there has bfeen a wonderful re- in his possession, dating before Dr. well developed grain in size.
club will meet, Tuesday evening, will hold their regular meeting
nual exhibitionis in progress.
of year for a demonstration of governmentdoes this work and in- sponse and a great deal of enthuBeechwood school. Miss Car- next Thursday evening,January 14.
that nature. He stated he was in cluded in these counties are many
Miss DeBorah Veneklasen. ERA roll Norlin of Holland, Miss Helen Very important that you turn out.
siasm. He is personallycontacting
favor of a public meeting with rep- Holland communities.
pea.administrator,Mrs. Glays DePree, Busman of Beechwood, and Miss Come on out you vet* that have
several persons who live at a dis- CHEST CLINIC NEXT TUBS. TAX PAYING EXTENDED
resentativespeakers from the
William Jabine of
tance and undoubtedly next TuesTO
FEBRUARY
1ST and G. J. Rutgers, all relief case Cena Bos of Zeeland will be in been hibernating. Let’s see what
Dutch areas and an appropriatemu- is the head of the
The monthly free chest clinic
workers of Holland, and Mrs. Beryl charge of the pot-luckdinner. Each you look like this year
day’s meeting will have a large
He stated that if
that
will be held on Tuesday, January,
Van Zylen, case workers from member is requested to bring a hot
representation.
was not set on the
At the special meeting Monday Grand Haven, attended a regional
Miss Marjorie Matchinskywas 12, from 1 to 4 o’clock in the old
A union prayer meeting of the
the vanguard of the earpresent,taking the proceedings of hospital annex on 12th and Cen- when the bid* for paving VanRaal- case worker’s meeting in MuskeFirst and Second Ref
f came, then it surely
the meeting in shorthand and she tral Ave. Dr. J. H. Bartlett of te Ave. were decided upon, the gon, Thursday. These meetings are
H. Fred Oilman of Grand Ra- Zeeland will be held in
fine added feature durhas these transcribed for future Muskegon and Miss Alma Koertge, common council also extended the held frequently for the purpose of Did* was re-elected presidentof the Church this
nature, either no________
_ local city nurse, will be in charge.
_ . enabling caae workers to discuss Berlin fair at the eighty-secondan- Miss
‘
filed away
'
prospective
be ^mp^ied b. time for paying city taxes to Feb. various problems that might arise nual meeting of the Ottawa and jbia
of
their parents or guardians.
in their work.
Kent Agriculturalsociety held here, wor

PRELIMINARY MEETING HELD
IN COUNCIL ROOM TO
PERFECT PLANS
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JUDGE MILES TO PASS
HAROLD KAR8TEN AGAIN
ON 10 NEW CITIZENS
HEADS LEGION BAND

ON SKATES

, (EfUbliihed 1872)
Like in Holland, Grand Haven
gives its tax payers one month extension in which to pay taxes.
Adoption was made at the regular meeting of the park and cemGold Seekers
etery commissioners, Monday night
at the city hall, of a resolutionof
A nun died in California the condolences to be sent to the memother day, who claimed that he bers of the family of Richard Van
Kolken and to be spread upon the
could extractenough gold from the
records of the board. Mr. Van
sea "to change every monetary Kolken, a member of the board,
died at Holland hospital,Sunday
standard in the world.”
At the time of hia death the ma- afternoon.

jas.-ssisa.’a
Murk Sr4
1IT*.

Notices have been mailed out durweek to 10 Allegan
county residents informing them
that their final examination for
naturalizationpapers will be held
before Judge Fred T. Miles in the
Allegan county court house on Monday, January 11, starting at 1:30
ing ;the past

heads; and plump little toddlers on'
•katas clutching at their mother’s
gowns. Soma women carried their
babies upon their backs, firmly secured witt a bright shawl. The effect was pretty and graceful as
they darted by, or sailed slowly
past, now nodding to /an , acouel**
tance, now chirruping,and throwing soft baby-talk,to the muffled
little ones they carried.
Boys and girls were chasing
each otter, and hiding behind the
one-horse sleds, that, loaded high
with peat or timber, pursued their
cautious way along the track
marked out as "safe." Beautiful,
queenly women were there, enjo]
’
......
ir quiet eyes.
eye
ment
sparkling
in their

The Holland American Legion
band featured the election of offi-

(Chrutian Science Monitor)

cers at their annual meeting TuesThe skating season had comday night in the band room at the
menced unusually early; our boys
city hall. In spite of a slight conwere by no means alone upon the
troversy over the election of offiIce. The afternoon was so fine, that
cers for the coming year, the same
men, women, and children, bent
group were re-electedto their resupon enjoying the holiday, had
pective offices. Those re-elected
P» ID*
flocked to the grand danal from
IMMANUEL
CHURCH
Four of the applicants,if they wre Harold J. Kars ten, president;
Missionary Student Prays far and near. Mint Nicholas had
Services
in
the
Armory.
successfullypass the examination, Martin Langeuis, vice president;
evidentlyremembered the favorite
in $1,200
will forswear allegiance to the new Ray Knooihuizen.secretary-trea- 9th Street at Central.
pastime, shining new skatea were
Rev.
Fred
Vander
Weide
of
Mae
King George VI of Great Britain, surer; and Bert Jacobs, librarian.
everywhere to be seen. Whole
During the electionof officers, Bain Gospel Tabernacle will speak
who will have their nominal monA young man, enrolledfor mis- familieswere skimming their way
at
the
services
Sunday.
to Haarlem or Leyden or the
Police Chief Frank Van Ry re- arch for exactly one month to a an attempt was made to pass unchine by which he believed he could
10:00 A. M. Morning Worship. sionary training in the Moody
neighboring villages.The ice Sometimes a long file of young
ported that eight persons had been day, since he ascended the throne animouslv a motion to have the
Bible
Institute,
Chicago,
prayerperform this miracle was still un- fined in Holland during the week left vacant by his brother’sabdi- secretary cast a ballot in favor of Sermon, "God’s Sure Word."
fully read of the needs of different seemed fairly alive. Men noticed men, each grasping the coat of the
11:80
Sundsy
School.
finished.
the erect, easy carriage of the wo- one before him. flew by with eleccommencing Dec. 28 and ending cation. The Britishers who will the re-electionof all of the old
6:80 Young People’s Meeting. fields and felt led to apply for
A great many other men have Jan. 3 on charges of city traffic pledge allegianse to the constitutionofficers but the motion was deservice under the Africa inland men, and their picturesquevariety tric speed; and sometimes the ice
7:30
Evening
Worship.
Song
and government of the United feated,thus resultingin a re-elecof costume.There were the lat- squeaked under the chair of some
•pent their lives trying to obtain violations.John H. Schroder was
service led by Kenneth Lovelady. Mission. In due time he was ac- est fashions fresh from Paris, floatgorgeous old dowager, or rich
fined $5 for speeding; Wayne Har- States are: Thomas Gilbert of Rt. tion of each officerby secret balcepted
as
a
candidate,
and
waa
inSpecialmusic. Sermon by Rev. Vangold by other means than digging
rington, speeding,|5; Walter Her- 3, Fennville;Judson Chambers of lot.
formed that before he would be ing past dingy- moth-eatengar- burgomasters’ lady . .
der
Weide,
"The
Two
Trees.”
it out of the earth where Nature manson, speeding, |5; Edward Doster; William James McGovern
ments that had seen service
Mr. Karsten, president was in
As for the men, they were picThursday evening, Prayer and sent to the field his faith was to be through two generations;coalhas deposited it
put to a test Ho was to pray that
Freyling, failing to stop for a stop of Saugatuck and Louis Henry charge of the meeting which was
tures of placid snjoyment. Some
Praise Services.
scuttle
bonnets
perched
over
freckWeller
of
Plainwell
route
2.
opened
with
the
group
repealing
the Lord would provide him with
were attired in ordinary ctiiztn’s
o
i The objectiveof alchemy, which street, |3; M. Smeenge, failing to
Three natives of Germany, Derk the Lord’s Prayer. Following Jhe
$1,200 to cover his outfit, passage led faces blight with holiday were attired in ordinary citizen's
stop for a stop street, $3; Elliott
CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE
SOCIETY
aeema to have originatedwith the
smiles;
stiff
muilin
caps,
with
to the field, and one year's support.
Plowe, speeding, |5; Harvey De Jan Brouwer, Holland route 6, Jan roll call by Secretary Knooihuilen,
with their short woolen coats, wide
AlexandrianGreeks, was the dis- Vries, speeding, $6; Baxter Mc- Harm Diekjakobs, Holland route 1, the secretary read numerous con- Warm Friend Tavern.
No person was to be solicited in wings at the sides, flappingbeside breeches, and big silver buckles.
Subject
"Sacrament.”
any way for this money. He began cheeks rosy with health and con- These seemed to Ben like little boys
covery of a philosopher's stone, Lean, speeding,|5. Adddresses were and John Nyboer, Hamilton, route gratulatory letters from persons
Sunday Services,10:30 A. M.
2. will seek citizenship in the and firms.
to lay this need daily before the tentment; fur», too, encirclingthe who had, by a miracle, sprung
which had the power to change not given.
Sunday School 11:45 A. M.
United States. Two former citizens
Lord, trustingHim to prompt some whitest of throats; and scanty gar- suddenly Into manhood, and were
The
entertainment,
in
charge
of
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob A. BoerTestimonial meeting Wednesday
such baser metals as iron and lead
of The Netherlands, Derk Jan Poe- Francis Drake, consisted of two
of His faithful stewards to give ments fluttering below faces ruddy forced to wear garments that their
sma, 597 Central Ave., are the par8 p. m.
into gold and silver.
lakker, Fennville, route 3 and Mar- musical numbers by a woodwind
toward this cause. For four months with exercise—in short, every astonished mother* had altered in
ents of a daughter born Monday
prayed several times every day
tina Boerama of Moline will also quintet, composed of Cecil Bachela hurry — Mary Mapes Dodge, in
All through the Middle Ages the night at Holland hospital.
FIRST ORTHODOX BAPTIST he
without receiving a penny. He
apply, along with Emma Fox of ler, flute; Kenneth Vander Heuvel.
"Hans Brinker, or The Silver
search for this stone went on, but,
CHURCH
The following card received by South Haven, route 4, formerly of oboe; Gordon Berkel, clarinet;
prayed on.
Skates.”
19th St. and Pine Ave.
while alchemy made its contribu- Mayor Henry Geerlinpri from Aldscene.
Russia.
Bruce Mikula, bassoon;and Ted
During
his
senior
year
he
was
Dr.
Chas.
F.
Fields,
Pastor.
o
tion to chemistry, there is no rec- erman Huyser, 626 Lincoln Ave.,
There were belles from Leyden,
Evans, French horn.
Res. 233 W. 20th St. Phone 3923. choir leader in a suburban church, and fish-wives from the border vilCharles Van Wleren, Laketown,
who is spending the winter in Cal- SUGAR PLANTS WILL
ord of its having discovereda way
The yearly report by Sec. Knooiand
one
Sunday
was
invited
to
SUNDAY
Dick Van Rhee, Overisel, Frank
ifornia with his wife, was read
lagee;
cheese
women
from
Gouda,
BE BUSY IN 1937 huizen showed that 50 meetings 10:00 A. M. Morning Worship. lunch at the home of one of his
of making gold out of iron.
Wicks, Saugatuck, August Geske,
by the mayor at the special meetwere held during the year and the Sermon, “Studies in Philippians.”choir members. When taking his and prim matrons from beautiful Manlius, are among the Allegan
And it will probably be a long ing of the city council, Monday
country-seats
on
the
Haarlemmer
With the demand for beet sugar financial report disclosed a balance
11:45 A. M. Bible School. Class- leave this woman give him a dollar Meer. Grey-headedskaters were county circuit court jurors chosen.
time before gold is extracted from nirfht *T move to adjourn and
bill, saving it was to be used toexpanding, Dr. J. A. Brock, educa- of $249.13 in the treasury as of ee for all ages.
hold
our
next
meeting
in
San
Dieconstantlyto be seen; wrinkled old There does not appear to be one
sea water in sufficient quantities to
Dec. 81.
4:00 P. M. Boys and Girls Ser- ward his going to Africa.How his women, with baskets upon their from Hamilton and Fillmore.
go, Cal. Had a fine trip. Enjoying tional secretaryof the Farmers and
President
Karsten
made
attendisturb the world’s gold stocks.
heart
rejoiced
in
this
token
of
vice.
the climate very much. Did not ManufacturersBeet Sugar associdance awards.
God’s answer to his prayer!
6:30 P. M. B.Y.P.U. Service.
mean to shirk my duties but the ation at Saginaw,declared WedTo those who had not missed a
7:30 P M. Gospel Service.SerFrom that time it seemed that
Mrs. especially needed rest and di- nesday every sugar factory in the
MANY VETERANS IN
great lakes belt will need to oper- single meeting during the past year mon Subject, "How Soon Will every mail brought in money
version.
My
best
wishes
to
you
MICHIGAN EMPLOYED
went a gold lyre. Those receiving Christ Come? Do You Know?”
some from people whom he had
all and to the rest of the gang. ate at capacity in 1937 to supply
such awards were Bert Jacobs,Marnever seen. He gave his testimony
TUESDAY
trade
requirements.
Lovingly yours, Peter Huyser."
Veterans of Michigan received
7.45 P. M. Tuesday night Bi- one morning over radio station
Mr. Brock reported the output of tin Languis, Nick Van Dyk and HerThe conditionof James Veldheer,
more than 10,000 jobs during 1935
the beet sugar industry in Michi- bert Van Meurs. Silver awards, for ble Class, taught this week by Rev. W-M-B-I, and gifts amounting to
through the National Re-employ- 21, North Holland,confinedto Hol- gan, Ohio and Indiana is being missing only one practice, went to Henry Lyon of Grand Rapids.
more than $30 were receivedwithment Service,Major Howard Star- land hospital, is reported unchang- marketed without difficulty in the Don Zweiuer.Bronze lyres, for
in the next few days. In about
THURSDAY
by hospital authorities.Veldret, State Re-employment Direc2 30 P. M. Woman’s Missionary three months he had receivedover
short haul advantageousterritory. being absent but twice, were
heer,
a
Hope
college
student,
was
tor, reported today.
$400.
The educational secretary said awarded to Francis Draake. Mr. Society meets at the Church.
This was an increase of nearly injured early Sunday morning in the demand for beet sugar has in- Knooihuizen and Frank Van Ry.
7:45 P. M. Prayer, praise and
At this juncture his Mission
head-on coJliskm between his
2,000 over 1935, accordingto a
Awarding of gold and silver testimony service.
Board wrote that a certain man
creased since housewives and food
automobile and one driven by Donpreliminary count
had become interested in him
processors have disfcoveredits stars for service in the band also
ald Ludwig, 20, of 720 Washingwas made by the president. A gold
CITY MISSION
through reading the sketch of his
Including the veterans'Jobs,
ton Ave., on the Wavedy road, cooking and sweetening value is star was for at least five years ser51-53 E. 8th St Geo. W. Trotter, life in the Mission magazine. This
more than 160,000 persons receivequal to cane sugar.
ed work through the National Re- north of Holland.
Farmers too are finding that a vice and a silver star for one year. Superintendent Telephone3461. man, however, was of another deActing upon a request from Dr.
Saturday 7:30. Praise and Testi- nomination and wished for a stateemployment Service last year. Of
few acres of beets are a wonderful The following^(received awards:
ment from the candidate concernthese, approximately93,000 per- Ralph Ten Have, Ottawa county cash crop paid when ready cash is Mr. Jacobs, Nick Van Dyk, Mr. mony Service.
Knooihuizen. R. Evans and C.
Sunday at 1:30 Sunday School. ing his views on certaindoctrines.
sons were sent to Jobs with pri- ealth officer, William Connelly, the most essential.
Wiersma, 16 years; Mr. Languis,
At 2:30 Service of Song, Music, Realizingthat this might mean the
vate industry and private contrac- manager of the Holland Chamber
end of that man’s interest,the
tors; while 66,678 were given Jobe of Commerce, said that a commit- JERRY O’CONNOR WILL HEAD Mr. Zwemer and J. Perkoski, 15 Praise and Message.
candidate stated his views frankly,
years; Mr. Karsten and G. Bolhuis.
3 lbsAt
7:30
Evangeslistic
Meeting.
in Federal relief projects. Since tee will be appointed in the near
SALES DEPARTMENT
11 years; H. Van Meurs and G. Special Music. Geo. W. Trotter will and submittedthem. Two weeks
Major Starret became director of future for the purpose of making a
later, he receiveda letter from the
Karsten. 10 years; N. Brower, nine speak.
the servicein October 1936, near- survey in the county to determine
Jerry O'Connor of Holland, has
lb.
Tuesday at 7:30. Prayer Meet- man stating that he wanted to
ly 220,000 have been placed in all the number of persons who will be been appointed sales manager of years; A. Van Dyke and E. F. fleemake
up
whatever
was
lacking
of
availablefor attendance at the rectypes of Jobe.
the West Michigan Furniture com- ter, eight years; A. Klaasen. E. ing.
creationaldemonstrationcamp at
Wednesday at 7:30 The Young the $1,200.
pany, Holland, it is announcedby Working,F. Vander Ploeg and H.
Gun Lake near Hastings. The letter
Within ten months from the
De Weerd, seven years; A. Ver People’sFellowship Club.
^ancy ^ue ^05e
Charles
Kirchen,
president
IN
to the Chamber of Commerce from
Friday 7:30. Bible Class. The time of his acceptance,he was on
Mr. O’Connorsucceeds Vance C. Schure, six years; H. Nienhuia, G.
AS CROPS Dr. Ten Have advises Ihat the fedBosworth and Mr. Van Ry, five Book of Jonah. Mrs. Htnry Koets, the steamer bound for Africa,
Mape, who resigned recently.
eral governmentis now engaged in
ib.
Superintendentof the Godwin where he has been serving the
years.
Pe»ri
constructing this camp and it is
Heights Mission, Grand Rapids is Lord for five years in Kenya ColHonorable
mention
went
to
D.
A well managed farm woodlot their desire to make the camp av- A WINTER MAP OF MICHony.
Visser, F. Drake. G. Plakke, J. the teacher.
should grow about 250 board feet ailable for the use of a maximum IGAN FROM THE STATE
Swierenga. Dr. J. Ward. A. Kasten,
of timbre per acre in a year, it is number of persons in this area.
DEPT.
Thomas Selby, L. Woltman, Ben
pointed out by W. Ira Bull, extenLOWER OTTAWA REAL
The federal government, accordCITY CLERK SAYS $185,000
Weller and R. Schaftner.
sion forester at Michigan State ing to the letter, is asking for a
ESTATE TRANSFERS
SPENT
ON
CONSTRUCTION
President
Karsten
read
his
anCollege, in emphasizing returns
survey to determine how many A Winter Map of Michigan nual message. He closed the mesIN HOLLAND
from a woods. From a 50 acre will use it The camp is designed
from the State Highway
Adrian Caauwe and wife to John
sage by suggesting as the slogan
woods, normal production can be primarily for children,either unHolland building permits issued J. Westrate and wife. NWi Nttl
Dept
for 1937. “Service and Progress."
about 13,000 board feet annually
Choice Navy
NWK Sec. 34-6-15, Township Olive. I
der-privilegedor otherwise. Dr.
Mayor Henry Geerlings. Legion by City Clerk Oscar Peterson in
in addition to fire wood from the
Helen
E.
Wood
to
John
Vaupell
Ten Have advises that no such faFor the first time in the history Commander Chester Van Tongeren 1936 were for a total construction
tops.
cilities are available in Ottawa of the state highway departmenta
expenditure of $185,000,the high- and wife, Wtt Lot 3 and EH Lot 4,
As with any other important county and he urges careful con- winter edition of the offeial Mich- and Eugene F. Heeter the band di- est mark since the boom days of Block 58, Holland.
ib.
rector
all
expressed
appreciation
farm crop, says County Agricul- siderationof the project
Henry Van Der Schel and wife
1929. In 1935 the building figures
igan highway map is now avail- and thanks.
tural Agent A D. Morley, to obto William Van Der Schel and
Chris J. Den Herder, president able to the public.
totaled $177,572.
President Karsten appointed the
tain this yield it is necessary to of the Zeeland State bank, and his
lb- PkgBesides the building done in the wife, Pt Lot 9, Block 3, S. W. Add.
In publishing a' winter edition,
Purt
follow a good management plan to
following to serve on a committee city, many new homes have been Holland.
daughter, Mrs. Otto Vander Velde, State Highway CommissionerMurput the woods in condition. Imporalong with the officers for the erected in rural and resort areas.
Ray Koetaier and wife to Sage
597 Lawndale court Holland, have ray D. VanWagoner was motivated
tant phases includecutting out all
months of January, Februaryand
The Holland Chamber of Com- Verhoeven and wife, Pt. EH SWH,
returned from Springfield, Mo., by two reasons.The first objective
1. size lb.
the slow growing and defective where they were called last week
March: G. Bolhuis, G. Bosworth, merce housing drive resulted in Sec. 36-5-15,Township, Holland.
is to emphasize winter sport develto give the faster growing
by the death of Mr. Den Herder’s opment in Michigan and the second N. Brower, H. De Weerd, Francis constructionor start of construc- Cynthia Proos to Mae Frazee,
Lots 289 and 290 Jenison Park,
tender Ige. size 3 lbs. 25c
sister-in-law,
Mrs. Anna Stewart, to make the map itself more accu- Drake, R. Evans, A. Kasten. G. tion on 83 houses last year.
Many of the permits issued by Township Park.
who died at her home there New rate. Since the Septemberissue of Karsten, A. Klaasen and H. Nienhuis.
the dty included factory additions Louis Lildriks and wife to Malvina
good condition and beginningto Year’s Day. Funeral services and the map was published,hundreds
Members of the band who have and commercial buildings.These Ritterby. Lot 149 Steketee Bros.
burial occurred there. The survi- of miles of highways indicated at
mature, the next step is to cut an
been admitted during the past year permits totaled 241 last year, 2 Add., HoUand.
amount of timber each year equal vors of Mrs. Stewart are one sis- that time as under construction,
are James Hinkamp, Gordon Ber- above the total for
ter,
Mrs.
Minnie
Veneklasen,
former
have
now
been
completed.
Albert A. Timmer __
and wife to
to the annual growth.
kel, Donald Kramer and Gilbert
The
peak constructionmonth for Lilli^ Meyer/ut' 4,‘ Block 4",MwAnother
innovation
in
the
new
Zeeland
resident,
who
made
her
Good management can thus
1986 waa March when $34,963 was silje’s Subd. of Lots 8, 9, 10
ib.
make a woodland a sound invest- home with Mrs. Stewart, and one edition is a detailed map of the Tors.
expended in building.The low
ment because the wooded area will brother. Will Bush of Sparta, near southeastern metropolitan district. A social hour closed the meeting. month was January with $4,200. In 12 and 13, Block A, Holland.
All types of roads are shown on
pay interest every year without Grand Rapids.
Herman Holleboom and wife to
1935 the peak month was NovemWord was received from Wash- this detailed map, whether they be
depreciating the capital. Tips on
Albert Holleboom, Lot 13, GarretA MAILMAN’S HOLIDAY
ber, with January holding the low
state
trunklines
or
local
highways.
ington,
D.
C.,
Wednesday,
that
the
woodlot improvement can be obson’s Subd., Lot 1, Block A, Holaverage.
For the first time, super hightained from the offce of the county expenditure of $153,000 had been
land.
Day
after
day
for
27
years,
Mr.
recommended by the board of Ar- ways on the trunklins system are
agriculturalagent.
Nicholas Schmid to John Schmid
NewCropunpitted3lb8Which trees to cut and which my engineers for the improvement also indicated on the cover side Charles Her, rural mail carrierin 1936
and wife, Pt Lot 5, Block D, West
Hopkins,
has
jogged
along
the
road
of
the
map.
All
trunklines
of
three
and
maintainance
of
the
harbor
at
trees to save in order to attain the
OF
“BIG
Add.,
Holland.
maximum annual growth T This Holland. The engineers recommend- or more lanes are indicated by delivering mail. Through storms or
John J. Mikula and wife to Irene
fair weather he has travelled
Light Pure Cane
may perplex the woodlandowners. ed that $125,000be spent for deep- heavy red line.
The year 1936 will probably be M. Sulkers,Lots 7 and 8 and
Otherwise the map is similar to steadily, covering countless thouForester Bull suggests a study of ening the outer and inner channels
Lot
9,
Block
2,
Hope
College
Add.,
remembered for years to come as
sands of miles in his work.
the few valuable species that can and enlarging the turning basin
lb.
At the end of December he re- the year of the “big snow,” for the Holland.
be depended upon to make good and $28,000 for the maintenance of
Dick Boter and wife to Mrs.
tired, and to start his vacation, he snow fall of 127 inches as record« pai
growth. These include maple, bass- the harbor. William Connelly,manwood, tulip, poplar or whRewood, ager of the Holland Chamber of an index of all cities and villages and Mrs. Her have purchaseda ed by T. McMahon, officialweath- Kate Deur, Lot 77, Waverly Hgta.
house-trailerfor their car. Shortly er man at Grand Haven, was the Subd., Twp., Holland.
white ash, elm, white oak, red oak, Commerce, said that the sum rep- on the trunklines,together with
Albertus C. Van Raalte et al to
after the first of the year they ex- heaviest on record, exceeding by
key
to
their
location
on
the
map.
Norway white pine.
resented the total asked for by
0ven Fr«h
The reverse side is profusely il- pect to use their well-earned lei- over 20 inches any previous record Alice Lievense, EH Lot 3, Block
that organization and he was well
since
the
government
established
34,
Holland.
sure
by
starting
to
drive
to
Florlustrated with winter scenes in
An evening of fun was enjoyed pleased with the recommendation. Michigan. Previous invitationsto ida.
a weather bureau office here.
Gerrit Vos and wife to Harm G.
recently by about thirty-two per- The Holland recommendation is the
The unusual winter for both Sluiter and wife, EH EH
enjoy
Michigan's
summer
recrealargest west Michigan project in
sons in the Royal NeighborsHall
tional facilitiesare extended to in- PUT CARP IN REARING PONDS snow and cold temperatureswas Sec. 23-6-13, Twp. Georgetown.
A chicken supper was served, the recommendations.
followed bv a long period of
Burt Scholten and wife to MarMr. and Mrs. A. Long, 184 East clude the pleasures of a holiday in TO AWAIT SHIPMENT EAST
program, consistingof songs, reci
drought and high temperaturein garet Van Dort, Pt. Lot 6, Blk. 8,
Michigan’s
Winter
Wonderland,
14th St., are the parents of a dautatio ns and a play, was presented
the summer, which combined Holland.
Holland, Michigan
32 West Eighth Street
CommissionerVan Wagoner states
after which the group played ghter, Shirley Angeline, born Dec. in stressingthe main objectiveof
The first haul of carp from Lake makes it one of the unusual years
Bert Breuker and wife to Her31.
cards. Prize winners were Anna
Macatawa has been taken to the in weather annals.
man Kieldntveldand wife, Pt Lot
Mr. and Mrs. William Dykstra the new map.
Zietlow and Grace Urick. The next
rearing ponds of the Holland Fish
Snow began to fall in NovemIn
previous
years,
the
map
has
meeting will be held on Tuesday of 149 East 15th St, announce the been published in May, July and and Game club, awaiting time for ber in 1935, which was a part of 5, Blk. A, Holland.
birth of a son bom, Wednesday
Herman Kieldntveld and wife to
the last year's winter season.There
January 12.
shipment east.
September editions.
morning, in Holland hospital.
Bert Breuker and wife, EH
o - ----was
a
fall
of
7.5
inches.
December
More
than
three
tons
of
the
obThe new maps are available to
Lot 6, Blk. 48, Holland.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter H. Dooms The office of City Clerk Oscar the public free of charge. They can noxious fish have been removed recordings show 18.6 inches.
of North Holland left Tuesday for Peterson issued an applicationfor be obtained by writing to Commis- from the lake by Sewer Bros, of
January, 1936, was a record Mary M. Vander Meulen to John
permit, Monday afternoon, to
Los Angeles, Calif., for a month’s
Saugatuck, who have the contract month with a fall of 57.6 inches. Ozinga and wife, Pt SW fr. Hi
sioner Van Wagoner at Lansing.
Gerrit Schutten, 594 Washington
visit
to seine the lake under direction of During the 20 days it snowed the Sec. 16-5-16, Twp. Park.
Ave. Mr. Schutten estimates the
greatest fall in one day was 9.5
the club.
Mrs. lizzie Skipper to Gerrit D.
HOLLAND’S
FINANCIAL
dwelling will cost $2,350 and the
The money derived from the sale inches on the 29th.
Wyng&rden and wife, »»»»
SWH
Ib.
OUTLOOK
IS CHEERING
garage $150.
February also showed a 20-da; SEH, Sec. 13-5-15,Twp., H
of the fish is used for improveHolland.
The sixteen young men selected,
ment in the various projectsspon- snowfall,totaling 32.5 inches, wit!
Anton Seif, Jr., and wlf«e to Anna
Monday, at the local Emergency The financial outlook for The sored by the local club.
lb.
the heaviest fall of six inches on SieUema, Pt. Lot 8, Blk. E. West
Netherlands in 1937 is cheerful as
Relief Administration office for enthe 10th. March had but three days Add., HoUand.
result of improved prospects for
rollment in the CivilianConservainternational trade.
Est WUlem Kool, Dec’d, to ClarMiss Florence Vandenbergenter- of snow and April had 4. Then folcenter cuts lb.
tion camp at the Mackinac State
The embargo on export of gold tained a group of friends at her lowed an unusually dry spring with ence Van Haltsma, Lot 21, Vanden
Forest reserve in Mackinac left
but
1.26
inches
precipitation
in Berg’s Add., Zeeland.
on
Sept.
26,
which
permitted
the
home on West 13th st. with a desby Ohio
Co. Thursday for the camp. Those selApril, 1.30 in May, 2.77 in June
l lbs.
guilderto drop in relation to other
TeanettaVoa to Izebrand Voe,
ected for the camp are: Berton foreign currencies at the time of sert luncheon last Thursday noon, and .83 in July.
followed by a matinee party at the
Pt
Lot
29,
Vander
Yen’s
Subd.,
Wiersma rural route 2, Holland; gold bloc revaluation,was a boon
Is your
wornIn August the rains began to
Donald Paris, 364 West 17th St.; to The Netherlands’ trade. Pro- Holland theatre. Miss Vandenberg, fall with a total of 4.78 inches; in Pts. Lots 5, 6, 7, Blk. B, Holland.
2 lbs.
all
a student at Albion college, spent
Ruth straightto Gerrit J. Geerds
out? Then you should
John Santora, rural route 6; Hol- ducers of rubber, tin, sisal, tea,
the holidays with her parents, Mr. September, 2.54: October 2.68; No- and wife, Lots 82, 33, 34, 35, 86,
land; William Schregardus, rural
gei t new one.
palmoil and other raw materials in and Mrs. William C. Vandenberg. vember, .70, and December, .64.
Twp. Park.
lb.
route 6, Holland; Justin Pomp, 198 the East Indies were jubilant as
Temperaturefluctuatedfrom 18
Railph Havedink and wife to GerWest 16th St.; Martin Jipping.Jr., the program opened markets which
degrees
below
zero
on
Feb.
24
to
have
complete rural route 2, Holland; Leon Kraal,
ald Bonzelaar and wife, Pt. Lot 141,
Miss Myra Ten Cate, teacher of 96 degrees on the 10th of July. In Steketee Bros. Add., Holland.
lb.
recently had been closed.
stock of spring and 357 West 13th St.; Cecil Woltman, Barring political crises — which dramatics in the local school,has January there waa but one sub- CorneliusRobenbergand wife to
274 Van Raalte Ave.; Gerrit Ev- could check international com- announcedthe dates and cast for zero temperature on the 19th with Henry W. Rozenberg, Lot 70, Harelastic trusses
Ib.
ink, rural route 3, Holland; Wil- merce — the nation anticipates con- the annual play to be given by the two below. Following are the high
ringtonA Vanden Berg Bros. Subd.
liam Hardy, Grand Haven; John tinuationof this trade.
Senior Class of Holland high school. and low temperatures, beginning Twp. Park.
Perfect fit guaranteed.
Purdy, Grand Haven; Raymond
Miss Ten Cate, who will direct the with January: 43 degrees and two
Elizabeth Miles, et al. to Alfred
lb.
Dreese,Ferrysburg; John Parchete, JAILBREAKER8RETURN
prodifctfcm,has fcbosen Yor this below; February, 45 and 18 below; Kietzman, Pt. Lot 6, Blk. A., Holin and see us
rural route 1, Grand Haven; NichTO CELLS AT ALLEGAN year’s play. Harry James Smith's March, 67 and 5 degrees above land*
olas Wagner, Zeeland; Herman
lb.
“A Tailor Made Man”, a four-act zero; April, 68 and 21 degrees; Rose Chrlstophel to Henry Jip1
today!
Wagner, Zeeland; Harold MastenIvan Nichols,80, and Peter Sla- comedy, employing a large cast May, 88 and 84; June, 85 and 40; ping and wife. Pt. SWH
brook, rural route 2, Grand Haven. ter, 20, of Manton, who escaped The dates have been set for March July, 96 and 49; August, 90 and Sec. 25-5-16, Twp. Park.
Ib.
The Holland board of education, from the Allegan county jail and 15, 16, 17 and 18. The following 60; September, 89 and 36; OctoJohn Ver Hage et al to Dick
$3.98,
meeting in regular session,Tues- took with them several raccoon cast are all members of the sen- her, 79 and 23; November, 63 and Veldermanand wife. Lot 2 Roosenday night, at Holland high school, hides stored in the jail attic, re- ior class : John Paul Bart, Lem 9; December 47 and 10 degrees.
read’s Supervisors Plat No. 8, Zeelb.
adjourned after an hour’s session. sumed serving their sentences Harris; Mr. Huber, Paul Houtman;
land.
EBENEZER
MINISTER
IN
Mrs. George E. Kollen was in Wednesday.
_
Cornelius Kdzenga to Wm. F.
1 Tanya Huber, Yvonne Westrate;
charge of the meeting in the abGRAND RAPIDS Noriin and wife. Lot 7 Village of
lb.
RecapturedTuesday,they were1 Peter McConkie. John Mokma: Dr.
snee of President Fred Beeuwkes, sentenced by JusticeH. N. Cook to Sanntag. Jay Zuidema; Mr. RowCedar Swamp, Sec. 28-5-15, Twp.,
who was confined to his home by serve 15 days each for the thefts lands, Milton Ver Burg; Mr. Jel
Rev. G. Schortinghulsof Ebene- Holland.
Illness. The invocation was given In addition to the sentences they llcot,Merle Eilers; Tromeroy. Fred zer, near Holland,conducted servicClarence De Vries and wife to
by Prof. Lampen and minutes of were serving for stealingpotatoes. Bertech; Mr. Stanlaw. Donald es at Ninth Reformed church Sun- Gerrit H. De Vries and wife. Pt
the previous meeting were read They also were fined $29.56 each. Kramer; Mrs. Stanlaw, Mary Van day in Grand Rapids.
Lot 6, Blk. 67, Holland.
John Knapp and wife to Harry
and approved. Other members presKolken; Corine Stanlaw, Jean
ent were Mayor Henry Geerlings, Mr. and Mrs. Dick Ifiles and Mr. Wiahmeier;Mr. Fitzmorris, John
Jan Secensma, Holland evangel- Jacobs and wife. Pt Lot 16. S.
secretary;C. J. Koster, Prof. A. E. and Mrs. Ernest Post left for In- Den Herder: Mre. Fitzmorris,Ruth ist, will speak at the Gospel hall. Heights Add. Subd., Lot 5. A. C.
7 West 8th Street
ZOW.Sth Street
Lampen, George Kooi, John Olert dianapolis,Wednesday, where the Homfeld; Bobby Westlake. Rus- 14th St. between Columbia ana Van Raalte Add. 2, Holland
and Albert Van Lente. Superin- men will attend the annual sales selj Jesiek; Mr. Carroll, Gordon Lincoln Aves., Thursday, Friday, Henry Holstege et al to Gerrit
HolUnd, Mich.
hreur and
ami wife. Pt WH Lot 8,
tendent of Schools E. E. Fell also meeting of the Smith Agricultural Berkel; Mrs. Kittle Du Puy, Jane and Saturday evenings at 7:80 o'- Jfchreur
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BIGGEST

FOOD
VALUES

1937

BULK FOODS & DRIED FRUITS
STOCK-UP FOR WINTER

Dry Peas Efekm,

MONEY
WOODS
MANAGED

13c

Split

Green Peas

5c

R

e

5c

!

c

Barley

HIGHWAY

7c

COFFEE
Beans
Macaroni

Egg

15c

n,

lOTS

17c

3

14C

Noodles

DDIIIICC

8c

7c

*weet met

rlfUNEd

1935.

Apricots

^

Fanc* lb 20c

Peaches
Raisins

Date

WAS YEAR

^

14c

3

25c

25c

s

SNOW”

NH

Brown Sugar
Cookies

SWH

C.

-

50c

10

lb

10c

THOMAS SiTORES

WH

-

FOR SATURDAY ONLY

«.u

SWH

Boiling Beef thick ribs

Trusses
Truss

TRUSS

We

Beef Pot Roasts

11c

Pork Shd. Roasts

17c

Plate Sausage

25c

Hamburger

a

beef

15c

Our Best Sliced Bacon

27c

Frankfurts med. size

Bologna

.

NWH

K:

$2.50,

$15.00

I

___

Yonker’s

•*—

was present
Lat

•? v.

no.

grade

Chemical

Co.

Anne Viswher; Bessie Du Pay,

clock.

Blk. 8,

Zeeland

me

11c

21c

Pork Chops

24c

Pork Steak

20c

—

a-~.

6c

Mild Cheese

MEHIEI BUS

Drug Store

23c

Smoked Picnics

Short Spare Ribs

Come

9c

---

THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS
their other son, B. J.. intend to

Heyboer, and Willard Brower and art the grandparents of a daughMarvin Heyboer. Officersfor the ter born to Mr. and Mn. Herbert
society were elected as follows: Hevboer of Vrietland.
The Woman’s Christian Temper- Marion Locks, secretary; Melvin
Serviceswere held on Old Year’s
ance Union will hold its first meetDalman, treasurer;Gertrude Peu- Day afternoon at which Fred
ing of the new year on Friday at
ler and Jacob Nynhuis,program Brink, Roy Veltema and Wm. De
2:80 p. m. at the home of the committee;and JeanetteKamps
Vrte were installed as deacons and
Misses Nellie and Henrietta Zwe- and Henry Brink as delegates to
John Loeks, Jacob Peuler and Tom
mer, 858 Central Ave. The program the Young People’s Alliance. A
Ver , Hage as Elders.
in chairge of Mrs. Carl Dressel, short program was given indudi
New Year’s Day services were
will feature a talk by Henry Kik
selections by the male quartet who held Friday mornirfg.
pastor of Calvary Baptist church. sang “Old Black Joe” and ‘The
Misses Gerrietta f.nd Cornelia
Mrs. M. De Boer will conduct de- Male Quartet;” dialogue, “Hiring
Loeks, who are employed at the
votions. The theme for the afterBisselPa Carpet Sweeper Co., en
noon will be “prayer.” Music will
joyed a week’s vacation.
he arranged by Mrs. H. Johnson.
Mr. and Mn. Corneal Heyboer
Mrs. A. Pieters and Mrs. Edith Zwiers and Marion Loeks.
entertaineda group of relatives at
Wahroord head the tea committee. prophecy was read by Jacob Nvn- their home on Wednesdav. Those
Mrs. Henry Costing, (48 Easl nuis. Games were played and a present were Mr. and Mn. Bert
Eighth St, who has been confined two-course lunch wps served. Those
Ensink of Hudsonville. Mr. and
to the hospital for the past ten present were: Misses Alice Peuler, Mrs. Harm Ringenwohl,Mr. and
days, is improving.
Ethel Brower, CorneliaLoeks, Gert- Mn. Fred Ensink, Rosena Hev-

SOCIETY NEWS

Leo Halley of West 12th St, arrived at West Palm Beach. Fla
Sunday where he will spend the
winter.

move to 166 Fairbanks Avenue,
Holland, Michigan.
Florence and Herman Vande Riet
spent the last few days of vacation
visiting in Grand Rapids and vicinity.

Services were held in the Christian Reformed Church, Old Year’s
afternoon and New Year’s morning. At the latter service, Messrs.
Johannes Lankheet and Dihk Vander Kamp were installedas elders, and Mr. Gerrit John Lampen
as deacon.
The store of H. Rangeland and

I

OOtfT THINK You'Ll

NEED 10 TOUCH THE

FURNACE BEFORE
I

CET

HOME

Sons has been purchasedby the
Messrs. John Bocrman and Jacob
Vanden Brink of East Holland.

rude Peuler, Tena Van Ess, Ger- bocr, Ruth Ensink, Elsie Ensink,

rietta Locks, Jeanette Kamps, Julia Doris Ensink, Julia Ensink, Ethel
Bnsink, Jeanette Van Ess, Lula Ensink, Albert Heyboer, Alvin
Arts, Rosena Heyboer, Jessie De Ringenwohl, Herbert Heyboer and
January 10, 1937.
Mrs. Leona G. Dunne of Oak- Vries, Dorothy Vander Kolk, Hilda Albert Ensink.
Mr. Bert Nynhuis was the guest
land, Calif., formerly of Holland Zwiers, Ruth Ensink, Julia Baker
New Life in Christ— John 3:1who arrived in Holland Jan. 1, to and Gertrude Meyer; and Messrs. of honor at the home of his son,
17.
visit her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Ringewohl,Harold Peuler, Mr. and Mn. R. Nyhuia of Hoi
A. B. Kammeraad will leave for Fred Pohler, Clarence Brink, Rus- land on Monday evening. The ocHenry Geerlings
her home, Sunday. A party was giv- sel Brower, Henry Brink. Willard casion being his 78th birthday an• • e
en by Mr. and Mrs. Kammeraad on Brower, Hennr Fetter,Albert En- niversary. Those honoring Mr. NynJan. 1 celebratingtheir 52nd wed- sink, Martin Ver Hage, John Tim- huis were: Mr. and Mrs. Reuben
Nicodemus as an intellectual. He
ding anniversary and Mr. Kam- mers, Harvey Ver Hage, Maynard Nynhuis and children of Holland,
belonged to the upper claas in JerVan
Noord,
Melvin
Dalman,
MarMr.
and
Mn.
George
Newhouse
meraad’s birthday.Other members
usalem. He had great influencein
vin Heyboer, Harris Zwiers, Titus and children of Zeeland, Mr. and
of the family were also present.
his city and among his fellows. He
Heyboer, Earnest Ensing, Marvin Mn. Henry Ringenwohl,Mr. and
A dinner party was held, Christwas accustomedto real thinking
You want coal that will cant on Idthhilly dQ day
Zwiers,
Anson
Hevboer,
Jacob Mrs. Ray 5lini:bnwohl, Mr. and
mas night, at the home of Mr. and
Amtntm Gftu iiaw*"— about the affair* of his nation. He
Nynhuis,
Herbert
Heyboer,
Levi Mrs. Alfred Ringenwohl,Mr. and
without attention.Coal you can DEPEND on to ghro
Mrs. Gerrit Lievense in North Holand many others of his kind had
Van Der Kolk, Henry Johnson and Mrs. Dick Haan, H. Vruggink nd
you a warm, glowing "GOOD Homing
ovon whan
FLIES
land. A social time was spent and
betn
impressed
with
Jesus
and
Wallace Albrecht;and Mr. and Misses Rosa and Hazel Ringenwohl
you
alaap
hour*
ovartima.
In
abort
you
want coal
gifts were exchanged. The hostess
Mrs. John Sail and Rev. and Mrs. of Hudsonville, Mr. and Mrs. C. |N THIS case when the fur Dies It's captivity. Great difficultyhas been what he was doing. They believed
served refreshments. A Christmas
that has what tt takas to maintain fira and baat tor
him to be more than an ordinary
S. Vroon.
encountered
however
In
transportoccasion
for
Jubilation!
1’
Heuvelhorst of Grand Rapids and
tree beautifully decorated was the
hour* on and with navar a clinkar, no botharaotna
Local friends were notified of the Mr. and Mn. Corneal Rynbrandt, means the solution of the problem of ing them— chinchillas are very dell- person. They seemed to be willing
center of attraction and carols
soot and no sulking. You’d Uks to find coal of that
death of Mrs. Dick Reyerse of Miss Margaret Rynbrandtand Mr. transportingto breedingranches In ca^e and since they were accustomed to go as far as to believe he was a
were sung by the group.
Grand Rapids on Monday. Funeral Nick Mulder of this place. A two- the United States that rarest and only to the rarefied atmosphere ot statesmanof no mean ability and
QUALITY, at a popular prica? Than lat us maka you
that he might be able to do honor
Mr. and Mrs. . Van Oosterhout services were held Wednesday. She
course luncheonwas served and most prised of all fur-bearing ant the Audes. many of them were uu
glad
with
and bring an added prestige to
were the guests of honor at a sur- is survived by her husband and one
prizes were won.
male— the chinchilla! This llltlg crea able to withstandthe Journey acroai their nation. It might be well not
prise supper, Saturday evening, son, Jacob, of Lansing. Mr. and
Mr. and Mn. L Klamer and fam- ture Is about the size of a squirrel— the tropical lowlands and the long to oppose him, but to co-operate
held at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Reyerse formerly ye*ided west
W. Van Oosterhout, rural route of here. Mr. Reyerse operated the ly were guests of their parents, so small that about a hundred and ocean voyage to the United States. with him. It would be a farseeing
The solution was reached recently move to join forces with him and
Hr. and Mn. Henry Brower, re- fifty pelts are requiredto make one
No. 4, on the occasionof their 40th blacksmith shop at that time.
S>iUUt>i 0. S. ittMi OMn
when a trial trip by airplanewas help along the kingdom of which
cently.
wedding anniversary.Games were
All catechism classes disconcoat— and It has wondrousljsoft fur
made—
76
pairs
of Chinchillas, many
he
spoke
so
much.
That
he
might
played and a prise was awarded to tinued until after the holidays are
The children ol the grade school of a delicateFrench gray darkly
..(hat practically
Mrs. V. Van Oosterhout. The hon- again resumed.
have enjoyed their holiday vaca- mottled on the upper surface and of them pregnant, were shipped by talk over the matter with Jesus,
Panagra plane and every one of to acquaint him with his own atored guests were presented with a
The Ladies Aid society met on tion and returned to their studies dusky white beneath.
to ibti it firatct, better t grate.
them arrivedIn the United States titude and that of his llkemlnded
gift.
Monday. Those who have reThursday afternoon. A large box
The
chinchilla
Is
found
only
on
compatriots,
he
came
to
Jesus
and
In
the
best
of
healthl
A
triumph
Two engagementswere announc- was packed for the mission at sumed their duties at the JamesAil •• abaat WASHffO Maabaftei ter raagM.
ed at a family dinner, on Christ- Shiprock, New Mexico, including town High School are: Beth Meengs the high sierras of Peru and In the for the breeders! It Is believed that sought a private interview. Much
mas Day, held at the home of Mr. children’sclothes and toys. Mrs. Geneva Nynhuis, Gezena Van peaks of the Chilean Andes, and be- with the transportationdifficulty has been made of the fact that
and Mrs. Gerald Kempker on East S. Vroon and Mrs. Dick Zuystra Haitsma and Titus Van Haitsma; longs to a family which has been thus solved It soon will be possible Nicodemus came by night. He has
and Aileen Peuler, Marian Loeks, well nlgb wiped out by huntersand to Increase the output of chinchilla been called a coward, one who
-Ninth St fliBS Hazel Kempker were hostesses.
Mr. and Mrs. John Mulder have Julia Ensink, Ethel Loeks, Irene trappers. To offsetthe growing scar- coats. Just now there are only abont wanted to creep into the kingdom
win marry Nelson Plagenhoef, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Sam Plagenhoef of moved from the Zwiers farm to Heyboer, Robert Vander Molen, An- city ot these valuable fur-bearers, one hundred of these luxurious under cover. H© has been made to
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The M( show amasoo. Chief of Police Frank Van not been set
approval of the work as a WPA
a basketballgams for January 16,
As
was
mentioned
before,—
the
is In the Mart Building on Wicker Ry said Evink has been in previous
WPA
TO
REMOVE
project.The tracks were left in
the
date
which
was
reserved
for
Officers named at the women’s
next meeting of the Post will be
Drive. It b said to be the largest trouble with Holland police over
RAILWAY
TRACKS
the streets after the old interurbut
cancelled
by
Cooperaville.
Missionary society of Hope church, LOWEST BIDDER FOR
held on Wednesday evening, Jan.
structure of that type in the world. the alleged theft of bicydes.
AT GRAND HAVEN ban line, the Grand Rapids, Grand
While the originalschedule callWednesday,were as follows:presi- VAN RAALTE AVE. PAVING 18th, and probablyWithout tho
Haven and Muskegon Railway,
ed for a home game on that date,
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Berkompas
dent
Mrs.
George
A.
Pelgrim;
KALAMAZOO
FIRM
Commander.
Many of the popular misconcepTaking up 3,750 feet in interurbar. stopped running cars in 1927.
of West Olive and Mr. and Mrs. B.
Mr. Kleis indicatedyesterday that
e
e
e
vice presidentMrs. Leon Moody;
The common council of the city
Riemenma and daughter Nelvla of tions in regard to mental diseases second vice president, Mrs. Anna of Holland in specialsession Mon- They tell us thst most of the
New Groningenspent New Year’s and instabuity,were explained to G. Van Zanten; secretary, Mrs. day night considered bids for ths club equipment has been set up in
Day here the guests of Mr. and a large group of Woman's Liter- Cornelius Vander Meulen; treas- improvement and paving of Van our rooms so now you will have
ary club members, Tuesday afterMrs. Gerrit Gebben at their home
noon bv Prof. John M. De Hsan, urer, Mrs. C. J. Dregman; board Raalte Ave., and recommended some place to go, when and if, you
on East Main St, Zeeland.
head of the departmentof Philo- member, Mrs. J. H. Den Herder. that the bid for paving submitted get out of the house.
The Fire Departmentwas called sophy and Psychology at Michigan Mrs. Van Hartesveldt was retain- by the Globe Constructioncompany
e e e
out 7:31 a. m. o'clockTuesday to State college. Prof. De Haan said, ed on the board of directors. An of Kalamaxoo of $45,328 be accept- The Band re-electedtheir offithe home of Mr. and Mrs. Peter despite the great advance made interesting talk on "Ringing tin ed for WPA approval.
cers at their annual meeting, TuesVerpiank on West Central Ave., during the past decade the modern the New” by Miss Laura A. Boyd
Two other lowest bids were those day evening, and in token of their
Zeeland where some trouble was adentific psychologists still feel featured the afternoon’sprogram. made by Peter Vanderveen and succesaful year have arranged to
experienced with the oil burner. that they are in the dark regard- Devotions were in charge of Mrs. Sons of Grand Rapids, and McDerplay a concert at each of our Poet
The greatest trouble was smoke, ing many questions that arise in W. H. Snyder. Tea was served by mott and Sons of Grand Rapids. meetingsthis Winter and Spring,
and the family had the smudge the field of mental disorders and Mrs. G. W. Van Verst and her Petitions were presented asking
v of ifor or didn't we get thst straight, Har9
subdued before the fire department insanity.Prof. De Haan traced committee.
several changes in speciflcatioitsof old?
airbed.
• • •
the improvementbut City Eng. J.
the history of the mental disease
Ebeneser Reformed church was
Icnberg
when grotesque cures wire resort- the scene of a pretty wedding, Zuidema informed petitionersthat It’s about time we began hearing
i»
land conducted the Old Year Ser- ed to in the Dark Ages in the efit was too late. The avenue is to rumors of a benefit card party
Tuesday afternoon,when Miss Murvicee in the Ref. church at Beaver fort to drive out the ao called "devbe paved for a distance of one and either sponsored by the Auxiliary
iel Kathryn De Witt daughter of
dam Thursday eve. After the ser- ils” to the development of more hu- Mr. and Mrs Henry H. De Witt one-half miles with asphalt on a or one of their divisionsor from
vices the Hudsonville C. E. society mane treatment He describedmethour own Ways and Means Commita,.
became the bride of Marvin Otto concrete base.
met with the local C. E. society ods employed in the modern phy- Schaap, son of Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Other bidders besides the above tee.
at the chapel. Games were played chopathic hospital. He stated that
• • »
Schaap of State St The Rev. J. F. were as follows.P. Vander Veen
and Sons, Grand Rapids, $49^76after which a short program was the popular belief that insanity is
Jske Bultman and his group
Schortinghuia,pastor of the church
66;
McDermott
and
Sons,
Grind
given.
hereditary is being questioned by
have had two weeks of quiet to
performed the service,using the
CHOICE
lb.
Bert Freriks, native of Vriesland, authorities,as evidence accumu- single ring ceremony. The wedding Rapids, $49,759.60; E. J. Vander plan for the entertainment for the
died at the home of his daughter, lates to the contrary.He doecd by was the first held in the church In Veen, Grand Rapids, $52,125.80; meeting of the 13th. We hope we
answeringquestions of his listen- 50 years and is also of special Michigan Asphalt Paving Co., Roy- are not disappointed.
Mrs. John Mast, at Forest Gro
o
Tuesday night, having attained the ers and by predicting that science significancein that both Mr. and al Oak, $52,675.40; W. J. Lang
FRESH
age of eighty-onefears, seven is on the thresholdof a great ad- Mrs. Schaap were baptized there ConstructionCo., Chicago, $55316- VOTERS OF PARK TOWNSHIP
ib 1
beef u. 1
months and fourteendays. His wife vancement in mental therapy. by the late Rev. Phillip Mecngs. .90; Chalmers Paving Co., Grand
ATTENTION! SPECIAL
rs. Charles K. Van Duren predied about seven years ago.
ELECTION!
A program of wedding music was Rapids, $55,382.36;West Michigan
Construction Co., Zeeland, $57,Miss Tressa Angeline Fairbanks, sided and introduced the speaker. presented by Miss Myrtle De Witt.
The Township Board of Park
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Steve A brief tribute was paid the late She also accompaniedMrs. Har- 923.78.
SWIFT’ S RING
The street surely will have a Township, acting on a petition from
Fairbanks of rural route No. 5, Mrs. Ray Nies, for many years a old Schaap, who sang "Beloved, It
wide
curb
when
completed.
member
of
the
club,
by
Mrs.
John
residentvoters, have called a specand John N. Dykhuis, son of Mrs.
1
Is Morn” and "Because.” The briThe 14-foot curbing includes ial election to be held in the TownJ. Dykhuis, also of rural route No. Dykstra. A talk by Miss Cathalene dal party entered to the strains of
5, were married last Wednesday Meraen on "Books Never Go Out Lohengrin’s wedding march and that space between the sidewalks ship* on Saturday, January 16,
SWIFT'S RING
In the home of the bride’s parents. of Style,”was announcedfor next spoke their vows before an altar of and the curb on each side of the 1937, to vote on the proposal to
street. With the six-foot walks, the sell the premises constitutingthe
The double ring ceremony was per- Tuesday.
ferns, palms and candelabra. The
lb. 1
entire right-of-way will be 80 feet. polling place on the North side of
formed at 5 o’clock by the Rev.
Pat Collins of Holland, who re- bride was lovely in a gown of white
John F. Schortinghuis,pastor of turned from a trip recently to Seat- satin and lace with a short train Under PWA, the federal govern- Lake Macatawa, and to build a new
the Ebeneser Reformedchurch. The tle, Wash., and San Franciaco,Cal., and a veil of finger-tip length. She ment will furnish 45 per cent of the town hall and community center on
FRESH
bride wore a formal gown of white talked with Yvonne Trego, attrac- carried a Colonialbouquet of white costs while the sponsor must as- property owned by the Township,
satin. Her bouquet was made up of tive stewardess aboard the United rosea and baby breath. Mrs. Alvin sume responsibility for the re- across the road and south from the
roll
new airport,at a cost of Eight
snapdragons, sweet peas and roses. Airlines just before she took off Schuiling,matron of honor, wore maining 55 per cent.
A move was also made by some Thousand Dollars. The proposal
Following the ceremony a wedding on the fatal trip which ended in olive green velvet with silver trim
supper was served. Mr. Dykhuis is a crash which took her life and 11 and silver slippers.Her bouquet property owners to change the ma- calls for raising by taxation Four
employed at the Lake Shore Sugar others. Miss Trego was a former was of talisman roses, phlox and terial from sheet asphalt to con- Thousand Dollars In 1937 and a
crete. However, it appeairs that like amount in 1938, for this purcompany.
Hastings girl. Pat boarded a plane baby breath.The bridesmaids,Mrs.
the councilmen"struck a snag" pose. This new structure, if auGerrit Peters, Jr., 2% year old at Chicago Dec. 8, at 8:30 a. m. Russel Looman, sister of the bridesince the applicationmade to the thorized and built, will be in the
son of Gus Peters, rural route No. and reached the west coast at 7 groom, and Mrs. Everett Prins,
governmentnearly a year ago call- same locationand form the comS Holland, suffered minor injuries p. m. but because of inclement sister of the bride, wore similar
or
1
wirnu a car driven by his father weather it took him four or five gowns of black velvet with silver ed for asphalt and according to City pletingunit of a community center
Engineer Zuidema it would be dan- and recreation project with ball
collided with another vehicle at days to return to Chicago. It was trim. Their shoulder corsages were
gerous to delay the plan at such a grounds, tennis courts,Volley ball
COOHITCLUB
16th and College Ave., Tuesday at at the Oakland airport near San of talisman roses and baby breath.
courts and riding track for horses,
4 p. m. The infant was taken to Francisco where he talked to Mias Miss Verna De Witt, junior brides- late date.
After the bids had been pre- for which the Federal Government
the office of a Zeeland physician Trego who asked him if he were maid and sister of the bride, wore
for medical treatment The other taking off. Pat decided to wait for pale blue satin with silver slippers sented by City Clerk Peterson ald- has allotted $16,000.00of Federal
erman Jacob Bultman moved that Funds, and will give to the resiear was driven by Julius Lubbers, better weather.Pat visited Mr. and a corsage of talisman roses,
VELVXXTA
the matter be referred to jib® ways dents on the North side of Park
18, of Hamilton. Both ears are re- and Mrs. Henry Viening at Los phlox and baby breath.The duties
ported to have been damaged.
Angeles during his visit to the of beet man were performed by and means committee together with Township, recreational and comor VKLVEZTA CHZZ3E
Pkff».
City Engineer Jacob Zuidema, City munity center facilities even betA Past Matrons club has been west coast They left Holland re- Almore De Witt, brother of the Attorney Elbern Parsons and City ter than those now enjoyed by the
formed by the past matrons of cently for California. Misa Esther bride, and junior best man was Clerk Peterson for tabulation. Con- residents of the south side., and
Collins, a sister of young Collins, Jay Schaap. a brother of the brideSaugatuck 0. E. S. Mrs. W. A.
siderable time was taken up in the represents a continuation of the
is a stewardess of the United Air- groom. Ushers were Harold and
Comey is president Mrs. Grace
program of this Township, in conlines, operating between Chicago Donald Schaap, brothers of Mr. tabulationafter which the commitWilson secretary, Mrs. T. B Dates,
tee reported its recommendationsnection with Federal Projects,by
and New York. She spent her vaca- Schaap. George De Witt, brother
treasurer.
which not only has the relief proto the council.
CURON
tion with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. of the bride, was master of cereAlderman Bultman presented the blem of the Township been met,
The crime of bicycle stealing was P.' F. Collins, here in September monies. A reception was held at
committee’s recommendationsand but much valuable improvement has
believedto have been broken Wed- and plans to return here for anthe home of the bride’s parents folQUAKZX IKAMD .
his motion was seconded by Aider- been acquired,the new airport benesday, with the arrest of a 21- other vacation in March.
lowing the ceremony. Mr. and Mrs.
ing
the
most
outstanding
example.
man Martin Oudmool. The second
Holland resident who conSchaap have left for Athens, Ga.,
the theft of seven bicycles Willard Ripley, of Chicago,
motion to return all certified Mr. George E. Heneveld, Park
where they will make their home.
8R1BDDKD WHEAT 8 pkp. 25«
Township Supervisorand Chairman
Tony Evink, 204 East 14th spent New Year’s Day and the
The marriage of Daisy Smith, checks and surety bonds also was of the Ottawa County Board of Su0t is being held in the city Jail week end at the home of his parpresented by Alderman Bultman
daughter of Mr. and Mra. Ralph D.
LIGHTHOUSE
and seconded
Alderman Neil pervisors, is authorityfor the
until the investigation is completed
ents, Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Ripley, Smith to Henry Weiling,took place
statement that the tax for this new
by police. Evink was arrested
DeCook and passed.
of 81 West 9th St Other guests at the home of the bride’s par«>•»
The petitionersasking for con- Town Hall, if raised, will still enwere Mis. Gladys O’Ddnnel, of ents on rural route No. 4, New crete instead of asphalt follow:
able the townshipto stay within
Chicago, and Mr. Ripley’s broth- Year’s Eve. The Rev. C. A. Stop*
Harry Harrington, M. C. Linde- the fifteen mill limitation,and
er and sister-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. pels performed the ceremony. Miss man, C. Reidsma, Mrs. G. J. Dam- what is still more attractive, that,
or
William Ripley of Cheboygan,Lydia Schuitema, pianist, and Miss veld, Mrs. M. Ritterby,H. D. Ros- owing to the excellent financial
Ethel
Brandt
who
played
the
acMichiganMA8EIT DAY
ter, Mrs. D. Vander Schel and Hol- condition of the Township, the tax
cordian rendered Mendelssohn's
Members of the Ladies’ Aid so- wedding march. Mrs. Stoppels sang lander, Inc., was filed on motion rate for the year 1937 will be beSEEDLESS
low that of 1936. The Township
ciety of Maple Avenue Christian “0 Promise Me” and "I Love You of Alderman Jacob Bultman, sec
Cat Rato Drag Store
Board are unanimously in favor of
onded
by
Alderman
Neil
De
Cook.
Reformed church and associate Truly.” The bride was attractive
(Holland’. Price maker)
the proposition, and strongly urges
DIY
members held a combinedmeeting in a white velvet gown with floor It appears now that there was
its approval at the coming special
Rim and 8th St
some
talk
as
to
the
difference
in
SOAKED
in the parish house, Wednesday length veil She was attended by
election.
Holland, Mich.
evening. Th purpose of the meet- Mrs. CliffordMarcus of Grand Ra- price between concrete and asphalt
Signed, A. KRONEMEYER,
ing was to arrange new groups and pids, the groom’s sister.Harold This undoubtedly was brought abTownship Clerk,
out through the petition, filed with
to
appoint
new
chairmen
for
the
Smith, brother of the bride was
Me Calif. Syr. af Fin - Me
Clerk of the Board.
City
Clerk
Oscar
Peterson
Dec.
23,
coming two years. Women who will bwt man. A receptionwas held and
Me Jergen’s Lotion --- Sic
it
was
then
maintained
that
conhead the groups are Mrs. Beltman, a wadding repast was served folModest Napkins
17c
GREVENGOED EXPLAINS OLD
Mrs. J. Lemmen, Mrs. A. Peerbolt,lowing the ceremony. After the re- crete would run less than $1.80 per
$1M Ingram’sMilkweed
AGE PENSION NUMBERS
COFFEE
square yard as against an estimMrs.
C.
Prins,
Mrs.
R.
Schaddelee.
Cream ------ 68c
ception the bridal couple left for
ated
$2.40
per
yard
for
asphalt
Gratitude was expressedby the Chicago.
Me Midol Tablets
.....
81c
In response to numerous reand that the PWA would be willpresident,Mrs. A. Wolters, to the
lies, Ranaiaa Mineral Oil 28c
quests received' at the Holland
ing
to
receive
alternate
bids.
At
The Rev. Jan Sevensma, evangeretiringheads of the groups. Mrs.
Me Phfflipa Creams _____ 41c
post office by persons seeking to
William Deur read a report of last list of the Netherlands, will speak that time Mr. Zuidema pointed out learn their Social Securitynumber,
15e 4-way Cold Tabs. .... He
that
the
$1.80
estimate
for
conat
the
Gospel
Hall,
Friday
and
Satyear’s Activities and finances which
$1J6 Fitch Shampoo ... 68c
John Grevengoed,assistant postWESCO
crete was not necessarily a bid
showed the society had a success- urday evening at 7:30 o’clock.
Me Revelation Tooth
master, said today that all persons
price
and
that
a
bid
might
run
ful year. The officers are Mrs.
can gain this information by conhigher. He said then the city’s e«tWolters, president;Mrs. J. Vander
Me Groves Note Drops .... Sic
ferring with their employer.
BOARD
OF
SUPERVISORS
imate
on
asphalt
pavement
was
Hill, vice president; Mrs. Deur,
25c Mennen’s Baby Talc 16c
Mr. Grevengoed explained that
placed
higher
than
what
the
bids
MEET MONDAY. HOLLAND
treasurer,and Mrs. Albert Slenk,
14 at. Ovsltine ------- 57c
social security numbers for emWESCO
would
run.
The
Globe
company
bid
secretary.A program was present*
SUIT TO BE DISCUSSED
ployes have been sent to each emit now appears,figuresat $2.06.
ed consistingof a coronet solo by
ployer, who was instructedto take
"You are about to pave one of
George Van Der Hill and two sall.M Rem ---------- 63c
the number for his file and then
the
widest
avenues
in
our
city,"
Mr.
The board of supervisorsof Otcred duets by Mrs. R. Schaddelee
Me HiU’a Caaetra Quinine 14c
turn it over to the employe.In
1C aa. Cod Liver Oil .... 2fc
and Mrs. Cook. Refreshments were tawa county will convene Monday, Harringtonsaid in his communi- many instances, the assistantpost11-01.
served by Mrs. S. De Weerd, Mrs. Jan. 11 for the annual January cation."This avenue was laid out master said, the employer failed to
1M 5-gr. Aspirin Tabs. ... He
}«
H. Grover, Mrs. B. Jonker, Mrs. session. Reports from the county and plattedextra wide for a defin- do so, which accounts for the
Garvelink and Mrs. G. Holkeboer. treasurer’soffice and the countv ite purpose, but it looks as though fact that they did not receive their
will defeat
clerk’s office for the past year will present specifications
numbers.
the originalplans. However, until
be read.
Employed persons should take
“S 1
actually
constructed
it is not too
The friendly suit started by the
immediate steps to obtain their
late to change the plans for someCity of Holland and several other
number as it will be permanent
cities and villages of the county as thing better.
assorkd
"Present plans call for a 40-foot until they become eligible for fedinterveners against the board of
eral pension, Mr. Grevengoedsaid.
pavement
with
14-foot curbs. These
supervisors,county treasurer and
o
Low»iM-*«k
curbs look too wide. Would it not
road commissionis expected to be
THE
ZEELAND
LITERARY
be better to widen the pavement*
discussed.A temporary injunction
CLUB WILL MEET
Some of our streets are too narrow
AIMOUTI TAIGET
has been issued by Judge Fred T.
to handle the traffic now. Van
Miles for the plaintiff restraining
11-os. ooa
The Zeeland Literary club will
Raalte Ave. is the main outlet for
the defendants from further disthe west side of the city, and 'with meet for a regular meeting next
bursements of gas and weight tax
KENYON BRAND
the connecting link of Lake St. Tuesday, January 12, at 3:30 p.m.
money pending the hearing.
Music, in the form of a vocal solo,
There has been no answer filed will be a trunk-linearound the will be furnished by Gerald Vande
north and west sides of town.The
in circuit court by the defendNo.
future gatherings in Kollen park Vusse of Zeeland.
ants and no date set for the hearThe guest speaker will be Prof.
will
require
extra
parking
facil•The directors,officers and employees
ing. The suit is brought by the ciities and the street will have to Lawrence Preuss, associate proties to determine whether the defessor at U. of M., and his topic
of this bank are engaged in a ceaseless
fendants have the right to allo- absorb this."
Urging a boulevard,he conclud- will be "The Problem of Peace.
cate gas and weight tax money to
effort to provide banking service that will
ed with a request that the avenue Members of the Ladies Auxiliary
a sinking fund instead of dividing
be constructed as a suitablemem- are invited guests.
help yon and please yon in every way.
the g%s and weight tax money anFOB
JUICE
lb.,
orial to Van Raalte, Holland’s Hostesses will be Mrs. J. Van
nually
among
the
cities
and
counThey are "on your staff”, so to speak.
founder, for which the avenue was Peursem and Mrs. F. Klumper.
ty on a population basis. It is exThe Better English group will
With modern facilities and a trained,
pected the case will be taken to the named.
This communication was filed meet at 2:45 p.m.
supreme
court
for
final
decision.
experienced banking force, we believe
by councilon motion of Alderman
b>. 5c

LOCAL NEWS

Asphalt

And

C

I

Not Concrete

For Van Raalte

SALE OF YEARLING

LEG

LAMB

O'

*11c

10c LAMB ROAST
LAMB STEW a> Sc SMELT

LAMB CHOPS

-

-

ROAST

BEEF

>» 8c

5C

14c

CUTS

4c GROUND

SIRLOIN stiak

2‘Ac

Bologna

KROGER STORES

2^c

a

2%c

Liver Sauiag«

BUTTER

PAG

GIANT

SOAP

— 35c

10

FANCY FLORIDA

.

OXYDOL

GHIPSO

FLAKES

BRAN

GRAPEFRUITt

9c

w*,.

JUICE

w*. 10c

33c

3n^25<

10c

SWEETHEART

3ttc

SOAP

PMOTO _

KRAFT’S

Z

KNOX

3

JELL powdii

^

TOILET TISSUE

PUFFED

73c

2

MICHIGAN MAID

WHEAT

FLAKES

6%c

5-ib. box

by

CLEANSER ""o™ 4
SANKA

PECK’S

KAFFEE

10c

29c

HAG * 35c

RAISINS

29c

PREPARED PEAS

MAXWELL HOUSE

ITs

- 26c

------

—

DEL

MONTE

m

25c

BULK BLACK TEA

CAMPBELLS

25c

TOMATO

£

SODA CRACKERS 2 £

15c

MOTT'S JELLIES

10c

ORANGE MARMALADE

THE MEN AND

WOMEN

'out

I*#"

-

-

SOUP
6

0c

noimos

SPONGE CAKE

25c

CORNED BEEF

15c

CLOCK

BREAD 2

ORANGES

CORN

£. 11c

serve you

well We

course, that there is

realize,of

for

improvement

Your

criticism or approval, there-

fore, are important guiding factors.
If

you have any ideas for the better-

ment

of our service,

o

-

FRESH CARROTS

do not hesiute to

express them.

-

Bultman, seconded by Alderman

-

SCOUT OFFICERS

Martin Oudemool.

no such thing as

"perfect” service, and that there is always

room

-

2

10c

o

together.

John De WUde was re-elected Main Street, when suddenly, aa national Peace.”
Van Lent®, vice- Mr. Kaat opened the door of the Prof. Preuss is a graduate of
chairman; and J. J. Harris, re- car an expcpiosion
occured and
_______
the University of Michigan,and

LOOKS

LIKE

SUMMER
IN KROGER'S

chairman, A. E.

elected district commissioner.

AND STATE
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
Member

GRAPEFRUIT
IT

flame flashed inside the car that he is a member of PhiBetaKappa
quick exit imperative.
Phi Beta Pie; and American PoNeither of the occupanta was litical Science Association.
committee representativesare John
DeWilde,George Mooi. Dr. A. injured by the blast, but are at
He is author of "Diplomatic
Leenhouts, Prof. E. E. Winter, A. loss as to what caused the flames
Privileges and Immunities”;ReThe Zeeland Fire Department search in InternationalLaw, HarE. Van Lente, Leon Moody, Al'
bert Van Zoeren, all of Holland; was called to extinquish the blaze vard Law School,Cambridge, 1932
The Rev. R. J. Vandenberg. of Zee- but the machine was badly dam- and many other works.
land; and H. P. Stegeman, Hudson- aged before it was put out.
The Melody Men of Zeeland
will furnish the vocal music for
ville.
The Allegan Board of Superyi the occasion.
kAaAAaAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAJ
o ..... ...
son adopted a resolutionrefusing
admittance of any WPA worker to
Mr. and Mn. Lloyd G. Miles have
WANTED TO RENT
the files and records of the city returned to their home in Kalamaclerk’soffice, and thst sny such zoo after spending the holidays
Small house or apartment in Hoi
records or data wanted by a
with their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
land or vicinity. Rent must be
worker or member of the federal Earl Working.Mr. and Mrs. How
reasonable.Addreas Box 99 care of
administrationbe furnished by the ard Working of Douglas also were
Holland City News.
county clerk at
reasonable guests at the1 Earl Working home
charge.
during the holldayi.

Federal Reserve

Bank

district

made a

WPA

Insurance Corporation

a

TJjfc!

PRODUCE
Jast a few of the

£

IWZR

3

5c

1

9c

UAtURTUCE

HAVE SPECIAL SPEAKER
AT P-T MEET

Jasper Bos and John Kaat of
At the regular meeting of the
Election of districtofficers for Zeeland experienced a scare bn
P-T-A meeting to be held at the
the coming year and the election of Monday night as they were about
Zeeland High School gymnasium
the nine representativesof the dis- to separate at the Kaat residence
on next Tuesday evening, January
trict to the executive council fea- after attending a church meeting
12, at 7:30 p.m., Lawrence Preuss,
tured the meeting of the Central
. .
Ph.D., Assistant Professor of
Districtcommittee of Boy Scout*
The two friends were seated
Political Science at the University
in the OUawa-AUegan council Mr. Bos’ car on the highway op- of Michigan, will be the speaker,
Wednesday night in the city hall. posite the Kaat residenceon East who will discuss the topic, "Inter-

The nine selected as

ftOUDM-

BANTAM

GOLDEN

am

we can

C

72

LARGE M SIZE
FULL OF JUICE

4

'»

FRESH SPINACH 2 ^ 15c
CLEAVED -

WASHED

BROCCOLI

FIXSH

Large buoch

10c

DEPT.

maay FIISH

vegetobleefeatured at ECO-

MOMCAL prkee iaokde:
Green AsporagiiB
Wax or Grttn Beans
Cucumbers

Mushrooms
Endive Lettuce
Artichokes

New Green Onions
New Radishes
and New Cauliflower

NEW CABBAGE

* 5c

CUSP. G1EEV HEADS

POTATOES
MICHIGAK -

U. t. Vo. i

16-lb.

peek

37c

/

'v,

HOLLAND CITY NEWS

Two

Section

m
HOPE COLLEGE HEAD TO

THURSDAY

SPEAK

Michigan and has studied at the FORTINO BOY BROUGHT TO
HIS HOME IN GRAND HAVEN

Ottawa County
Wins National
Acclaim in 1936

Universitiesof Chicago and Wisconsin. From 1913 to 1925 he was

(Grand Rapids Herald)

Grand HaVen Tribune

professor of history at Hope college. After several years work in
finance, he

was

called to the presi-

dency of the college tn 1931. He
club at 6:30 Thursday evening in is a member of the state board of
Paric Congregational church parish education for the state of Michhouse.
igan.
President Wichefs is a graduate
Last year Dr. Wichers was given
the distinctionof being made
knight of the Order Orange Nassau, by Queen Wilhelmina of The
degree from the Universityof Netherlands.

MODEL DRUG STORE
“Your Walgreen System

Store’’

Corner Eighth and River— Holland

STOP

COLDS

those

Golden Pine

Alfonso Fortino, 16, son of Mr.

and Mrs.

Clare E. Hoffman. Alternates are
Oaks,
Maurice Hem of Sturgis and William Hess of Dowagiac.

Frank Sheldon of Three

Judge

GRAND HAVEN BAILOR
CHARGED WITH MURDER OF
VAN HALL TRIED JAN. 14
Judge Appoints Conasal
The trial of Charles R. Guerber.
22, a fireman on the eoait guard
cutter Eacanaba, charged with
murder, will bo held on Jan. 14 la
Ottawa county circuit court The
date was fixed by Judgo Fred T.
Miles after Guerber pleaded "not
guilty" when arraigned on a murder charge this morning.

Guerber is charged with the
murder of Arthur Van Hall, who
died Dec. 21 aa the result of a
stabbing that occurred at Bob's
restaurant on Dec. 20. Guerber
was remanded to the county jail as
no bail haa been allowed.
Guerber told the court he had no
legal counsel sad Judge
Miles appointed Howard Pant, focal attorney, to represent the respondent at the trial Guerber

money for

Milk Supplies Improved

announcementof Congressman

Campho-Lyptus Way

Set By

Lotiia Fortino, was

Robert Pullen of Allegan has received appointment as principalto
the Naval academy, according to

Try The

Of Guerber la

brought from St. Mary's Hospital, Health Record ta uutatanding;
Grand Rapids, to his home in this Placed .Third in State on Ita Milk
city in an ambulance Saturdayas Program and Obtained Dental
physicians stated to the family
Clinic
that there was nothing more that
could be done for him at the hosOttawa county's health unit repital and little hope was held out
ceived nationalrecognition the past
to the family that he would live.
High school students and many year in the rural public health conservation contest, took third place
friends of the family have watched
with interest the galant fight in the state milk sanitationprogram and has cooperated with the
that has been made for the life of
Michigan Children’s Fund to obthis young student, who was intain a dental clinic, achievements
jured in a football game last fall.
of which the director,Dr. Ralph
Alfonso had not been well for
Ten Have, and his staff are justly
some time but his conditionwas proud.
not regarded as serious until a
The health unit at present has
few weeks ago. He was taken to
the Grand Rapids hospital and three nurses and a sanitary engifollowing an x-tav, which showed neer, financed by the federal gova factored skull, he was operated ernment through the social securon. It is reported that an infection ity act, advantagesit would not
had set in which was considered have obtained but for the health
very serious and since the opera- department which was reorganized
tion but little hope has been held in 1931 into a full time health unit
out that he would recover.A blood and which has been increasingthe
clot has been removed but the in- scope of its activity ever since. In
faction has baffled the surgeons addition, a state subsidy offered
counties with full time departemployed on the case.
ments, pays much of the salary of
the director.

ALLEGAN BOY NAMED
FOR NAVAL ACADEMY

Cough Syrup 49c

Date Of Trial

Milk supplies of Holland, Grand
Haven and Zeeland have been bettered through work of the health
unit and are now outstanding in
quality. Grand Haven, at the instigation of the unit, obtained passage of a grade A milk ordinance,
effective in June, 1936, and Holland
has had such an ordinance for
some time.

Appointed to West Point is
The children’s fund dental clinic,
Charles Fletcher of Centerville, operated in Holland until June,
ALL
25c
principal,with Charles Tait of was in Grand Haven until October
Mall Clerk and Park ComPELGRIM-FAIRBANKS
South Haven and James E. Bal- and is now in Hudsonville. Dr. J.
50c NOSE
. . 50c
lard, Jr., of Niles, as alternates.
VANETTA SWORN IN AS
C. Stoughton, sent here through
missioner Passes Away
MARRIAGE
Campho Lyptus Oint. . 25c
Pullen is the son of Mr. and Mrs. the fund, is the dentist for the
OTTAWA SHERIFF
Lyle Pullen, who live four miles clinic and reports 2,752 children
Helen Jean Pelgrim, daughter of
After an illness of several days,
east of Allegan. He was graduated were benefittedup to Dec. 1.
One newly elected county official Mrs. Matha Pelgrim of Holland, Richard Van Kolken, age 48 yean,
from the local high school with the
Dr.
Ten
Have
reports
few
cases
Fresh
class of 1936 and now is attending of measles but scarletfever and took office Friday when Frank became the bride, last Tuesday eve- and better known to his many
VanEtta was sworn in as sheriff
Western State Teachers college.
Fountain Serves
whooping cough have been more of Ottawa county by County Clerk ning, of Gerald Fairbanks of Du- friends as “Dick," passed away at
luth, son of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Holland hospitalSunday following
Cigars or
CHARLES GUERBER
prevalent than in 1935 due to epiChildren and grandchildren of demics. No cases of infantile par- William Wilds. The one other new- Fairbanksof Holland, in one of a relapse in his condition. He was
YOU BEST
Bert Nyenhuis of Zutphen sur- alysis were reported. There were ly elected county official,Nicholas the most charming home weddings improving, according to a first reTobacco
prised him, last Monday night, at four deaths, three due to whoop- Sprietsma, of Holland, the only of the season, in the home of the port, and his sudden death came ae
Try a Sundae, Soda,
the home of his son, Reuben Nyen- ing cough and one to scarlet fever. Democrat to win a county position, bride's grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. a shock to the family and the large waived the right of s jury trial
or
huis, 75 East 24th st., on the occa- Members of the unit made 2,810 was sworn in Saturdayas county Henry Pelgrim, 197 West 12th st. post office staff where he had held and said h# preferred that the
Always at
Judge hear his case. Judge Miles
sion of his 78th birthday anniver- calls on contagious disease cases. treasurer.Both men are from Hol- Dr. John R. Mulder of the Western a position for 27 yean as clerk.
instructed him that it was his right
land.
Thomas
Mahan,
newly
electTheological
Seminary,
performed
Malted Milk
He
Je
was
deeply
hi
Interested
_____
________
in
dvic
sai7. Games were played and
Low Tuberculosis Death Rate
ed circuit court commissioner, also the ceremony, using the single ring affairs and for the last three yean to have a jury in the ease and he
prizes were awarded to Mrs. Dick
service, in the presence of eighty he had been a member of the dty wanted him to give the matter
Haan and Mrs. George Newhouse. Ottawa county has achieved a took his office Saturday.
rious consideration before he
low tuberculosisdeath rate, with
park and cemetery board and in his
A two-course lunch was served.
The re-elected officersof the guests.
ufo a definite decision. Up to
nine deaths reported the past year. county to remain in o ffi c e
When the guests had assembled, short time in office he had sponon today Guerber held that he
There were 13 new cases reported. and were sworn in on Sat. were Robert Arendshorst, accompaniedsored many important
At present there are 13 Ottawa Cora Vande Water, judge of pro- by Gerald Hanchett,sang, “Be- ments and took a deep interestin would waive a jury trial
county patients in the Muskegon bate; William Wilds, clerk; Frank cause," after which the bridal the Tulip Festival so closely identiThe respondent was arraigned
County Sanitorium,through the Bottje, register of deeds; Jarret N. party entered the living room to fied with the park board. He alto before Circuit Court Commissioner
county’s contract with Muskegon Clark, circuit court commissioner; the strains of the Lohengrin wed- served as presidentof the Holland Dan F. Pagelsena few days ago
for hospitalization. Dr. F. H. Bart- John Dethmers, prosecuting attor- ding march played by Mr. Han- and Zeeland Metropolitan dob. of and was bound over to circuit court
V*V Iffii+jdLJ-.
lett of Muskegon has conducted 21 ney; Fred VanWieren,drain com- chett. As they took their places which he was a charter member. following an examination which
clinics in Ottawa county the past missioner;Carl Bowen, county sur- before an Improvised altar of He also was a charter member of was held last Monday. Gunter deyear.
veyor; Willard B. Bloemendaland palms and ferns with large baakets Trinity Reformed chorch. For sev- nies that he did the stebbing,but
The county also has one of the Gilbert VandeWater, county cor- of calla lilies and lighted cathedral eral years he assistedin conduct- admits he owns the knife which
candles,Mr. Arendshorst sang the ing civil serviceexaminations.
was found on his person. He mainlowest infant and maternalmor- oners.
tality r;
tality
rates in the state, the unit vvvvvvvttttTYTvvvVttvvv appropriate number, “O Promise
He was bom June 1, 1888. and tatns that he waa drunk the night
Me." The bride, lovely In a gown came to Holland while a small boy. of the fight and haa no rememplacing special emphasis on a proof the traditional white satin, fash- He receivedhis education here, be- brance of what went on after he
gram of pre-natal care. There
JAILED FOR SHOOTING
ioned princessstyle, with the fitted ing graduated from Holland high slapped Miss Marjorie Carter
have been 35 infant deaths and two
PHEASANTS
lines of the skirt lengthening into school and later attending Hope which precipitatedthe fight when
of mothers. Unit nurses have
a four-foot train, was given in college. He worked for a short others in the restaurant objected
made 819 infant home visits and
An allegedbag of a dozen pheasmarriageby her grandfather. Her time at the Poole Brothers Print- to his treatment of the young wo522 maternal and pre-natal, in coants Christmas day is to keep
face veil, which fell to the hips in
operationwith the attending physiJohn Klootsman, 50 years old, the back, was of tulle bound with ing Co. and at The Sentinelbefore man, according to teetimony given
cian.
becoming connected with the post at the examination.
Beaverdam farmer, from enjoying
During the past year there have New Years at home. Conservation the satin, and was fastened to her office.
hair with a coronet of satin. She
been 840 births and 660 deaths reOfficer V. A. Antles arrested
TRAILERS WORRY FURNISurvivingare the widow, one
carried a shower bouquet of white
ported. The leading causes of death
Klootsman and his son for shootson, Preston, student at Chicago
TURE TRADE
in their order have been Heart ing pheasantsout of season and roses, ^ snapdragons and babyMedical college;three daughters,
Disease, Cancer, Diseases of the
they appeared before Justice GaJean, Mary and Barbara at home;
Mrs. Pelgrim was her daughter’s
Arteries, Nephritis, Pneumonia,
(Grand Rapids Herald)
lean in Holland. Both pleaded
matron of honor. She wore a gown his mother, Mrs. Peter Van KolDiabetes and Premature Birth.
guilty and the son paid a fine
ken; two sisters, Mrs. Gene Vis of
of deep pink lace, fashioned with
SherrillP. Nelson, sanitary enPredictionby Roger W. Babson.
while the father elected to serve
a
high collor, full sleeves and Sheldon, Iowa, and Mrs. Shud Alt- nationally known economist and
gineer, has supervised and aided
a jail sentence of 30 days.
huis of Holland; two brothers,Arslight train. Her bouquet was of
sanitary improvements in 37
o
thur and Dr. Morris Van Kolken analyst as well as by others, that
pink roses, snapdragons and sweet
schools; supervised and aided imwithin 20 years, more than half the
of Holland.
Osseward
Funeral
Planned
peas.
provement of 18 different sources
The
body
lay in state Tuesday population of the United States
Entering together,were the
of drinking water; inspected numerat Seattle
evening at the Dykstra funeral will be living in trailers, continues
bridesmaids, Mrs. Vernon Klomous dairies and farms producing
to plague the furniture industry,
oarens and Miss Irene Overbeek. home and Wednesday from 12 to manufacturers and dealers alike.
milk, food establishments,resorts
1:30 at the Trinity Reformed
(Seattle
Poet
Intelligencer)
Mrs.
Klomparens
wore
dubonnet
and camps. His report shows 747
Trade publications ponder the
church.
taffeta with bouquet of white chryindividualservices.
Funeral
serviceswere held yes- question and debate the future.
Health unit offices were imFuneral services for Cornelius santhemums, roses, ageratum and terday at 2 p.m. at the Trinity ReOne sees the trailer as "a chalproved to provide better facilities Osseward,seventy, retired Seattle babybreath,and Miss Oveiteek
formed church with the Rev. Henry lenge to the baric strata of existand private offices for department pharmacist, will be held at the Uni- was in turqoise blue taffetawith D. Ter Keurst and the Rev. Clar- ence— the home." But it is admitheads. The personnel headed by versity Undertaking parlors this bouquet of chrysanthemums,snapence P. Dame, pastor of the Beth- ted that "just how severe a test
Only twice a year does
offer this irresistible opportunity to Dr. Ralph Ten Have is composed afternoon at 1 o’clock.
dragons, roses and babybreath.
any Reformed church of Grand this infant industnr will be on the
He was instantly killed when Barbara Lindeman and Lois Rapids and former paator of Tri- resourcefulness of the furniture
of Miss Madge Bresnahan, senior
secure these famous frocks at such tremendous reductions— a great nurse; Miss Winifred Fisher, Miss struck by an automobileat N. Schoon, small cousins of the bride,
nity Reformed church, officiating. and home-fumlahing industry is
Leone Britton, Miss Elma Lampi, 110th St. and Greenwood Ave., the were flower girls, strewingrose Burial was in Pilgrim Home ceme- difficultto ascertainat this stage."
sale that is welcomed by the thousands
thousands of
Miss Bertha Zagers; Mr. Nelson day before Christmas.
petals in the path of the bridal tery.
Aside from the developmentof
sanitary engineer, and Miss AlMr. Osseward,a native of The party. They wore dresses of tiny
Pallbearerswere George Schuil- studio couches, bedding arrangealways look to Rose for inimitable style, superb quality and outstanding bertine
Vander Laan, clerk. Miss Netherlands, graduated from both net ruffles from neck to hem, ing. Tony Nienhuis,William ELfer- ments and possibly appliances,litvalue that give them more for their
All are new, this season’s Martha Allen, who is on leave tak- Northwesternand Columbia Uni- trimmed with pink rosebuds. Bar- dink, Dick Smallenberg, Herman tle opportunityis afforded the
ing a course in public health work, versitiesand came to the Pacific bara was in white, Lois in pale Cook and John Wabeke, all friends, home-furnishing industry to benewill resume her duties in Febru- Northwestin 1899.
blue.
fashions— and all sizes from 12 to 50 are available at each price.
neighbors or co-workers of the de- fit, In the view of manv.
He was first employed by the Harold Fairbanks performed the ceased.
ary. Women members of the staff
Yet in the current riarm over
with exception of the clerk, are Stewart and Holmes Drug Com- duties of the best man for his
the future abolitionof homes in
registerednurses.
pany and later establishedthe first twin brother.
Beet Growing Cannot Help favor of automobile trailers, few
The Health Departmenthas had pharmacy handling prescriptions Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Lindeman
commentatorshave paused to conBut Benefit Michigan
its offices improved to facilitate exclusively in the Pacific North- were master and mistress of ceresider the possibilitythat millions
its present personnel. It has ex- west. It was known as Osseward’s monies, and Miss Rose Vander
Farmer
still will want permanent homes,
perienced the best cooperationfrom Pharmacy and was located in the Schel was in charge of the gift
with settled comfort, even though
the Board of Supervisors.Its pres- Cobb building.
room. Wedding refreshments which
Commenting on the importance they do enjoy carefree travel.
Mr. Osseward was a former followed congratulations were and value of sugar beets, Felix Meanwhile,fear of the trailer
ent Health Committee consistsof
Mr. Charles E. Misner, chairman, president of the State Pharmaceu- served by the Misses Ellen Jane Witt, a prominentand successful trend is giving new impetus to
Mr. Hunter Hering, and Mr. Char- tical Association and a member of Kooiker, Harriett Drew, Merry
farmer of Jasper, Michigan, in an merchandisingactivitieson the
les Lowing, which committeehas the American Association.
Hadden, Evelyn Kramer, and Phyl- article appearingin the current part of dealers catering to the
He is survived by a daughter, lis Pelgrim. A four-tieredwedding issue of the Sugar Beet Journal, nome.
ably assistedin directing activities
Mrs. C. Victor Argenbright, and cake, decorated especiallyfor the writes, in part, as follows: “I beof the Health Department.
The present health program is two sons, John Preston Osseward occasion by Mrs. J. Harvey Klein- lieve that any farmer who has the ALLEGAN PRISONER IS
considerably more intensive than of Palmer, Alaska, and Peter heksel,was cut by the bride.
CAUGHT IN MINNESOTA
proper soil and who is a good busithat institutedin 1931 when the James Osseward of Washington, Mr. and Mrs. Fairbanks left on a
nessman can see the value of the
Sale
to
to
Health Department was organized. D. C. Note: — This item appeared in short wedding trip and will be at sugar beet crop in his rotation.
Officials at the southern MichIt is realizedmore than ever that the Seattle Post Intelligenceron home early next month in Duluth,
“Sugar beets are one of the best igan state prison were notified
the extent of a public health pro- Dec. 28, 1936. Undoubtedlyhe is where Mr. Fairbanks is director in cash crops grown in Michigan . . .
Wednesday by St Paul, Minn., ofgram depends
----- as much upon
M fSNSII the distantlyrelatedto the Ossewarde a CCC camp. Both are graduates
and the one crop that has paid off ficers of the arrest of Charles Carcooperation of the public as upon family at Zeeland, although a tele- of Holland High School and of more farm mortgages than any
gell, who escaped from a
the efficiencyof the Health De- phone call did not give the desired Michigan State College. Mr. Fair- crop grown in the state, taken as farm last July 25. Can
partment. Since the cooperation information.
banks specializedin landscape ar- a whole. This one featurehas been tenced in Allegan county
has
........
chitecture.
I been
been all
that could be expected,
to
to
the main reason that any farm Fred T. Miles, May 31,
the Health Department expects to CHAMBER OF COMMERCE BEOut-of-town guests at the wed- suitable for beet growing is al- breaking wihout entering,
make every effort to continue to LIEVES UPWARD BUSINESS ding included Mr. and Mrs. John ways readily sold when, in times returned to the prison to complete
SWING WILL AID HOUSE Faasen of Indianapolis,Ind., Mr.
merit the good will which has been
farm land was not selling, his term and face prosecution on
BUILDING PROJECT
evident in the past.
$6.95 to
and Mrs. Walter Perschbacher of
i some will not agree with an escape charge.
There is no marked change in
Grand Rapids, Mrs. Alex Gibson of
this time, but pieaae just
the amount of contagion reported
The Holland Chamber of Com- Alma, Miss Mary Evans of Lapeer, think back a few years and you
$.50, 8.95,
n S. Rice. 91
93, died at Us
to the Health Department except merce will continue its efforts in Dr* Harold Fairbanks of North- will remember that the beet crop
Coopersville
for an increase in the number of 1937 to reach a goal of 100 new v^e. and William Fenf of Fre- was a life saver to many farmers, day morning afl
whooping cough cases in Grand houses for
mont.
100
when we were selling hogs at $8.00 He is survived
Haven. At present there are 11
The program will be similar to
per cwt., and com at 25 cents per son,
son, Ernest of
cases in Grand Haven. The fol- that conducted in 1936.
Mr. and Mrs Gerrit Schutten of cwt,
two daughters, Mra.
Odd lots of silk
Clearance prices $1.00, 2.00, 3.00
lowing report is submitted for the
Manager William M. Connelly West 20th St, received a picture, "Beet growing fits well into
and Mrs. Belle JenCounty: 16 cases of whooping stated Monday that the filling of Monday, of Crown PrincessJuliana practicallyany rotation.
cough, 4 cases of chicken pox, 14 the 1937 buildingprogram is with- of The Netherlands and her fian“On our farm we carefullyplan
cases of scarlet fever. Informa- in probabilityas the upward busi- ce, Prince Bernhard of Lippe-Det- for our beet crop at least two
Gr««t
in Hosiery, Silk Slips, Negligees,
tion obtained from physicians fh- ness trend is lending emphasis to mold, whose marriage was an ev- years in advance of seeding.
dicate that there are a lane num- the constructionprogram.
ent of Thursday. The picture mea- “I believein the 50-50 contract, at the home at 1 o'clock
Another factor to be considered swing nine by seven inches was with perhaps some changes, and I
ber of influenza cases. They are
Purses, Blouses, Sweaters, Skirts, etc.
not serious in nature but the pub- is that a local industrialist is in- taken in the streets of The Hague' am sure that, if ail the growers Funeral
___ __
___
------ --- IJ
lic is warned to use care in the terestedin the projectand is mak- in November. It was sent "by
"re- would boost beet sugar, we could, Wednesday _____ _
treatment of colds Those who are ing a trip to England to inspect latives of Mrs. Schutten who* live in
in time, help
in
help ourselves and our chapel in Allegan
ill with colds are asked to avoid group housing projects there. He The Hague where the royal palace communities.’'
Warner, 64, who d
public meetingssince colds and in- has intimated he may personally is
Sunday at her
37 E. 8th
aid in the financingof several local
fluenza are so highly contagious.
Applications for marriage li- after a
o
houses.
Henry Poll
_
Fairbanks
censes have been filed with the
__
a
Mrs. W. Curtis Snow returned
Ave.,
Mondey
----- , left
....
---- - piortiing
,..„rtung for
tor county
county clerk by Marvin Otto Surviving
Saturday, from Detroit Falls,
Donald Battjes,of Detroit,was Syracuse, N. Y:, to attend a three- Schaap, 27, Holland, and Muriel
Minn., where she was called by a visitor recently at the home of
the serious illness of her small the Rev. and Mrs. D. Zwier, West
18th St.
Ricce.
. -
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THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS
township, was notified by the case of grapefruit and oranges
Chamber of Commerce that It had from Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Hunter of
recieved application forms from Clearwater, Fla. The Hunters
the PWA office in Detroit. The formerly lived in Holland but for
board is contemplatingthe con- the past ten years have made their
structionof a new school at Pine home in Florida,spending part of
A Are believedto have originat- Creek to relievethe crowded con- the summer in Holland each year.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Mulder and
ed in a clothes closet on the first ditions and will use the forms to
make applicationfor a loan.
daughter, Miss Lucile, motored to
floor caused considerable damage
Vere Hahl is living at 51 West Dowagiac, spending New Year’s
to the home of F. Massa, 295 West
19th
street, moving here from Mil- day as the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
18th st, Saturday morning BeRoy Beardslee.
sides doing damage to the home, a waukee. R. Perker left Cincinnati,
The Rev. and Mrs. Edward E.
quantity of clothing and an un- Ohio, and has taken a home at 176
Tanis and family, of Grand Rapids,
known sum of money were con- West 13th street.
sumed in the fire.
Fred Thiel is living at 168 West spent Tuesday in Holland. Kiev.
Tania is former pastor of Bethel
Henry Sloothaak moved to Grand 8th street, from Chicago.
Haven from 412 W. 20th and John
Approximately$65,598 for one Reformed church.
Harriet De Roster, daughterof
Tripp moved from 381 West 21st year, or a total of about $5,466
•L to 263 Dickinson ave., Grand per month is being paid in Ottawa Mr. and Mrs. John De Roster, has
Rapids.
county as old age assistance,ac- been at Holland hospital where
she underwent an operationfor apCity Treasurer John Steggerda, cording to Jack Spangler, in charge
who was of the Ottawa county bureau. Four pendicitis and tonsil treatment.
East 9th
A son, Cecil Warren, was bom to
stricken with paralysis late last hundred persons are being given
Thursday afternoon while he was assistance.There have been 1,000 Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Van Alsburg,
rural route No. 3, Dec. 24.
enroute to him home from his of- applicationsreceived since the buA few Drenthe fishermenmofice, is recovering at his home. His reau was established.Many applicants have been denied assistance, tored to Macatawa Park for fishcondition is somewhat improved.
James Meyer, Sr., observed his failing to establish, age and citi- ing. Among them were Gerrit
70th birthday anniversary with a zenship or having property worth Brouwer and Henry Telgenhof.
Fishing wasn’t “so hot,’’ they say,
party at his home, 211 East 16th more than $3,500.
water too muddy.
st., last Thursdaynight Mr. Meyer
Holland received $1,993 of the
is the father of 16 childrenand all $1,862,905in refunds to Michigan
Drenthe Sunday School gave a
10 of the living children were pres- municipaities from license fees Christmas entertainment. It was
aent together with their families. paid to the state liuuor control so good the collection plate showed
A lunch w’as served during the commissionfrom the first of 1936 $400. It will go to missions.That
evening. A large birthday cake, to November, according to a re- was a real significantChristmas
topped with 70 candles, was the port of the commission in Lansing, offering.
mam centerpiece.Mrs. Meyer and the United Press stated today. The
County Clerk William Wilds reson, John, entertainedwith a num- sum is 85 per cent of the total paid
ports that there were 33 divorce
ber of old Dutch songs. Despite by licensees.
decrees granted in the Ottawa cirtheir advanced ages, Mr. and Mrs.
Mever entertained their children Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Leddick have cuit during 1936. In other words,
returned from a trip through the 33 “matrimonalbarks” went shipwith a number of old Dutch folk
South, spending Christmas with wrecked.
dances, which they danced 50 years

1

WEEK'S NEWS

In TAe

I

nlng at the home of Mr. and Mrs. freshments were served.
Simon De Weerd. Reports of offiA series of missionary meetings
cers showed a successful year with
have been planned by Mrs. James
about $800 distributed among various missionary causes. All officers Wayer, vice president of the Wowere reelectedincluding C. J. De men’s Board of Foreign Missions
of the Reformed church for Mlaa
Roster, superintendent;Alex Van
Cornelia Dalenberg, missionary
Zanten and Harry C. Bontekoe, as- nurse from Arabia. Union meetsistant superintendents; Harvey ings will be held on the following
Grover, secretary; Gerrit Apple- dates: Jan. 5, South Blendon; Jan.
dom, treasurer and Gerald Apple- 6, Overisel; Jan. 7, meeting in
dom, assistant secretaryand treas- First Reformed church of Mission
urer. Librariansare Richard Schad- societies of Holland, North Holland
delee, Anthony Peerbolt, William and Central Park; Jan. 8, Forest
H. Dear, John L Van Huis and Grove in afternoon and Zeeland in
Wiliam Markvluwer.Refreshments evening; Jan. 11, meeting in Fourth
were served by Mrs. S. De Weerd. Reformed church of the Leagues
Miss Bertha Vander Bie was hos- for Service in Holland claaaisjjan.
tess ai a New Year’s party, Friday 12, Grand Haven; Jan. 18, Muskeevening, at her home on West 19th gon; Jan. 14, Grand Rapids, and
st. Games were played and re Jan. 15, Kalamazoo.

New and Used

INSTRUMENTS

INAUGURAL
TAG DESIGN

APPROVED —
MIm Elizabeth

For Sale or Rent
You Get My Pri

Don’t Buy Till

Sanderaof
amining the de-

HONORED BY FRANCE —

sign for the 1937

approved by the
Inaugural Com-

Howard, Parle fashion expert for the
Woman'e Home Companion, who Is now
In thla country,has been made a member of the Legion of Honour by the
French Government In recognitionof

mittee.

her work.

Inauguraltags
which has been

Marjorie

HEAD OF CHINESE
ARMY — Generalissimo Chlang Kai-Shek,

Dealer in Band and OrchestraInstruments.

Instrumental Instructor

Chinese Dictator and

Head of th# Army,
who was abducted

eg

BERT BRANDT

Washington ex-

260

East 14th Street.

In

Holland

’

***' Dial

what promiaes to be a
flares civil war.

their son Kenneth, at Atlanta, then
A new basketballscoreboard regoing to Florida,making the trip
Bartel Mulder is living on East to Silver Springs, Orlando,Lake ceived its first initiation of the new
year when Holland Christian and
8th street, moving from Zeeland.
Wales and St. Petersburg. At Lake
A daughter named Carol Jean Wales they heard Anton Brees, Holland high used it in their games
was born to Mr. and Mrs. Lester world’s greatest carillonnuer,give New Year’s afternoon and evening.
Venhuizen, 85 East 21st st., on De- a program on the bells in the Sing- The electric board was installed by
the local schools who will donate
cember 30.
ing tower.
it to the armory after rentals have
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen OudemolMr. and Mrs. Vaudie Vanden paid. It was first used in the Holen, Jr., and family, Mr. and Mrs. Berg, E. 16th street, took their son
land Central game Tuesday night.
Fred Oudemolen and family of Vaudie, Jr., as far as Chicago on The new board is placed in the
New Groningen, spent New Year’s his way to Texas. The young man southwest comer of the armory
day with Mr. and Mrs. Stephen left his car at St. Louis, Mo., and where it is visible to both players
’k
Oudemolen, 181 West 9th str.
motored on to the “Lone Star" and spectators.On it are designatMr. and Mrs. Jacob Vande Lune state. The parents motored “Bob”
ed the scores of each team in elechad as guests New Year’s day, Mrs. to Ann Arbor, Sunday, where the
tric lights. In a green figure, playMrytie Westphal of Battle Creek, young man started his lessons afers and fans can read the number
the Rev. and Mrs. E. J. Start of ter the holiday vacation.
THE WOOLEN SUIT— 1
of the quarter, while in a red figure
Lake Odessa, Mr. and Mrs. James
This woolen suit worn byl
Mr. and Mrs. George Essenberg the time left in that period is regBridenstein of South Haven, and of Holland visited recently with
Arllne Judge, screen star,
istered.The board is controlledbv
their daughter, Charlotte, of De- Mrs. Essenberg’s mother, Mrs.
has a short skirt with a
a switch at the timer's table which
troit,and Mr. and Mrs. Peter VanGertrude Correll.
cluster of kick-pleatsIn
is connectedto an electric stop
de Lune and family of Holland.
front; a brief jacket of
The first 1937 babv was born at clock. Chances for faulty timing
Alex Van Zanten, manager of the Holland hospital to Mr. and have been minimized by the board,
blue and white Shepherd'a
the state licensebureau here, an- Mrs. John Westenbroek at 3:35 and quarters are designated autoplaid with a white scarf
nounced Saturday that motorists o’clock. The child is a boy.
matically by the clock.
tucked Into the neckline.,
will be permitted to use their 1936
John De Haan and Dick Boter of
Mrs.
Mary
Falk, 74, of Grand
There are slits In the cape
license plates until Feb. 1.
Holland are members of the comfor the arms to go through.
Mr. and Mrs. Van I. Witt of Haven township, passed away at
her home last night shortly before mittee in charge of the Fourth AnHE FOUND WAR— Webb Miller, famous war corGrand Haven, and Andrew Fife, of
the close' of the old year. Mrs. Falk nual West Michigan Shoe show
respondent whose articles h#ve appeared In Collier's,
Grand Rapids, left Saturday mornwhich
will
be
held
at
the
Pantwas injured in a fall suffered last
ing by motor route to Los Angeles,
has Just written the exciting story of his life. The
summer and has been in ill health lind hotel in Grand Rapids, Feb.
Cal., where they plan to spend the
book le called Ml Found No Peace.”
1 and 2.
since.
winter. Because of the icy condiCommemorative “A r m
and
Richard Jacobs moved to Grand
tion of the highway they stopped
at the Warm Friend Tavern to Rapids from 544 Central ave. Mrs. Navy” stamps of one-cent denomigggggSSKWKiSaSgSSSSgSSa?
length veil was fastened to her
wait for better weather conditions. A. Nash also moved to the Furni- nation, were on sale today at Hol- have been on sale since Dec. 15,
hair with a coronet of satin. She
land
post
office,
Louis
Vander
ture
City
from
338
E.
7th
st.
the post office did not receive its
A. Van Doesburg,secretary of
carried a bouquet of white calla
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Fairbanks, Burg, Holland postmaster,an- allotmentuntil the day before
the school board of Pine Creek,
lilies. Miss Mabel Klomparens,
fractionaldistrict No. 6, Holland 141 East 10th st, have received a nounced today. Although the stamps New Years. Mr. Vander Burg said
>ggggP22233S3®3SSS333SfeSSi
sister of the groom, as bridesmaid
that such stamps of the two-cent
denominationare expectedto bo
At an “old year’s" party held at wore a gown of flowered silk with
receivedat the post office at a lat- the home of Sir. and Mrs. Aaron a black lace jacket Her bouquet
er date.
Brondyke of East 21st st. an- was made up of pink roses, snapdragons and sweet peas. Mrs. WilThree tons of carp were taken nouncement was made to a group
liam Veldkamp,sister of the bride,
from Lake Macatawa, last Tues- of relatives and friends of the apwas matron of honor and wore
day, by the Server brothers. The proachingmarriage of their son,
wine colored lace over satin and
Raymond
Brondyke,
to
Kathryn
fish were transported to the ponds
also carried a bouquet of pink
of the Holland Fish and Game club Boeve, daughterof Mr. and Mrs.
roses, snapdragons and sweet peas.
which is supervising the seiningof Henry H. Boeve. The announceGus Bruinsma was best man. Folthe lake for the purpose of ridding ment was cleverly revealed in little
lowing the ceremony a reception
it of such fish. According to Jacob booklets tied with white ribbons.
was held and a wedding dinner was
Games
and
contests
were
played
Lievense,presidentof the club, the
served. Mr. and Mrs. Klomparens
fish will be kept in the ponds until during the evening.Each of the
left on a short wedding trip. Thev
the Eastern market is “ripe.” Mon- guests was presented with a gift.
will make their home in Holland.
ey received from the sale of these A two-course midnightlunch was
A daughterwas bom Saturday
carp fish is used to carry on activi- served.
night at Holland hospital to Mr.
ties of the club.
Miss Mathilde Plantrnga,daughand Mrs. Arthur Walker, rural
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Plaggemars ter of Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Plant- route No. 6, Holland.
announced the engagement of their inga of this city, and Arnold
Harriet De Koster, who recently
daughter, Feme, to Jack Klaasen, Jacobs, son of the late Mr. and
underwentan operation for the reson of Mrs. J. Klaasen, 98 East Mrs. John Jacobs, were united in
moval of her appendix and tonsils,
17th st., to a group of relatives and marriage Friday evening, at 8
was releasedSunday from Holland
friends at a Christmasdinner at o’clock in the parsonage of the
hospital. Miss De Koster makers
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Sixteenth Street Christian Reformed church. The Rev. Peter her home with Mrs. John Siebelink,
Veneklasen in Zeeland.
rural route No. 2, Holland.
Garrard Foundry Co. was en- Jonker performedthe service,usMiss Evelyn Rotman, 354 River
ing
the
single
ring
ceremony.
The
gaged last week in conducting a
“test heat” of its equipment. The bnde wore a gown of blue chiffon ave., entertained at on Old Year’s
Gerrard Company has leased the velvet with hat and evening bag party last Thursday evening.
East Eighth str. foundry, which to match. The couple was attended Games were played and prizes
has been idle for the past several by the bride’s parents. A recep- were won by Misses Ethel Wolttion for the couple was held at the man, Ruth Kolean, Jeanette Russel
years.
Ernest Gale, 40, severely injured Plantinga home later in the eve- and Mrs. Harold Woltman. A twoin a truck accident south of West ning. The bride is a graduateof course lunch was served by Miss
Olive Saturday, was removed Tues- Christian high school. The bride- Rotman and Miss Marian Koh
.
Mrs. J. Van Dyke and Mrs.
day from Holland hospital to the groom is employed as shipping
one at Shelby. Gale received a clerk at the Dunn ManufacturingFrank Kampen were the guests of
_______ ____
_____ _____
_
____________
broken
back when
the
truck
driven company. Mr. and Mrs. Jacobs will honor at a surprise party and
by Ernest Bennett of Shelby turned make their home at 287 West 13th shower held on Old Year's afterover after striking a patch of ice
noon at the home of Mrs. William
on US31. Gale also sufferedlacerA pretty wedding was solemn- Van Alsburg, 228 West 19th st. A
ations of the head and his ear was ized last Thursday evening at 6 social time was enjoyed and the
nearly severed.
o’clock in the main dining room of special guests were presented with
The post office at Dunningville, the Copper Lantern tea room when gifts.
Misses Helene Van Kersen and
Allegan county, it is reported,will Miss Genevieve B. Ter Haar,
increased yields in the folYour situation on the farm is
be discontinued March 1. Sendee daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ben Ter Jeanne Potter entertained their
thereafter will be from Allegan Haar of Holland rural route 3, be- Sunday School classes of Third
low crops.
identical with that of the
office. This requires readjustment came the bride of Bernard E. Van- Reformedchurch at a dinner at the
business
in the city.
of the seven Allegan routes so that derbeek, son of the Rev. and Mrs. Potter home, 137 West 15th st.,
Sugar Beets are not a surplus
each carrierwill travel about fifty John Vanderbeekof this city. Pre- last Wednesday evening at 6:30
crop. There is always a marmiles each day. Carrier Hitchcock ceding the ceremony, Mrs. Arthur o’clock. After the dinner games
If he is a manufacturer, he
of Dunningville will be transfern?d Vanderbeek sang "Because” and were played. The quests included
ket for all you can grow.
must study his production
to Hopkins, taking the place of Mr. "Confession,"accompanied by Mrs. Julia Hoffman, Patncia Eby, DoroOliver De Jonge of Shelby, an aunt thy Lievense, Betty Van Lente,
Her, who retires because of age.
Sugar Beets give you two crops
methods to make sure he is
Jacob Riemsma, almost 91, who of the bride. The Rev. Vanderbeek Leona Hiddinga, Helene Van Dyke,
in one for the beet tops have
getting
results.
died Dec. 2 at the county infirmary performed the single ring cere- Katherine Jean McQueen, Beverly
at Eastmanville was born Jan. 14, mony. The couple was unattended. Freego and Kathleen Essenburg.
a large feed value.
He cannot afford to overlook
1846 in the province of Friesland, The bride wore a floor-length
A group of friends were entera single bet.
The Netherlands. After serving as wedding gown of white silk lace, tained New Year’s night by Misses
too, beets are hardy.
sheep herder a number of years, he fashioned in princess style over Mildred and Betty Brewer at their
They stand hot or cold, wet
came to America in 1847 with his white satin, with leg o’ mutton home at Pine Creek. Games were
Isn’t that your position?
parents, brothers and sisters. He sleeves, and stand-up collar of the played and refreshments were
or dry weather. Also survive
was 28 years old at the time. They stiffened lace. She wore a wreath served.
severe hail storms.
Now, no
making acarrived in this vicinity Oct. 29, of orange blossoms in her hair, and
Mr. and Mrs. M. Kemme and
1847 and settled near Zeeland. On carried a shower bouquet of white Mr. and Mrs. H. Van Ry entertivity in Ilf e is all roses. But
Thus, with beets, if bad weather
May 21, 1876, he married Maria roses, white sweet peas, and baby tained at a New Year’s eve party
if you take full advantage of
Baarman. Eight children were breath, tied with white tulle. She at the home of the latter, 74 East
comes along, you are always
born, three of whom are dead. was given in marriage by her 21st st. Games were played and a
every opportunity you will
more certain of a better reAbout 40 years ago they settled father. Immediately after the cere- midnight supper was served.
make the most money over
turn than you are from any
near Harlem in Port Sheldon mony,
wedding supper was
Mrs. Roy M. Heasley, Mrs. F. E.
townshipwhere thev lived until served to about 60 immediaterelaa period of years.
other cultivated crop. Beets
DeWee
se, and Mrs. E. P. McLean
1930 when he and Mrs. Riemsma tives and close friends. Mr. and
are tough-don’t forget that
moved to Eastmanville. Mrs. Riem- Mrs. John Sterenberg of Holland entertainedat dinner last Tuesday
First and foremost you should
sma died Sept 10, 1931 at the age were master and mistress of cere- evening in the McLean home on
of nearly 75. Mr. Riemsma was monies. The bride, a graduate of East 26th st. Guests were members
Finally—
the
to
grow Sugar Beets because
of their afternoon reading club and
the last survivor of a family of 16 Holland high school, has been emmoney on Sugar Beets is to
their husbands. Holiday decorathey give you a larger
children. He is survived by the fol- ployed at the Holland Furnace Co.
tions were used throughoutthe
grow
always
a
certain
defilowing
children:
Chris
of
Zeeland.
The
groom
was
graduated
from
return, per acre, than any
home and as centerpiecesfor the
Jacob,
Menno
and
Leendert
of
Hope College and Davenport-Mc-dinner tables. In the games which
nite acreage every year.
other major cultivated crop.
Drenthe, Joe of Port Sheldon and Lachlan Institute in Grand Rapids.
formed the evening’sentertainYou’ll make more money on
Mrs. Herman Haascvoort of Otta- Mr. and Mrs. Vander beek will be
ment, prizes were awarded to Mrs.
wa
Station.
at
home
after
Jan.
15
at
1001
Sugar
Beets
than
from
any
Sugar Beets have a definite roThe other day two ex-convictsin Fournier st., Midland, Mich., where J. D. French and Randall C. Bosch.
Officers and teachers of the Macultivated
tative value. The beneficial
this state were robbing a farmer's Mr. Vanderbeekis employed in the
ple Ave. Christian Reformed Sunstore of beans. He shot and killeld offices of the Dow Chemical Co.
effect on your soil, from the
one of them and a jury freed him.
A pretty wedding took place, day School met last Monday evefertilizing
proper
Ex-convicts play a large part in Friday afternoon at 4 o’clock, in
crime in Michigan. Too many par- the parlors of Fourth Reformed
beet culture requires, is alFarmers and Manufacturers Beet
oles, too short sentences.
church when Miss Helen Giebink
Sugar Association,Saginaw, Mich.
J ways plainly evidenced by
Each one of the 450 Hungarian was married to Robert Klomparens,
partridges is worth $7.50 on basis son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Klomof sales of such birds from private parens of Holland. About 40 guests
producers. Last fall 117 of the lot witnessed the single ring service
were distributedin the state and performedby the Rev. Henry Van
160 eggs given to State college for Dyke, pastor of the church. Mrs.
Neal Baldwin played the wedding
propagation work.
This great and good state of music and also accompaniedJoe
Michigan has always responded to Eernisse who sang “Because.” The
calls of' want and woe throughout bride approached the altar on the
the world and will always do so. arm of her father, who gave her
One of her first large contributions in marriage. She wore a gown
Service
was 2,848 barrels of food sent to of the traditional white satin, fashstarving Ireland in 1847. This was ioned princess style, with high
29 Eut 9th St.
cause of a large emigrationof neckline and long sleeves,and

ago.

For Sale

IMPROVED LOTS
Cheapest
13th 14th

15th

in

Town

and 16th Streets

Paved Street?, Water and

Sewer Connections

$125

$300

to

[

Eleven sold in three days; about 20

_

v

SOCIETY

left

A Real Opportunity!

ISAAC

NEWS

K0UW

Phone 3074

31 W. 8th

WHY YOU SHOULD

CROW

BEETS
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MX
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man

maximum

Then

money

a

way

make

money

other major

which
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DYKSTRA

NT BEAT SUGAR BEET!

An American
Parade of Progress
In the parade of American progress, there can be no resting on yesterday’slaurels.

To stand still is

The automobile or

radio of a few years ago, for example,

would find no market today. Refrigerators, clothing, cameras, office Equipment — in all industriesthe old

four-foot train.

Her

finger tip-

in style, value or performance.

Michigan’s telephone service has kept pace with this
great march of progress. There

is little

resemblance be-

tween the original service and that of today— as littleas
there is between the first "horselesscarriages** and the
splendid, efficientautomobiles that

Michiganis now sup-

plying to the modern world.

The tremendous advance

in telephoneservice

was

achieved by years of research in the famous Bell Laboratories;

by the engineering skill of the Western Electric

Company

in producing dependable, standardized equip-

ment; by the efficiency and loyalty

of

operatingand admin-

istrative personnel Thus, America's world

supremacy in

telephoniccommunicationwas won by tireless effort coordinated tinder this unchangingpolicy: To supply the
best service, and the most, at the least possible cost.

That policy has stood behind your telephone for more
than half a century. Year by year it has made the service
swifter, more convenient,freer from error. It has

brought

the telephone within the reach of all— has made

it

uable factor in the domestic and industrial

life

of

a val-

modern

Michigan.
Sincere and thorough, the search for

improvementmust

continuein order that the telephoneshall maintain

its

well-

deserved place in America's parade of progress.

MICHIGAN BELL

TELEPHONE CO.

Holland, Michigan

I
.J,

models

are constantly being rendered obsoleteby improvements

Ambulance

Irishmen to this country.

to fall behind,

to drop out of the parade.

m

THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS

WWWWOMmHHHUmHHM de Kruif maintained the same
program
factual
the
local press, sufficientfunds and
SOCIETY NEWS

SOUTH OTTAWA REAL
ESTATE TRANSFERS

sis,

of

publicity in

ample hospitalisation
could be

K.J.

BACHBLLM

Expires Feb. 29 1987

MORTGAGE SALE

Diekema
Cross &

/

Henrv Kouw and wife to Edw.
Default having bean made in
CHIROPRACTOR
H. Muehlenbrockand wife part
the conditions of a certain morttrol.
fr. H Sec. 28-6-16Twp. Port Shel- Office: Holland City State Bank
gage signed and executed by Hen• • t
Mrs. Ed Hieftje entertained
don.
Hour*. 16*11:36a*.: 3*6 A 74
ry G. Van Dam and Minnie Van
members of her Sunday School Junior Van Dyke, radio operator James Bignelland wife to Henry
)am, hie wife, mortgagor*, to tha
class of Sixth Reformed church at at the Detroit airport, returned to C. Rosin and wife part NH
Zeeland State Bank, of Zeeland,
Sec. 1-7-16 Twp. Grand Haven.
Detroit
after
spending
a
few
davs
Expires Jan. 16—16462
a Christmas party at her home at
Michigan, a corporation,on the let
Herman Atman and wife to Edat the home of his parents, Mr.
Attorneys-at
day of March, A. D., 1929. which
STATE OF MICHIGAN, The
245 *aswun
East 11th su
sU .asi
last Monoay
Monday eve- and Mrg Arie Van Dyk on We8t ward B. Rich Lot 6 Blk. 67 Hoi*
said .mortgage was recorded in the
Probate Court for the County of
ning. Following devotions conduct- Main mt
land.
office of the Register of Deeds for
ed by Miss Omel Palmer, president,Maln
• » •
Ida Sherwood to Jarrett N. Ottawa,
Office-overFiret State
Ottawa County, Michigan, on the
At a session of said Court, held
and election of officers,an informal
Mrs. Gerrit Yntema, Miss Hattie Clark and wife Lot 23 H. P.
Bank
16th day of March, 1920 in Liber
social time was spent. A three- Roolcua,Mrs. Thos. Scholten, Mrs. Zwemer’s Subd. Lot 8 A. C. Van at the Probate Office In the City
of Grand Haven in the said Coun107 of Mortgages on page 842, on
Holland, Michigan
course lunch was served. Gifts were, Jacob £lhart; Mrs.' Geo. De Jonge, Raaltes Add. 1 Holland.
ty on the 19th day of December,
which mortgagethere is claimed to
exchanged and Mrs. Hieftje was
Mrs. Anna Telgenhof spent
Bert Ter Haar Jr. and wife to
be due at the time of this notice
presented with an overnight bag. Wedne8day a8 guests of Mrs. S. Henry J. Van Dam and wife Ety A. D. 1986.
for principaland Interestthe sum
NW«4 Sec. 35-5-14 Twp. Zee- Present, Hon. Cora Vande Water,
Baron at her home in Holland.
Judge of Probate.
of Five Thousand Sixty-eightand
land.
Mr. and Mrs. George Slikkers
In the Matter of the Estate of ATTENTION— Stock owners. Free 86/100 ($606846)dollars, and an
Peter Hamelink and wife to
celebratedtheir silver wedding anMr. ano Mrs. Cornelius Smits.
service given on dead or disabled attorney fee as provided in laid
Jacob Kuite, Jr„ Deceased.
niversary Wednesday night at a formerly of Zeeland, entertained Peter De Namer and wife Pt. SK
It appearingto the court that horse# and cows. Notify us prompt- mortgage, said mortgage having
with a party at their home in Hol- S* SWK NEK Sec. 18-5-15 Twp. the time for presentationof claims ly. Phone 9746, collect. HOLbeen subsequentlyassigned to Henland last week Wednesday evening. Holland.
against said estate should be lim- LAND RENDERING WORKS.
ry Baron, Corey Poest and John A.
Jacob
Vanden
Berg,
Est.
to
The guests included Mr. and Mrs.
ited, and that a time and place be
Ilartyerink, Trustees of the Segreseated at eight card tables which Chas. Telgenhof, Herman Telgen- Board Trustees Hope College
appointed to receive,examine and
gated Assets of the Zeeland State
Lot
12
Blk.
59
Holland.
were decorated in silver and white. hof, Clara Telgenhof, Roelof Teladjust all claims and demands aBank, and no suit or proceeding!
The silver and white motif was genhof, Winfred Telgenhof, Sena Clarence C. Kemme et al to Fred gainst said deceased by and before
Expires Feb. 27
at law having been institutedto
carried out in other decorations Telgenhof,AntoinetteTelgenhof, Kemme Pt. Lot 6 Blk. 1 Zeeland. said court:
“Years and years ago,
recover the moneys secured by said
Henry B. Kamps and wife to
MORTGAGE SALE
and in the refreshments. Mr. and Junior Telgenhof, William Karsten
It is Ordered, That creditorsof
mortgage,
Mrs. Slikkerswere married in Hol- and Josephine Bouwens, all of Zee- Peter Dryer and wife Lots 53, 54 •aid deceased are required to preWhereas a certain mortgage dat- Default having alto been made in
I began putting aside a
land 25 years ago which also marks land; and Mr. and Mrs. Fred Van Waverly Hgts. Subd. Pt. EK EH sent their claims to said court at
ed October 1, 1929 and recorded in the conditionsof a certain mortthe time Mr. Slikkers became affili- Wieren, Jr., and son of Ottawa SEK Sec. 28-5-15 Twp. Holland. said Probate Office on or before
the Office of the Register of Deeds
signed and executed by Henlittle something each week . . . and do I get a
ated with Metropolitan Life Insur- Beach. Christmasgifts were exAnne G. Visscher to Joseph the 21et day of April, A. D. for Ottawa County, Michigan, on gagle
ry
Van
Dam pnd Angelina Van
ance company. They have three changed and refreshments, were Grevenvood and wife Mi Int. Lot 1937, at ten o'clock in the fore- October 11, 1929, in Liber 103 of
comfortable feeling when I look over my bank*
children,Hazel, Adrian, and Jun- served.— Zeeland Record. '
7 and 8 Plat of Highland Subd. noon, saul time and place being Mortgages on page 180, executed Dam, hie wife, mortgagor*, to the
Trustees of the Segregated Assets
ior.
Lot 4 A. C. Van Raalte’sAdd. No. hereby appointed for the examina• • •
by Pine Lodge Assembly,a Cor- of the Zeeland State Bank, on the
k now-/ Enough for necessities— and perhaps
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. Leon Fa- 2 Holland.
tion and adjustment of all claims poration,to Gerber Han and An 19th day of March, 1935. which
Walter C. Walsh and wife to and demands against said deceas- assignment, by Susie Haga John- •aid mortgagewas recorded in the
Miss Luella Nykerk entertained ber, 18 Divisionstreet, a son, Billy
a few luxuries— that’s what saving did for me!”
members of the Holland Christian Dale, on Christmas Day; to Mr. Henry S. Maentz and wife Lots 1, ed.
son, Executrix of the eetate of Ger- offlee of the Register of Deeds for
It is Further Ordered, That pub- ben, also known as Gerber Haga, Ottawa County, Michigan, on the
Endeavor union board at her home and Mrs. Ben Blauwkamp, Vries- 6, 7, Blk. 2 Visscher’sAdd. Holland,
a
son,
Cornelius,
on
Sunday,
land.
lic notice thereof be given bv pubon Lakewood blvd., Wednesday
deceasedto Susie Haga Johnson 16th day of April, A. D. 1986 in
evening.Bunco and other games Dec. 27; to Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Est. Janke Mulder Dec’d. by lication of a copy of thia order for made on October 8, 1986. was re- Liber 146* of Mortgages on page
provided entertainmentfor the eve- Dykgraaf, Park street, a son, Na- Exr. and Admr. to Cornelius Brew- three successiveweeks previous to corded on October 16, 1936, in Li- 305, on which mortgage there la
ning with prizes going to Lloyd than Dale, Wednesday, Dec. 23; er and wife Lot 12 Blk. G. Bosman said day of hearing, in the Hol- ber 172 on page 60, Is in de- claimed to be due at tea time of
land City News, a newspaper printVan Lente and Lester Tummel. to Mr. and Mrs. Peter Vander Add. Holland.
HOLLAND,
fault as to principal, and this notiee for principaland intered and circulatedin said county.
Songs also were sung with piano Ploeg, Jefferson street, a son, on
interest,whereby the power of eat the aum of Five Hundred FiftyJohn
Nedervcld
and
wife
to
CORA VAN DE WATER, sale
accompanimentby John Swierenga. Saturday, Dec. 26; to Mr. and Mrs. Louis Spoelman Pt. NEK Sec. 16has become operative, there two and 31/100 (9662.81) dollari
Judge of Probate.
Following a two-courselunch which Gerald Meeuwsen, Hudsonville, a 5-13 Twp. Jamestown.
being now past due principaland and an attorney fee aa provided In
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
daughter,
Norma
Jean,
Thursday,
A
true
copy:
was served in the dining room,
interest the sum of Forty-seven said mortgage, and no suit or proPeter F. Douma to Dale Kole
HarrietSwart, Register of Proseveral stunts were conducted. At- Dec. 24.
Hundred, Eighty-nine and 16/100 ceedings at law having been inLot
35
Vander
Yen’s
Subd.
Pts. bate.
tending the affair were Leonard
• * •
(64789.16) Dollars and no suit or stituted to recover the moneys seLots
5, 6, 7, Blk. B. Add. Holland.
Dekker, Lester Tummel, Peter Bol,
Mrs. Henry Huxtable and Mrs.
proceeding at law has been Insti- cured by aid mortgage,
Miss Cornelia Van Voorst, Miss E. H. Hall and children, Willis. John G. Kapenga and wife to
Expires Jan. 9 — 16477
NOTICE 18 HEREBY GIVEN
tuted to recover the debt now reBetty Nieuwsma, Henry Derksen, Clarence, Mary Jane and Mae, all Adrian Caauwe and wife EH SE
STATE OF MICHIGAN
^e888888fi888888888888SLx3fc«888888888888g888a88888S'
maining secured thereby or any that by virtue of the power of aale
frl. K Sec. 21-5-15 Twp. Holland.
Lloyd Van Lente, John Swierenga of Zeeland, and Mrs. John Vos of
THE PROBATE COURT FOR THE part thereof, notice is hereby given contained in said mortgages and
Ida Diekema to Fred Thiel and
and the hostess.
Holland, spent Thursday afternoon
COUNTY OF OTTAWA
that on the Firet day of March, A. the statute in such case made and
wife Lot 1 Blk. “B” West Add.
At a session of said Court, held D. 1987, at ten o’clock A. M. East- provided,on Tuesday, the 2nd day
at the home of Mrs. E. Van Null.
Holland.
•
•
•
Mr. and Mrs. B. Lampen were
at the Probate Offlee in the City of
David Hoffman and wife to Ger- Grand Haven in the said County, on ern Standard Time at the North of March, A. D. 1987 at two o'surprised by a group of relatives,
Mr. and Mrs. John Fris enterFront Door of the Court Heuie, at clock in the afternoon, Eastern
ald F. Smith and wife Pt. NEK
two evenings, recently, at their tained with a family reunion at Sec. 24-5-15 Zeeland.
the 14th day of December A.D., Grand Haven, Michigan, that be- Standard Time, the undersigned
home 454 College ave., on the occa- their home on Pine street Christ1936.
Coal,
ing the place of holding the Cir- will, at the North front door of
Adolph Koch and wife to Thomas
j sion of their 30th wedding annivermas Day. Among those in atten- Ruiter
Present,Hon. Cora VandeWater, cuit Court for the County of Ot- the Court House In the city of
and wife Pt. Lot 4 Blk. 1
The Best Fuel— The Best Service
i sary. Games
were played with dance besides Mr. and Mrs. Fris, Clubbs Add. Grand Haven.
Judge of Probate.
tawa, the undersigned will sail at Grand Haven, Michigan,ieu at
I prizes going to Mrs. Stanley LamLabertus Fris, Doris Fris, Gorden
Anna R. Kramer to Ruth Nibbel- In the Matter of the Estate of public auction, to pay the said am- public auction to the highest bidipen, John Bredeweg, and Gerrit Fris and Virginia Fris at the parEmma K. Hammond. Deceased. ount togethsr with the costa of der the premises described in said
ink Lot 88 Stekette Bros. Add HolBredeweg. The Lampens were pre- ental home, were Mr. and Mrs. land.
It appearingto the court that charges of said sale, the premises
irtgages for a sum sufficient to
sented with a gift.
Ray Fris and childrenand Mr. and
Holland City Depositors’ Corp. to the time for presentationof claims described in said mortgagfs, to- pay the principal and interest and
Mrs. Tim Schuitemaand children,
28th St. and Lincoln Ave., Holland, Mich.
legal costa and chargee, the premThomas E. Welmers and wife Lot against said estate ahould be lim- wit:
The Rev. and Mrs. H. J. Potter, all of Zeeland; and Mr. and Mrs. 15 Blk. 5 Prospect Park Add. Hol- ited, and that a time and place Lot Seven, Eight and Twelve of ises in the first mortgagebeing daBRANCH OFFICE— SUPERIOR CIGAR STORE-PHONE 9533
be appointed to receive,examine EvanstonPark,
137 West 15th st., announced to Peter Rose of Grand Rapids were land.
t, being
b
the origin scribedas follows:
iS^S9SSSSSSSSSS^?SSSSSSSSSSSeSS8S8SSk. relatives and friends, on Christmas also guests. Christmas gifts were John Vaupell and wife to Leo and adjust all claims and demands al Government lot Numbered Twi
The Northeast quarter (NEK)
of the Southwest quarter (SWK)
day, the engagementof their exchanged and a very delightful J. Halley Pt. Lot 2 Blk. 11 SW against said deceased by and bein Section Twen
nty-flve,
fore said court:
and the West one-half (WK) of
daughter, Jeanne, to John E. time was spent by all.
Add. Holland.
ship Five North, Range Sixteen
It is Ordered, That creditors#f
Nieuwsma, son of Mr. and Mrs.
the North one-half (NH) of the
Emil E. Davis to Louise R.
. West, in Ottawa County, MichiNorthwest quarter (NWK) of
Edward Nieuwsma, of Strasburg, Zeeland schools show a sizeable Lange et al l>ot 508 1st Add. Wau- said deceased are required to pre- gan.
honor
roll,
as
the
following
will
sent their claims to said court at
the Southeastquarter (SEtf),
N. D. Miss Potter is a teacher in
kazoo, Twp. Park.
Susie
Haga
Johnson,
Assignee
of
Section thirty-one (81) Town
the local Christian school, and Mr. show: Third -period: All A’s:
Arthur W. Wrieden and wife to said Probate Office on or before Mortgagee.
five (5) North, Range thirtaan
Nieuwsma is a senior in Western Hoeve, Goldie;Shoemaker, Gradus; Theodore P. Choff and wife Pt. the 14th day of April, A. D., 1937.
Gerrit W. Kooyers,
Waldo, Dorothy; Wilson, Elizabeth. SH NEK Sec. 25-5-16 Twp. Park. at ten o'clock in the forenoon, said
Theologicalseminary.
(18) West, situatedin the TownAttorney for Assignee of
4 A’s, 1 B: Clark, Ross; 3 A’s, othship of Jamestown, Ottawa
KatherineCheff to Arthur W. time and place being hereby apMortgagee.
County, Michigan.
The Vander Zwaag family were ers B: Baron, Ruth; De Pree, Hel- Wrieden and wife EH Wl/3 Lot 2 pointed for the examinationand
en; DeVries, Ruth, Schaap, Helene; Blk. 56 Holland.
BusinessAddress;
adjustment of all claims and deThe Premises in the second mortentertainedat the home cf Mr. and
81 West 8th Street,
belng described as follows:
Harry D. Glanton and wife to mands against said deceased.
Mrs. Ben J. Brandsen, Christmas VanDyke, Thelma; Van Liere, Wallace; VanZoeren, Ellen; Voorhoret, Gerrit Schutten and wife,
It is Further Ordered, That pubHolland, Michigan.
The Northeast quarter (NEK)
evening. The rooms were decorated
Mythelle; Wabeke, Cornelia; Winof the Southwest quarter (8WK)
Sec. 32-5-15, lic notice thereof be given by pubwith a Christmas tree and red and
licationof a copy of this order,
and the West one-half (WH)
white streamers.Gifts were ex- strom, Rose; Wyngarden, Pearl. 2 Holland.
Expires Feb. 28
once each week, for three succesof the Northwest quarter (NWchanged and a two-course lunch A’s, others B: Bouwens, Dorothy;
Clara M. West et al to Belle E.
MORTGAGE BALE
weeks previous to said day of
K) of the Southeaitquarter
was served. Games were also Compagner, Luella; Looman, Doris; Reul. Lot 3 Bosma’s Add. West sive
hearing, in the Hol’and City News,
Meengs, Lois; Rykse, Viola; Van- Michigan Park, Twp. Park.
(8EH), Section 81, Town 6
Default having been made in the
played and a program was given
a newspaper printed and circulated conditions of a certain mortgage
den Bosch, Marjorie; Vanden HeuNorth, Range 18 West, situated
by the children.
Simon G. Verburg and wife to
vel, Barbara; Van Dragt, Doris;
in the Townihip of Jamestown,
signed and executed by John Van
Eaton & Eaton, Inc. Lot 1, Blk. 62, in said county.
CORA VAN DE WATER Dyk and Fenny Van Dyk, hie wife,
Wyngarden, Jane. 1 A, others B: Holland.
Ottawa County, Michigan.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Timmer of Danielson,Carl; De Haan, Rosabel;
Judge of Probate mortgagors, to the Peoples State
Dated: This 30th day of NovJohn
De
Boe
Jr.
and
wife
to
82 West Eighth st. entertained De Pree, Betty; Formsma, LawA true copy.
Bank, of Holland, Michigan,a ember, A. D. 1936.
friends and relatives at a New rence; Kamps, Donald; Lanning, Martin De Vries and wife. Lot 37
Harriet Swart
corporation, on the 12th day of
HENRY BARON
Year’s supper. After the supper Howard; Schout, Herbert; Shoe- Doorninks Subd. Lots 1 and 8, Blk.
Register of Probate.
September, A. D. 1986, which said
COREY POEST
B, Holland.
games were played.
maker, Mildred. All B’s: Blauw- Truda Vinkemulderto Harold E.
mortgage was recorded in the ofJOHN A. HARTGERINK
Expires Jan. 9—16428
kamp, Janet; Bouwens, Florence; West and wife. NWK Sec. 30-5-15
fice of the Register of Deeds for Trustees of the Segregated AiSTATE OF MICHIGAN
ZEELAND
Compagner, Adrian; Dionise, Vir- Twp., Holland.
Ottawa County, Michigan, on the seta of the Zeeland State Bank,
ginia; Kraak, Mary Jane; Plasman,
The
Probate Court for the Coun- 24th day of September, A. D. 1936 Zeeland, Michigan.
John Franzburgto Elsie Hettinin Liber 154 of Mortgages, on page ASSIGNEE AND MORTGAGEE.
Lot 2 Garret- ty of Ottawa.
Johannes Meeuwsen of Jenison Betty; Poest, Alvin; Roosenraad, ga. Pt. Lot 1
167, on which mortgage there is
Lokker and Den Herder,
Park spent a few days of this week Laura; Shoemaker, Margaret; son Subd., Lot 1, Blk. A, Holland.
At a session of said Court, held
claimed to be due at the time of
Spierenberg,
Virginia;
Van
Dragt,
Attorneys for Assignee and
Bert
Vander
Ploeg
to
Dennis
here as the guest of his children,
at the Probate Offlee in the City of
Mortgagee,
Mr. and Mrs. Levi Meeuwsen. at Donald; Wyngarden, Betty. Citi- Boer and wife. Lot 10, Blk. “D” Grand Haven in the said County, this notice for principal and interest the sum of Two Thousand Business
zenship Honor Roll: Clark, Ross; Bosman’s Add., Holland.
i Address:
: Holland, Mich'
their home on East Cherry st., Zeeon
the 7th day of Dec., A. D., Nine
nine Hundred
nunarea Eleven and
ana 14/100
i«/i
De Pree, Betty; De Haan, Rosabel; Clarence De Vries and wife to
igan. |
land.
($2911.14) dollars end an attorney
attorn
Hoeve, Goldie; Tepkema, Harold; Herm Atman and wife. Lot 6, Blk. 1936.
• * •
Present, Hon. Cora Vande Wat- fee as provided in said mortgag
lortgage,
Vanden
Berg,
Loils; Vander Wege, 67, Holland.
Expiree Feb. 1st
Willis Vander Zwaag of Crisp
er, Judge of Probate.
and no suit or proceedings at li
law
Jean; Van Dyke, Thelma; Van
James H. Irving and wife to
MORTGAGE
SALE
submitted
to
an
operation
for
apIn
the
Matter
of
the
Estate
of
People who have tasted PATRICK
having been institutedto recover
John J. Bowman and wife. Pt. Lot
pendicitis at the Huizenga Memo- Rperen, Ellen; Wabeke, Gertrude.
Default having been made it
• • •
the
moneys
secured
by
said
mortGeorge
Wedeven,
Deceased.
No. 36 Rutger’s Add. Twp. Park.
tre not asking “when real beer li coming
rial hospital on Sunday morning.
lone of a certain mortthe conditioni
It appearingto the court that gage,
• • •
Jacob Liefbroerand wife to Paul
Miss Eva Van Zoeren of Shegage dated the 22nd day of AugAt
They know the time haa come
boygan,
Wis., was a holiday visitor Willets and wife. Pt. 8 frH, Sec. the time for presentationof claims
NOTICE 18 HEREBY GIVEN ust, 1936, executed by Henry J.
Among former Zeeland residents
against
said
estate
should
be
lim28-5-16,
Twp.
Park.
when they can get a fully-aged,fine, hopthat by virtue of the power ol Meyer and Celeatia
who are attending the University at the home of her parents, Mr.
ited, and that a time and place
Roelof Bredeweg to Arie De Visflavored brew that rivals the best of the
of Michigan, now spendingtheir and Mrs. George Van Zoeren in
•ale contained in said mortgage husband and wife, as mortgagors,
be
appointed
to
receive,
examine
ser and wife. Lot 2 East Side Add.
holiday vacations with the home Vriesland.
and adjust all claims and demands and the statute in such ease made to The Hudsonville State Bank, a
beers that were sold 25 years ago,
Twp., Holland.
• • •
Michigan Corporation of Hudsonfolks are Elmer Boer, Cathryn
against said deceased by and be- and provided, on Tuesday, FebMrs.
George
Kuipers
celebrated
ville, Michigan, as mortgagee, and
PATRICK
is mellow-it’sbrewed
Ruth Straight to Carl Van Lente fore said court:
Janssen, Ralph Muller, Gilbert
ruary 23, 1937 at two o’clockin which said mortgage was recorded
her 77th birthday anniversary at and wife. Lot 21, Elm Grove Park,
Plasman and Vernon Poest.
from the finest malt, hops and spring water
It is Ordered, That creditorsof the afternoon, Eaatem Standard in the office of tee Register of
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Benja- Twp. Park.
• • •
said deceased are required to pre- Time, the undersigned will, at the
Zeeland City Hall was the scene min Kuipers on North State st.
and then naturally aged. Call your dealer
Isaac Kouw and wife to Cor- sent their claims to said court at North front door of the Court Deeds of Ottawa County, Michiof an interesting party Monday last week. Those present included nelius Vanden Heuvel. Lot 36
gan, on the 28th day of August,
for a case today— or go to the tavern disevening when the class of 1934 of her children, grandchildren and Chamber of Commerce Subd. Pt. said Probate Office on or before the House in the city of Grand Haven, 1935, in Liber 167 of Mortgages,
14th day of April A. D., 1937, at Michigan, sell at public auction to
Zeeland high school held a reunion. greatgrandchildren,numbering
playing the sign—
SEK SEK Sec. 31-5-15, Holland. ten o’clock in the forenoon, said the highest bidder the premises on Page 62; and which said mortTwenty-ninemembers were pres- about 44. Mrs. Kuipers was pregage was by The Hudsonville
Rosalyn P. Morse to Dean Goth- time and place being hereby ap- described in said mortgage for a
ent. The time was spent in playing sented with a beautifulgift.
State Bank duly assigned to Arwaite et al. Lot 6 West Mich. Park pointedfor the examination and ad- sum sufficient to pay the princi• • •
games.
thur Cheyne and Mabelle Cheyne,
Sec.
33-5-16,
Twp.
Park.
• • •
pal
and
interest,
together
with
al
justment of all claims and deMr. and Mrs. H. Kamps, Sr., of
husband and wife, aaid auu)ninterest and legal costs and charg ment being recorded in Liber 172
Jurry J. Van Ark and wife to mands against said deceased.
Miss Margaret Torsten, employ- East Main st., entertainedat their
Bernard Keefer and wife. Lots 4,
It is Further Ordered, That pub- es. the premises being describedas of Mortgages, on Page 88, in said
ed nurse in Detroit, spent the holi- home, last week, for their children.
5 Pine Crest Subd. Sec. 30-5-15, lic notice thereof be given by pub- follows:
Register of Deeds office; and the
day vacation at the home of her A social time was spent and a proLot eight (8), except the East assignees of mortgagee having elTwp., Holland.
lication of a copy of this order for
parents on Centennial st. She has gram was presented includinghareight
(8)
feet
in
Block
twentymonica and guitar music by Jay
Herman Heetderksand wife to three successive weeks previous
ected to declare the whole amount
now returned.
Distributed By
Kamps and Ethel Kamps.
Herman Bos and wife, Lot 4, A. C. to said day of hearing, in the Hol- seven (27), situate in the city due because of defaultsin making
• • •
of Holland, Ottawa County, payments; and whereby the power
land City News, a newspaperprintVan Raalte’s Add. 1 Holland.
George Van Peursem has reMichigan.
Cornelius Last and wife to John ed and circulatedin said county.
NEW GRONINGEN
of sale contained in aaid mortgage
turned to Chicago after spending
Dated: This 21st day of Nov- has become operative,and no suit
Van Wingeren and wife, Lot 6,
CORA VAN DE WATER. ember,
ChristmasDay and the week-end
A.
D.
1936.
Stewart’s add., Holland.
or proceeding at law having been
mry
at the home of his parents, Rev.
Judge of Probate.
PEOPLES STATE BANK, institutedto recover the debt se“ Kuipe
" ‘ rs
Jan Kramer to Henry L.
and Alma, Mr. and Mrs. P. Midand Mrs. John Van Peursem.
Holland, Michigan
Phone 3114
Mortgagee. cured by said mortgage,or any
A true copy.
• * •
dlehoek and Adelaide,were guests and wife, pt. EK SEK Sec. 23-5Lokker and Den Herder,
Harriet Swart,
part thereof,and there is claimed
Miss Henrietta Boer of Zeeland of their mother, Mrs. Mellema, in 16, Twp. Park.
Attorneysfor Mortgagee,
Robert E. Baxter, et al, to ArRegister of Probate.
to be due on the date hereof for
was the honored guest at a sur- Holland, on Christmasday.
Business
Address:
principal,interest and attorneys’
Mr. and Mrs. Gringhuis and son, thur W. Brown and wife, NH Lot
prise
miscellaneous
shower,
last
LASTING AS THE STARS!
Expires Jan. 9—16485
Holland, Michigan.
fees provided in said mortgage, tee
«... «r a v «rn*. .
Tuesday afternoon,at the home of Franklin, of Zeeland, spent Wed- 135, Mountain! Beach Plat, Twp.
WM. VALKEMA, Prop.
STATE OF MICHIGAN
sum of $1,062.03;
her aunt, Mrs. John Baren, in Hol- nesday with their daughter, Mrs. Port Sheldon.
Robert E. Baxter, et al, to RobNOW THEREFOR, notice is hereSam Kolk.
The Probate Court for the CounPon/»ri.l
HiaIm R.tf.rl*. landl MiSS B(>er' Wh° Wil1 ** E
Expires Jan. 16.— 16421
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Oudemolen ert H. Brown and wife, SH Lot ty of Ottawa.
by given that pursuant to the statJ
February bride, was presented with
STATE OK MICHIGAN
Road Service Telephone 2729 many lovely and useful gifts. and children,Mr. and Mrs. Sam 135, Mountain Beach Plat, Twp.
ute and said power of sale in said
At a session of said Court, held
PROBATE COURT FOR mortgage contained, for the purVulcanizing^ 50 W. 8th
Games were played and prizes Kolk, Franklin,Frances and friend, Port Sheldon.
at the Probate Office in tfae City of
THE COUNTY OF OTTAWA pose of satisfyingthe sum due on
Used Tires— All Sizes— Real Buys were awarded to Miss Ruth Baron, motored to Kalamazoo on Christ- Eliza M. Watts to George B. Tin- Grand Haven in the stKTCounty, on
At a sessionof said Court, held said mortgage, the costs and chargMrs. Sietse Baron, Mrs. Dennis mas day and were entertained at holt and wife, Lot 6 Elm Grove the 16th day of December,A. D.,
at the Probate Offlee in the City es of said sale, and any taxea and
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Hilbert Park, Sec. 27-5-16, Twp. Park.
Boer and Mrs. Henry Baron.
1936.
of Grand Haven in the said County,
Gerrit Schutten and wife to
• • •
Kolk.
Present, Hon. Cora Vande Water, on the 19th day of December,A. insurance premiums paid by the
Henry Piers and wife,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
N.
De
Boer
enterassignees of mortgageebefore the
Simon Ten Brink of Zeeland,
D., 1936.
NWK, Sec, 32-5-15, Judge of Probate.
Ottawa Investment Corp. charged with operating a motor tained relativesat their home on
date of the sale, the said mortgage
In the Matter of the Estate of
Prenent, Hon. CORA VAN DE
Christmas eve. Those present were Holland.
will be foreclosed by sale of tee
vehicle
with
only
one
headlight
WATER, Judge of Probate.
Bonds
Henry J. Troost and wife to PeDries Klein, Deceased.
premises to the highest bidder at
and failingto have an operator’s Mrs. Gertie Wierda, Mr. and Mrs. ter Jacobsen, SH NH SWK Sec.
In the Matter of tee Estate of
It appearing to the court that
public auction or vendue on the 6th
license, pleaded guilty to both Harold Mokma and son, Nick, and
John
B.
Nykerk,
Deceased.
11-6-16, Twp. Olive.
Shares in Local Corpothe time for presentationof claims
dsy of February, 1987, at three o’charges on his arraignmentWed- Ted Wierda and friend, all of HolIt
appearing
to
the
court
that
Chris Stremler and wife to Ralph against said estate should be limclock in the afternoon of said day
nesday afternoon before Justice of land, and Mr. and Mrs. Simon H. Lamer and wife,
rations Bought and Sold
the time for presentationof claims
at the north front door of the court
ited, and that a time and place be
Peace Nicholas Hoffman, Jr. He Wierda and son of Zeeland. Pres- SEK, Sec. 25-6-15, Twp. Olive.
against said estate should be limwas fined tl and costs on each ents were exchangedand refresh- Jelle Wildschut and wife to Mar- appointed to receive,examine and ited, and that a time and place be house in the city of Grand Haven,
Phont 4234
count, totaling $5.35, which he ments were served by the hostess. tin Tubergen and wife, Lot 5, Blk. adjust all claims and demands appointed to receive, examine and Ottawa County, Michigan, that beagainst said deceased by and before adjust all claims and demands ing the place of holding the CirMoat beautiful tribute to one de- PeoplesBank Bldg, Holland,Mich paid. The defendant was arrested Mr. and Mrs. Peter Meeuwsen 3, Zeeland.
cuit Court for the said County of
\.
Monday night on M-21 near Hud- moved into their newly-erected Bert De Vries and wife to Dick •aid court:
•gainst said deceased by and beOttawa. Said premises being dehome
on
Monday
from
Holland,
It
U
Ordered,
That
creditors
of
sonville
by
State
Police
Sergeant
fore
aald
court:
parted la the offeringthat expecU
A. Hoffman and wife, SWK SWK,
scribed as follows:
Secrist and Trooper Hoeg. He is where they have made their home Sec. 20, and SEK SEK Sec. 19-6- •aid deceased are required to preIt is Ordered, That creditorsof
The following described land
since their house was destroyed by
sent their claims to aaid court at said deceased are required to prealleged
to
have
been
15,
Twp.
Olive.
no reward save ita own evidence
fire last winter.
and premises, situated in the
said
Probate
Office
on
or
before
the
sent
their
claims
to
said
court
at
automobile with only
Manley Stegeman and wife to
Townships of Georgetown and 'jj
Eye, Ear, Neae and Throat
burning and failing
Angelyn Vredeveld,NH SEK, Sec. 21st day of April A. D., 1937, at said Probate Office on or before Tallmadge, County of Ottawa,
of lastingworth. Whether simple
WEST
OLIVE
Specialist
The
21at
Day
of
April
A.
D.
1987,
ten
o’clock
in
the
forenoon,
said
driver’s license immediately avail22-5-10, Twp. Holland.
State of Michigan, viz: The East
(Over Model Drug Store)
able.
Cornelia Kurz Diekema to Ma- time and place being hereby ap- at ten a’clock in the forenoon,said
or imposing In character, memorial Office Hours: 9-7 a.
sixty acres of the northeast
2-5 D. a.
Jason Barlow of Detroit visited rian Kurz, Lot 57, Pt. SEK SEK, pointed for the examinationand time and place being hereby ap• t •
quarter of Section 8, Town 6
Evenlnga— Saturday 7. ‘00 to 9 :M
adjustmentof all elaimi and de- pointed for the examination and
Syphilis must become an offhand, his sister, Mrs. Frank Peck, over Sec. 81-5-15,Holland.
problems of youra become ours 'hones: Office
North, Range IS West; and
adjustment
of
all claims and deRoe. 2776 fireside word, in order to combat the week-end.
mands
against
said
deceased.
HendrikusManneschyn to Henry
The South twenty acres
Mr. and Mrs. James Gallagher J. Kooiker and wife. NWK SWK,
It is Further Ordered, That pub- mands against said deceased.
the pague, Paul De Kruif. noted
from the day yon consultus.
It is Further Ordered, That Southwestfractional
lic notice thereof be given by pubhealth writer, of Holland, told dele- and daughterspent Christmasat Sec. 16-6-15,Twp. Olive.
__ of tnis order, for public noticj thereof be given
by
Section 86, Town 7 N,
giv
gates gathered in Washington for Gibson with Mrs. Gallagher’s parlication of __
a copy
James Van Dorple and wife to _________
N D
18 West or as to
three
successive
weeks
previous
to
PoMication
of
a
copy
of
this
order
a three-day conferencewith United ents.
Edwin A. Proos and wife, SW frl
ing west of W;
c
said day of
hearing, in the Hoi- for
States Health service officials. Miss Viola Mae West has re- K, Sec. 16-6-16. Twp. Park.
MONUMENT WORKS
Scoffing at prudery, which he be- turned to her home after spending
newspaper leus to said day of hearing, in the Dated I
Johannes Bolte to Harold D. land City News,
and
AR'
lieves has retarded ' the fight Christmas with her cousin in Fer- Decker and wife, Lot 54 of Oa
printedand circulated in said coun- Holland City Newe, a newspaper
and circulated in said counagainst social diseases, this Mich- rysbuiy. ApparentlyOttawa also wood Subd., Pt NWK, Sec. 20-5- ty.
Block north and half Mock
igan man did not mince words in has a Mae West but who has never 15, Twp. Holland.
CORA VANDE WATER, Judge
CORA VAN DE WATER,
ms address on gaining public co- visited Holl]
Jacob Steketee and wife, to Her- of Probate.
west of Warn Friend
DnIJa Headache.
Judge of Probate.
ig with warm
man Vander Leek, Lot 85, B. L. A true eopy.
A true
Scott’s Elmwood Add., Twp. HolHarriet Swart,
land.
Register of Probate.
re-
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peated with success in syphilis con
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LOCAL NEWS
Vnaeral atrricct

wen

held Tuesday for Wind* Gray Vanden Berg,
8-day-olddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Milton Vanden Berg of Holland.
She weighed only one and one-half

cleaned. The charge was filed by
City Inspector Ben Wiersma, who
alleged m his affidavitthat Mr.
Walsh kept pasteboard and paper
cartons within 20 feet of a wooden
stairway,which were not contained
in non-combustible receptacles.

John Schuillng, 848 West 17th
st, reports that pansies were in
Bon, to Mr. and Mrs. Stanley bloom during New Year’s in the
Yntema, formerly of Jamestown,a flower garden of his mother, Mrs.
daughter, at Pittsburgh, Pa., on James Schuiling,residing on rural
Tuesday, Dee. 29th.
route 2,!, north of Holland.

pounds at

birth.

Mrs. Minnie Langlus and Mr.
Rev. and Mrs. Henry D. Ter
and Mrs. J. M. Langius and daugh- Keurst of Holland.James and John
of
Zeeland,
spent
ter.
and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Ter
Christmassyas the guests of Keurst of Chicago, were Christmas
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Prins, at their guests of Mr. and Mra. C. D. Veldhome in Holland on East 9th st
huis. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Ter
The weather during the past two Keurst remained for the week-end.
weeks has been very much like CoopersvilleObserver.
weather.The thermometer
Four persons suffered injuries
about 60 degrees on
but were not seriously injured in
.. Dec. 80. Some of the
men who can enjoy golf have been automobileaccidents in or near
Holland on New Year’s Eve and
ukta, •frntan of the
miii.
jj-therto pot in » littl.time

I

nJH
on

the links.

iuS

Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Zwemer were
dinner guests of Mrs. Anglemire
and Mrs. Grant at Warm Friend
Tavern, Holland, Tuesday evennig.
— SaugatuckCommercialRecord.

Holland’s two banks are plan- FIRE IN SPRING
Will Bush, of Sparta, near Grand
LAKE TOWNSHIP
ning to hold their annual meetings,
Rapids.
Beginning Tuesday evening Maj. Tuesday, January 12. A. C. JolderA tool shop, chicken house, a caGertrudeBishop, retired superin- sma. cashier of the Holland SUte
bin cruiser and an automobile were
Bank
announced
that
the
annual
tendent of the Evangelinehome
destroyed at the home of Frank
and hospitalin Grand lUpids, will meeting of the stockholders will
conduct special meetings in the be held in the bank and Clarence Green in Spring Lake township.
tang, cashier of the Peoples Fire originaUdin a tool shop ami
Salvation army citadelhere. The E. Jalving,
spread to a buildingatUched to it
meetings are to be held until Jan. SUte Bank made an announcement
which housed the boat. The autoof
the
annual
meeting
to
be
held
14.
at this bank. The meeting of the mobile was in the tool house. The
Gilbert D. Karsten post, Amerstockholderswill feature the elec- fire spread to the chicken house
ican Legion, of Zeeland, will pretion of directorsand transactionof which did not house poultry.
sent the program of Armond the
The blaze lightedup the sky, atother business that may come beMagician in the high school audifore the stockholders’meeting, the tracting attention from the countorium Jan. 18.
board of directors of the two banks try side and from those living in
Miss Marjorie E. Monroe of 5859
will meet in their respectiveinsti- Spring Lake. A bucket brigade was
Fulton Street, Chicago and well tutions for the purpose of electing formed and water was carried from
known in Hoi’ and was in Cleveland new officers for the year.
the river nearby which aaved the
to attend the annual convention of
A survey of the past shipping house. The flames had a good aUrt
Bonne Bell, Inc., held at the Hotel season shows a total of 38,308 tons when discovered so it was only
Sutler, December 29 and 30. Miss
of coal, coke, pig iron, scrap iron possible to save the remaining
Monroe, who is District Manager and potash and 37,000 barrels of building. The wind was blowi
>lowing
for Bonne Bell, Inc. in northern
cement was shipped into Holland heavily, although it had abated
Illinois,took part in the convenfrom last June to November. The somewhat.
tion program.
heavy cargoes were brought in by
In the sUte hardwood nursery
seven different freighters and a SLAGH APPOINTED LICENSE
this season were planted 400 new
number of other boaU. Cargoes reBUREAU HEAD
seed beds of trees and shrubs. The
ceived at the Harrington dock this
shrubs are omamenUl ones and
season included25,000 tons of coal,
Bertal H. Slagh, of 346 College
will be transplantedto game 650 tons of coke, 4,383 gross tons
ave., has been appointed as manrefuges, parks, and forest units.
of pig iron, 2,400 gross tons of
Last fall the nursery sent out scrap iron, 37,000 barrels of ce* ager of the Holland branch of the
state license bureau by Leon D.
308,000 tree and shrub seedlings
ment and 875 tons of poUsh. The Case of Watervliet, secretary of
for transplanting.

failed meetings were arranged by County
to accompany Mrs. Bassett,
tJ
Farm Agent A. D. Money. The
to go the last minute.
schedule follows: Friday. Jan. 8,
10 ajn. Wayland town hall; 2 pjn.,
Miss Ann Van Horssen, ReupbVh* a it vuv
a 4-H Fennville high school; 7:80 p.m.,
lican, received woni that. Jn. | dab^sred! an educatfonalshort
Hamilton Farm Bureau; Monday,
Helen Duga, Democrat, had
“Hidden Values,” and a carJan. 11, 2 a.m., Otaexo Sanitary
legan court
Milk House; 8 p.m., Allei
ove?ThJ
work after an officer been auditorium in Allegan, County house.

GRAND HAVEN AUTO PLATE
DEPUTY, DEMOCRATIC

*

there to d>eck Mis. Van Horssen A^culturai Agent A. D. Morney,
out and Mrs. Duga to. Miw Vm Unounced. Admission will be free.

been

Mr. and Mrs. G. Klingenberg and
daughter,Jane, of East Saugatuck.
At five meeting, scheduled to Mr. and Mrs. C. Plockmeyer of
Holland and Mrs. Henry Wassink
G' of Hadlem have returned from a
Hays, dairy specialist at Michigan
week’s visit to Oskaloosa,la. where
they visitedJ. H. Wassink.
in
th*
rmmtv
treasurer’s
ofMt
dai,7
feedin8
practices.
These
cated in the county treasurer’sof
flee instead of the county clerk’a
office. Nicholas Sprietsma, former
treasurer of Holland, was elected
to this office over John Den Herder, Republican.
o

Horseen said she had not
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Have Cut These

to the Bone I ...

NEWS

You

Mr. and Mrs. Alva Hoover, Ganges, entertainedMr. and Mrs. Geo.
|

8

Prices

To Help

_

New

Start the

Right.

Gullpker and children of Holland,
Mr. and Mrs. John Bast of Fennville, and Mr. and Mrs. John Westveld, on Christmas.

Year

O’CLOCK

• • •

COFFEE

j

3-lb.

beg

I

the Co. E. M. Young, the Sierra and the Boland. The
I he sister ships
ships
Burlington,and Bennington and the
ler freightWaterloo were the smaller
ers to arrive here. The White Swan,
a cement boat, made the most trips.
ries,

• e

k^iii^rtTSiehi

« ™ te

eH

1

&5SE

Miss Kathryn Burch and Miss
Yvonne Burch, Fennville, had as|
Detroit and the iron was shipped Democrats,was endorsedby the
dinner guests Tuesday evening:
from Toledo.The cement came from county committee for the post and
MiSses Genevieve Ter Haar, MariManitowoc. The potash was shipsucceeds Alex Van Zanten, who has an Ingham, Francis Van der Wal,|
ped here from Canada. Four biggest freighters to visit the local
Ho.ffi isp
harbor were Thunder Bay Quar- under Mr. Van Zanten waa located an(f Alice Hutchinson and Eleanor

xr—

see

been

.

body l
bruises in an accident which
occurred at 16th st and River ave.
Thursday at 10:40 p.m. when he
lost control of a motorcycle on
which he was riding. The motorAlex B. Walsh, 162 East Eighth cycle on which Bazan was riding
Three brothers living near Byst, chamd with failing to confine skidded into the automobileof
combustiblerubbish in non-com- John C. Diekema, 21, rural route ron Center, were injured,Monday
night, when their car
car struck a tree
bustible receptacles, entered a 6. Bazan is confined in Holland
recovering from his in- in Grand Rapids. George Swainsplea of guilty to the charge on his
Lloyd E. Snyder, 48, 63 ton, 15, rural route 2, Byron CenarraignmentWednesday afternoon
12th st suffered cuts on his ter, suffered lacerations, a broken
before Justice of Peace John Ganose and a probable skull fracture.
lien. Justice G alien gave him his nose Thursday night at 9:15 o’clock
His brother, Roger, 20, driver of
when
his
car
figured
in
a
head-on
choice of a fine of $10 and court
the car, and LeRoy, 18, suffered
costa, also informed Walsh that he collision with another vehicle at
would suspend the fine if he would 8th st. and College ave. The driver bruises. They were taken to Butdean away the rubbish by Satur- of the second automobile was Ger- terworth hospitalin Grand Rapids
day and pay the court coots. He rit De Graaf, 180 West 17th st. by Norman Zimmerman of Grand
De Graaf and Marie Veit Heer, Rapids. Deputies Andrew VanDuia passenger in De Graaf’s car, es- nen and Jarvis Van Koeveringincaped injuries. The car De Graaf vestigatedthe accident.

1

in the former Peoples State bank Hutchinson of Fennville.
building. Mr. Slagh said the off• •
fice would be changed to his place. Mr and Mrg George Mechemi
of business at 56 East 8th st. Miss I Fennviue left ja8t Wednesday for
Helen M. Duga has been appoint- , Naghvill Tenn ^
(Gristed manager of the Grand Haven !milll
th(lir H»uirht«r Mn.
The Hyacinth, a lighthouse tender branch and Carl P. Symon will be mas with their daughter, Mrs.
and the Sumac,' another tender manager of the Allegan branch. Lieut Bauer and family. Mr. and
NOTICE
Mrs. Mechem expect to leave for)
was driving was owned bv George Funeral services for Albert Lew- came here early and the Gen. G.
Florida from there.
A special election will be held Ver Holf, according to the police is, 65 of Pullman, were held Sun- E. Meade, and the Tomkins, gov- HOLLAND CYCLIST
• • »
CRITICALLY INJURED
ia Park Township on Satarday, report Mrs. Margaret Johnson, 62, day afternoon at Leisure Church ernment dredges made a total of
Announcement has been made of
of Gary, Ind., and Thomas Johnson, with burial in McDowell cemetery. four visits during the season. The
January 16. Polls will be open
the marriage of Miss Erma A.
45, also of Gary, were treated at He died at Douglas hospital. He is Marion, also a government boat,
Wilbur Bazaan, 24, of R. F. D. Gooding, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
from 7 A. M. te 5 P. M.
made two trips here. The coast
St Mary’s hospital in Grand Rap- survived by his widow.
No.
2, Holland, was critically in- T. L. Gooding,
ng, and
an' Guy Franklin
gu;ard cuttersEscanaba from Grand
SPECIAL ELECTION BALLOT ids Friday afternoon for injuries
Haven and Antietamfrom Milwau- ured late Thursday evening when Fisher, son of Roy Fisher. TTie
received in a head-on crash on MPROPOSITION NO. L
kee also made stops here. The ic was thrown to the pavement ceremony was performedin Mich21 near Hudsonville. Hospital atShall the Township Board of taches said Mrs. Johnson suffered
THEATRES
North and ISouth American are after losing control of his motor- igan City and the bridal couple
cycle. Bazaan, in company with spent their honeymoon in Chicago.
docked here for the Winter. They
Park Township, Ottawa County, fracturesof the right arm and left
Dick Zone of Holland and Marinus
HOLLAND,
MICH.
made
their
first
trips
out
in
May
leg
and
lacerations
of
the
face
and
» • •
Michigan, bo authorised to seU the
Bazaan, Grand Rapids, all on moand returned in September after a
hands. Mr. Johnson, they said, had
Mr. and Mrs. John Bast enterproperty of said Township of Park,
torcycles,were riding toward the
season of excursion trips on the
a fractured left knee cap.
tained at dinner Christmas eve:
district when Wilbur BaM 1« H.n
comprising the poniag place of ProGreat Lakes. Records of arrivals business
zaan, who was behind his companJ- ^st. Miss HenThe annual report of contagious
and departures of boats at the
duct Ne. One in aaid Towaahip. for
diseases in Holland during 1938
Rapid!,
Holland harbor are kept by the ions, is believed to have struck a Bast and childrenof Grand' Kapms,
n price of not leoa than Five Hun- waa filed at the regular meeting of
bump in the pavement.
coast guard station.
and Mrs. Gleon Bonnett of Holdred Dollars?
the Holland Board of Heath held
The impact lifted the machine
In discussingthe bicycletraffic from the road and caused it to skid land.
at the Holland State bank, Monday
( ) Yea.
yroblem, Police Chief Frank Van
afternoon. Those present for the
( )No. *
IwTh! .^er
ft0" ‘nto ill
Holiday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
ty stated that the policy, adopted feet, throwing
the Albert
fio*.
Peach Be,
session were Otto Kramer, Dr. W.
oning, Sr., Peach Belt,
M. Tappan, City AttorneyElbem —continuous performances daily about a year ago of taking a bicy- approaching car, driven by John C. were their son, William; their son-|
PROPOSITION NO. I
cle
away
from
its rider and holding
Parsons, Mayor Henry Geerlings
Diekema of Holland, R. F. D. No. in-law and daughter, Mr. and Mrs.
starting 2:30 — prices change 5:00 — jt for 30 days should the rider vioShull the Township of Park, Ot- and City Cleric Oscar Peterson.
6.
Merrill Kingsburyof Sandusky, O.,
late the city ordinance, governing
Bazaan was removed to Holland and Mr. and Mrs. Albert Koning,
tawa Cauaty, Michigan, raiae by The report is as follows: Measles
the
riding
of
bicycles
in
this
city,
4: scarlet fever 16; mumps 23;
hospital where it was found the entaxatteu « the raal and personal
has met with considerablesuccess. tire left side of his face was Jr., and Mrs. E. L. Springer.
chickenpox 29; whooping cough 98.
Fri.
Sat,
Jan.
8-9
A
southern
Oregon
city
of
about
praparty Hshle to
i> Other routine business matters
crushed. He also suffered a fracMr. and Mrs. Leon Rhodes an5000, Grants Pass, also uses this tured shoulder and internal injuraid TmaUp, to sum of Eight were disposed of at the 'meeting^
nounce the birth of a son in Complan of jailing the bicycleinstead ies.
Adolphe
Menjou
and
Sonja
Henie
Dollars,far to purpose
C. J. Den Herder, president of
munity hospital,Douglas.
of the rider. Their plan goes even
of erecting te said Township, hi the Zeeland State bank, and his
further and the Oregon general
SHE WEtfPS RFXHJLARLY
James VanHartesveldt, of Fenn-I
PractectNo. One, of laid Township, daughter, Mrs. Otto Vander Velde,
assembly will consider adopting
ville, is convalescing from pneuthe plan this month in Portland.
a Township Hall and Community 597 Lawndale court, returned to
Every bicyclerider, unless he has
A little girl, about 6 years old, monia.
Center Building,said Tnx te be di- Holland, Tuesday, from Springa state automobile driving license, wearing a shabby overcoat several
• • •
field, Mo., where they were called
Tided into two equal, installments,
About 125 persons attended the
must pass a rigid examination, sizes too large for her, stands near
last week by the death of Mr. Den
lo
Million
the first installmentto be raised by Herder’s sister-in-law, Mrs. Anna
both written and objective,before the wall just away from the light- annual holiday banquet sponsored
erating the bicycle. Every bicy- ed entranceof the Regent the- by the Ganges Epworth League at
tax levied in the year 1»S7, and the Stewart, who died at her home on
cle must have a card or registra- atre in Allegan. Shivering in the the church Monday evening. L. C.
second testaBsseutto bo raised by New Year's day. The survivorsof
tion tag containing the name of cold, she weeps softly to herself. Mohr, of South Haven, gave a most
Mra. Stewart are one sister, Mrs.
tax tested te to your 1988?
the owner of the bicycle. Upon vi- Sobbingly she tells the kind-heart- interestingtalk on his personal obMinnie Veneklasen, former Zeeland
Mon. Tues. Wed. Jan. 11-12-13
( ) Y«.
olation of an ordinance, the tag ed passersby, who stop to ask her servation of Mexico and Yucatan
resident, who made her home with
may be suspended or revoked.Three trouble, that she wants to join her on an airplane trip taken from
Mrs. Stewart, and one brother,
( ) Nn.
Robert Taylor and Greta Garbo
point* in the “Grants Pass plan" brother,who has gone to the movie Texas.
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START The New Year

RIGHT
LET US

WRITE YOU A

FRANKLIN INCOME POLICY

The

Maturing at Age Sixty

SECURITY IN OLD AGE
We

Have Served You

WM.
Kenneth DePree

Over 33 Year*

— AGENTS —

LOSES

COLONIAL
THEATRE

H. Kramer

and

9

FOODS Retain
Fri. Sat, Jan 8-9

Valuable Vitamins

Ralph Bellamy

Fred Sheridan of Cedar Run,
Michigan, died at University Hospital, Ann Arbor, followingan
operation for a brain tumor. Mr.
Sheridan was taken suddeny seriously ill with the malady that baffled local physicians.
His widow was formerly Miss
Hilda Wells of this city, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. O. N. Wells, 40 N.
Elm st She met Mr. Sheridan
while teaching school at Ionia several years ago, and since their
marriage Mr. Sheridanhas been
operating a service stationand oil
business at Cedar Run, about ten
miles west of Traverse Cit;7He is survived by Mrs. Sheridan
and one littledaughter.

GAS

with

Sat, Jan. 9 is

offer

many

different heat in-

Isabel Jewell

and Ralph Bellamy

make possible cooking that's not availablewith

other range*.

Take uwaterleM1' cooking. The aimmer flams provided by the

own

juices— without the ad-

dition of greet quantitiesof water.

FLAVORS

Want* to Boy all Kinds of Scrap1.
Material,Old Iron, Radiators, Old
Batteries and other Junk. Beet
market price; also feed and sugar

ALL

bags.
190 East 8th

Jell-o

8t

Holland

I

Phone 2905

gf

A.

4-19

PALMOLIVE OR CAMAY

thoae are the advantages.

By FRANCIS

net

Betel Heme Urtltet*

MUFFIN MAGIC
piRST FAVORITE for late fall
menus is this recipe for Com

r. Fill buttered
to moisten the flour,
full and bake in a
butter price* under laat year’* level at muffin pans
this aeasoa and mad* a generoussup- hot oven, 425* F., for 25 minutes.
ply of froth vegetables availableat alYou’ll have twelve tempting tidbits
moat summer cost Fish, too, i> more for the luncheon table.
pleatlfalthan in many weeka.
Lamb te the outstanding meat value
with pork a fairlygood eocond choice.
Botf prices continue to rise.

tender. Then pour off the water,
saving out about a cup of the
liquid to which add K cup sugar
and 2 to 3 tablespoonsof delicately
flavored Quince Jelly. Boil together for 5 minutes,then pour this
sweet syrup over the apples and
bake in a hot oven, 400* F., for 25
more minutes, or until the apples
are tender. Baste several times
with this sweet syrup. When the
apples are done, place them in Individual serving dishes, partially
divid
cool the syrup and pour over the
apple tops to glaze them. Sweet
success will be yours when you
serve this dish l

%

K

Pudding

Coffee

wd

Gas & Electric Co.
Phone

3138

Holland, Micb.

Lamb

Coffee

PICNICS

BEEF

lb.

ROAST

18c
1

3c

1

0c

>

5c

Chuck Cuts

BEEF

Meaty Short Ribs

Pork

Double Feature

i&l

Hockless— Smoked

LEFT-OVERS DRESSED UP
Why let left-over roast pork lan-

Coffee

THERE’S NOTHING LIKE GAS for BAKING,
I BROILING, ROASTING, FRYING, BOILING

15c

ROUND —SIRLOIN— SWISS

BOILING

The Man Who

Potatoes

STEAKS

All

guish in the refrigerator. It’s so
easy to combine it with Spaghetti,
that facile filler-inner,and produce
the season.
a delightfulnew dish in a mere
Her* are three menu* to auit differ•at budget levels.
matter of minutes. • All you have
to do for this quick feast is cook
Low Cost Dinner
1 medium onion, minced, and
Braised Lamb Shoulder
Lived
cup finely chopped celery together
Mashed
Oalona
GLAZED WITH GOODNESS in 4 tablespoonsbutter until tender,
Bread and Butter
Tapioca Cream
IK cu
cups cooked pork cut
Why don’t von go festive with Thenn add IK
Tea or
Milk
your fruits this fall and serve in convenient dice, sprinklewith 1
apples baked in a brand new guise 1 tablespoonflour, and brown. Now
Medium Cost Dtaaer
Wed. Thurs., Jan. 13-14
Boast
Glasod Apple Riaga For a surprise sensation wash 6 you are ready to pour K cun water
_______________
skilletand stir until thickSweet Potato** Spinach
or 8 large rad apples and core into the
Bread and Butter
them just enough to rremove the ened, When you reach this point,
Snow
CuaUrd Sane* seeds. Then peel the apples about add 1 large can of spicy Cooked
Tea or
Milk
etti in Tomato Sauce, 1 tesone-fourth of the wav down so
Very Special Dtaaer
each
has
a
cool white capping. s^m sidt, K teaspoon P«PP«
Clark Gable and J. MacDonald in
Stuff to core holes with quartered 1 teaspoon Worcestershire Sauce
Staffed Celery
Roast
Browned Pnnatpe sectionsof seeded dates and place ter flavor finesse. Cook until the
“SAN FRANCISCO”
Green Beane
the apples together in a baking Spaghettiis thoroughly heated, and
Mixed Green Salad
pan. Four
Pour one-half inch of water serve
Roll*
and
Batter
Elista Land! and Edmund Lowe te
around tht-apples, cover and steam American
Prerea Orange Cuatard
until to apples art just slightly verted Into asset!
Cookie*
“MAD HOLIDAY”

Twice

Economy, mora deliciousmeals, valuable food elements aaved

—

WANTED
LOUIS PADNOS

Soap 4

4 teaspoons baking Powder, and
4
H teaspoonsalt Then combine
Remain as OUR GUESTS to see
3 tablespoons butter, melted, 1
By ANN PAGE
W. C. Fields in “POPPY”
egg, slightly
y beaten, and IK cups
"^^TTH economy the note ft th* Cora Chowder and pour over the
year, the housewifela ferflour mixture, Stir just enough
tunate that favorable weather has
broughtdown the price of egrt, kept

gaa rang* cooks foods in their

Mrs. Carrie Bassett has gone to

purpose
jUiipvau uvuij
flour, o
3 tablespoons
uiuicoyv/viiosugar

GUEST NIGHT—

Mon. Tues., Jan. 11-12

tensities, they

DOLE GEMS

Alhambra, Cal., to spend several
weeks with Mrs. Theodore Wade.1
Mrs. Bessie Leland and Mrs.
Floune Billings, who had planned

Muffins cleverly contrived with
Soup. Mix and sift together in
a Urge bowl 2 cups sifted all-

Wild Brian Kent

Becauee Round Oak gaa ranges

las. Among the survivors is her|
daughter, Mrs. F. Konold, of Douglas. Funeral services were condi
lucted Saturday.
• • t

HUSBAND

when you

COOK

Coffee

|

Plainsman

Matinees dally 2:36— evenings 7

their

Mrs. Ellen Turnpull,82, died
Wednesday at her home in Dou-

FORMER ZEELAND GIRL
for

OLIVE

J.

that soon will be in effect in rep- and left her waiting outside.
resentativecities in every section
Theatre employees,who know
of Oregon are: licenses, penalties her, say that she weeps regularly
which can be enforced without
Saturday, Sunday, Tuesday and
“conviction"of youthful offenders Thursday nights— with results so
and education in rules of the road. good that she never misses seeing
William Connelly, manager of a movie.
the Holland Chamber of Commerce,
Tum., Jan. 12 is GUEST NIGHT—
will appoint a committee in the
The extension of time for payRemain an OUR GUESTS to see near future, upon a request from ing taxes was authorized by the
Dr.Ralph Ten Have, Ottawa county aldermen at a meeting of the city
Lionel Barrymorein “DEVIL
health officer, for the purpose of council,Monday night. Residents
making a survey in the county to of Holland will have until Feb. 1
DOLL”
determinethe number of persons to pay their 1936 county and specwho will be availablefor attend- ial taxes without fear of penalties.
ance at the recreationaldemon- The treasurer’soffice reported that
stration camp at Gun Lake near the collectionsto date have baen
Thurs. Fri. Sat, Jan. 14-15-16
Hastings.According to the letter good. A report on the collection of
froip Dr. Ten Have, the federal taxes in the city during the past
governmentis now engaged in con- three weeks was presented to the
Jeen Arthur and Gary Cooper
structingthis camp and it is their council at its regular meeting,
desire to make the camp available Wednesday night, by City Assessor
for the use of a maximum number Peter Van Ark.
of persons in this area. The camp
is designated primarily for all children. Dr. Ten Have urges careful
considerationof the project since
no such facilities are availablein
Ottawa county.

SAUER KRAUT

